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The current development of the IEEE 802.11 n wireless local area network (WLAN) standard as 
an improvement to the current IEEE 802.11 a standard open up opportunities into several areas 
of research. One of the prerequisites of this standard is that the medium access layer (MAC) 
should support a real data throughput of about 100 Mhps. In order to realise this requirement at 
reasonable performance, utilising multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technology would be 
necessary. Preferably, the proposed MIMO system should be implemented at low complexity 
such that the hardware devices can be manufactured at low cost. The two factors, MIMO 
systems and low complexity, form the motivation of the work reported in this thesis. 
This thesis focuses on several spatial multiplexing, space-time coding and hybrid spatial mul-
tiplexing and space-time coding techniques that are capable of delivering high data rates at 
low complexity. In this context, several MIMO hybrid schemes with low complexity detection 
algorithms will be developed and investigated. 
Initially, three MIMO schemes V-BLAST, Alamouti space time block code (STBC) and Dual 
Alamouti STBC (i.e., the hybrid technique of concatenating two Alamouti transmitters), which 
are potential candidates for the IEEE 802.11 In standard, are studied and compared with one 
another. Their potential channel capacity will be analysed while simulations using physically 
realisable decoders are performed and compared with respect to three parameters, namely, spec-
tral efficiency, number of antennas and channel correlation. 
The possibility of exploiting multiuser MEMO transmission in a WLAN leads to the analysis 
of the V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC in a two users scenario. Using the zero forcing 
(ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) detectors coupled with interference suppression 
and cancellation techniques, the robustness of V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti in a two users 
environment are studied. 
Then the possibility using of Alamouti space frequency block code (SFBC) in an OFDM system 
to replace Alamouti STBC whenever required is investigated. In this context, the implementa-
tion of a simplified ZF technique to combat the uncertainty in channel conditions is proposed. 
Simulation results are generated to compare the performance of this technique with Alamouti 
STBC and cyclic delay diversity (CDD). 
Lastly, three transmit antennas CDD and Alamouti STBC hybrid schemes are suggested in 
this thesis for IEEE 802.1 In to limit the physical size of wireless devices, while still being 
capable of delivering 100 Mbps MAC throughput. More emphasis has been focused on the 
latter scheme due to its superior performance. With regards to this, two simplified detection 
algorithms and a bit loading scheme without channel feedback information at the transmitter 
are proposed. Finally, a switching scheme between the Alamouti hybrid and Alamouti STBC 
has been designed to maximised the system throughput and coverage. 
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The migration of wireless technology from analogue radio transmission to digital application 
has led the world of communication into a new modem era. A few examples in the advances 
of wireless applications are wide area digital mobile telephony within hundred of miles radius, 
wireless internet, digital radio and video transmission, etc. The trend of communication sys-
tems moving into wireless applications provides ongoing improvements and advancements in 
digital communication technologies and signal processing techniques. 
It is only until the recent development of robust micron VLSI technology which has led to a 
sudden surge in wireless systems over past ten years as the implementation of compact wire-
less devices becomes realisable. Such systems like the migration from analog to digital mobile 
telephony system, e.g. GSM [3] and 3G [4], IEEE 802.11 [5] wireless local area networks 
(WLAN), IEEE 802.16 [6] wireless access and IEEE 802.15 [7] wireless personal area net-
work (WPAN) are a few examples of the ongoing wireless development. Innovations in digital 
communication techniques, namely, code division multiple access (CDMA) used for 3G and 
IEEE 802.11 b, orthogonal division frequency multiplexing (OFDM) for IEEE 802.11 a and the 
ultra wideband (tJWB) [8] proposal for IEEE 802.15, single carrier with frequency domain 
equalisation (SC-FE) proposed for IEEE 802.16 and multicarrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) pro-
posed for 4G are some of the practical applications of digital communications. In this thesis, 
the development for future IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard will be the focus of the work. 
1.1 Overview of Thesis Topic 
With the high throughput study group (HTSG) [9] working towards the IEEE 802.11 In standard, 
which is the next generation wireless local area network (WLAN), research into improvements 
to the current IEEE 802.1 ]a is required. One of the areas that should be considered is the 
choice of modulation scheme. Since OFDM [10-16] had been proposed for the IEEE 802.1 la, 
several modulation schemes have then been developed. Some of the schemes worth considering 
are MC-CDMA [10, 15, 17-191, SC-FE [2,20-24] and flash OFDM [25]. Several papers [26- 
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Nonetheless, a comprehensive comparison of all these schemes from the perspective of WLAN 
has not yet been established. 
One of the requirements imposed on the new standard requires that the medium access control 
(MAC) layer support data rate up to 100 Mbps. This means that the physical layer (PHY) must 
transmit data at 200 Mbps, with an approximate 50% MAC overhead efficiency. Whether or 
not IEEE 802.11n will be allocated a 20 or 40 MHz bandwidth channel, persisting with the 
single input single output (SISO) techniques as in IEEE 802.11a will not reach the 100 Mbps 
MAC pre-requisite at reasonable performance. For instance, the largest available constellation 
of 64 QAM with 3/4 code rate used over 40 MHz channel, will only yield an equivalent MAC 
data rate of 90Mbps. Moreover, such constellation and code rate requires a high operating 
SNR. To meet this requirement, moving to MIMO techniques is highly recommended. The 
well-known low complexity MIMO technique that was developed in [32-34], the so called 
the V-BLAST transmit scheme, is capable of delivering reasonable performance provided the 
number of antenna elements at the receiver is not less than that at the transmitter. The drawback 
of this scheme is the lack of diversity that can be exploited at the transmitter. This is then 
followed by the invention of a powerful and low complexity transmit diversity scheme in [35], 
Alamouti space time block code (STBC). Contrary to V-BLAST, this scheme is limited by 
its data throughput capability, which is the same as a SISO system. In order to compromise 
between the advantages of these two schemes, [36-38] develop a hybrid of V-BLAST and 
Alamouti STBC. Since then, improvements on these three techniques have been developed 
[39-41]. Despite this, there is still a lack of understanding among the performance of these 
three schemes relative to one another. 
The possibility of IEEE 802.1 In supporting multiple users simultaneously should be investi-
gated as an optional mode for the system. This results in interference [42-491 among users. 
Although several interference mitigation techniques [45-49] have been suggested, appropri-
ate mitigation technique at low complexity that can be applied to mitigate multiuser WLAN 
interference has not been properly compared with one another. 
For low data rate transmission, Alamouti STBC can deliver high performance at low cost. How-
ever, two drawbacks exist, namely latency and wasting resources. Because Alamouti STBC 
need to transmit over two OFDM symbols, small packet sizes might not be able to fill up all 
the available subcarriers over two OFDM symbols, which is a waste of resources. Also, the 
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receiver would need to buffer signal over two OFDM symbols before detection can take place 
resulting in latency. This leads to the Alamouti space frequency block code (SFBC) [50-531, 
in which adjacent OFDM subcarriers are assumed to be highly correlated with each other. In 
practice, this is not always the case and may degrade system performance significantly. Al-
though, [531 proposes the use of zero forcing technique to combat this uncertainty in channel 
condition, decoding is done at the expense of higher complexity. Furthermore, it is important 
to understand the performance difference between this Alamouti SFBC technique with the re-
cently developed cyclic delay diversity (CDD) scheme [54-56] which also eliminates the above 
mentioned disadvantages of Alamouti STBC. This will enable the choice of either these two 
schemes to replace Alamouti STBC whenever the above problems cannot he tolerated. 
Due to the physical limit of future wireless devices and high cost of radio frequency (RF)chains, 
it is better to limit the number of antennas in which the above mentioned hybrid is no longer 
implementable (it requires four transmit antennas). In practice, two transmit antennas spatial 
multiplexing scheme is sufficient to deliver the required 100 Mbps prerequisite, (two 64 QAM 
modulated antennas over 20 MHz bandwidth channel). However, this does not allow channel 
coding to be deployed into the system, which would decrease the data rate significantly. Hence, 
poor system performance is expected in this case. Even though three transmit V-BLAST is 
capable of achieving this throughput, this would require considerable decoding complexity to 
obtain reasonable performance due to the lack of diversity in the system. Therefore, improve-
ment to three transmit diversity technique using low complexity decoder can still be further 
developed. 
1.2 Objective 
On the basis of the above issues, a number of studies have been conducted which form the 
motivation of the research work reported here. The objective of this thesis is to investigate 
the best solution that can be deployed into future WLAN from the PHY layer perspective. 
With regard to this, improvements to current IEEE 802.11 a to support higher throughput, larger 
range coverage and the possibility of multiple users transmission form the three major pieces 
of work covered here. Subsets of the work discuss the trade off for several MIMO techniques 
suggested with various parameters, choosing the best modulation schemes, developing receiver 
algorithms, system optimisation and modelling. Practical implementation is also considered in 
these studies. 
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1.3 Contributions To Knowledge 
Contributions from this research for future WLAN systems can be summarised as follows: 
• Mathematical analysis and modelling of two possible interference scenarios, synchro-
nous and asynchronous in a WLAN. The closed form error probabilities in the presence 
of synchronous interference are derived. Details of these mathematical modelling are 
found in Chapter 4. 
• Understanding that interference cancellation (IC) (in Section 4.4. 1) technique is the better 
solution over interference suppression (IS) (in Section 4.4.1) in mitigating synchronous 
interference provided the degrees of spatial freedom is sufficient. (Details of these in-
terference mitigation technique are found in Chapter 4). From simulation results, it is 
apparent that IS has poorer performance than the IC technique with respect to increasing 
interference power. Also, it is observed that Dual Alamouti STBC is more robust to in-
terference than V-BLAST given that the same number of receive antennas are deployed 
in both schemes. Also, it is observed that using IS technique to mitigate synchronous and 
asynchronous interference results in the same performance based on results generated 
from the simulator. 
• The channel capacity and simulation results (in Chapter 3) in uncorrelated channels show 
that Dual Alamouti STBC outperforms both V-BLAST and Alamouti STBC. However, 
the performance of Dual Alamouti STBC is slightly worse than Alamouti STBC for very 
high antenna correlation. Dual Alamouti STBC is much more robust to correlation than 
V-BLAST. 
• Developed a simplified zero forcing (ZF) (in Chapter 5) solution to combat the uncer-
tainty in channel conditions of an Alamouti SFBC transmit technique. Using this simpli-
fied detector, Alamouti SFBC achieves similar performance as Alamouti STBC for low 
to moderate frequency selective channels. For very frequency selective channels, the fre-
quency encoded version is significantly worse than its temporal encoded version. Unless 
the channel is extremely frequency selective. Alamouti SFBC performs better than CDD 
transmit scheme. 
• Studied the hybrid three transmit antennas technique (in Chapter 6) where simplified de-
tection algorithms have been developed. Although the CDD hybrid performs better than 
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V-BLAST, its performance is still marginally worse than the Alamouti STBC hybrid. 
This Alamouti hybrid study leads to the development of two simplified successive inter-
ference cancellation (SIC) algorithms which are comparable to the ordered successive 
interference cancellation (OSIC) detector in error performance. Bit loading on different 
Alamouti hybrid antennas shows that channel feedback information is not necessarily 
required in order to allocate the higher constellation size to the better (Alamouti STBC) 
channel. 
. The design of a modulation coded scheme (MCS) (in Chapter 6) switching between the 
3 transmit Alamouti STBC hybrid and Alamouti STBC. The simulation results indicate 
that the Alamouti STBC performs better at lower throughput while the hybrid is preferred 
at high throughput. The range covered by switching between the designed MCS modes 
shows a significant increase in coverage as compared to non switching. 
1.4 Organisation Of Thesis 
Following this chapter, the rest of the thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 
This chapter introduces the concept of OFDM, MC-CDMA, SC-FE and flash OFDM. Analysing 
each scheme and comparing them, supported by results from existing literature are presented. 
The best choice of modulation scheme to suit a WLAN will then be discussed. This is followed 
by a brief introduction to MIMO systems, the V-BLAST scheme and Alamouti STBC. 
Chapter 3 
This chapter analyses and compares the capacity of V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual Alam-
outi STBC. The simulation of these schemes using a low complexity decoder is presented with 
respect to three parameters: spectral efficiency, number of antennas and channel correlation. 
The similarities and differences between the capacity and simulation results are discussed. 
From the perspective of WLAN, the efficiency of the above three MIMO techniques is dis-
cussed. In this context, efficiency is referred to as 80% error performance and 20% complexity. 
Chapter 4 
This chapter models two different types of interference that can possibly exist in a WLAN. 
They are synchronous and asynchronous interference. There is a description of the two models 
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followed by the mathematical analysis and closed form bit error probability (BEP) analysis. 
Then, the application of IC and IS interference techniques to V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti 
STBC are studied. 
Chapter S 
The use of a simplified ZF decoder to combat the uncertainty of channel conditions in Alamouti 
SFBC is studied. Simulation results comparing the SFBC to STBC and CDD are investigated 
under different channel conditions. 
Chapter 6 
In this chapter, three transmit hybrid CDD and Alamouti STBC are studied with more attention 
paid to the latter due to its better performance. Several simplified SIC algorithms comparable 
to the well known OSIC detector have been developed for the Alamouti hybrid. Bit loading 
on antennas for this hybrid scheme is investigated. Later, a MCS switching scheme using both 
Alamouti STBC and its hybrid are presented. The range covered by this MCS design will be 
demonstrated. 
Chapter 7 
Finally, some concluding remarks are presented and possible future work is described. 
Chapter 2 
Choice of Modulation and MIMO 
system 
A wireless local area network (WLAN) is a system that enables data communication between 
a central control unit and a wireless or mobile terminal (MI). The MT can come in the form of 
a computer, personal digital assistant (PDA), etc. The central control unit is normally termed 
as an access point (AP). The WLAN offers several advantages over wired LAN as follows: 
• Mobility 
Users are not restricted to designated AP, like wired ethernet. They have access to real-
time information anywhere within the coverage area. 
• Flexibility 
Wireless devices can he used in areas where installation of cables are not available. 
• Cost 
Installation of cables in older building is costly. With the use of a wireless network, this 
incurred cost is eliminated. 
Two of the well known WLAN families are Hiperlan and IEEE 802.11 [57-59]. The latter 
standard is focused in this thesis because its products are more widely available in the current 
market. 
The evolution of IEEE 802.11 b [60] to IEEE 802.11 a in the past few years outlines the push 
in WLAN to compete with its wired counterpart. IEEE 802.11 b uses either frequency hopping 
or direct sequence spread spectrum that supports data rates up to 11 Mbits/sec in the 2.4 GHz 
band. Frequency hopping uses Gaussian frequency shift keying while direct sequence employs 
differential BPSK. The newer IEEE 802.1 la standard, introduces the concept of orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) that operates in the 5.2 GHz band. This system can 
support data rates up to 54 Mbps. 
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The upcoming future IEEE 802.11 n WLAN standard which is currently under study is required 
to support data rates up to approximately four times more than the IEEE 802.11 a standard. In 
order to realise this data rates at reasonable performance, the new standard might require to 
use multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems. Even though OFDM is likely to be the 
modulation format used, the recent development of other schemes, namely, multi-carrier code 
division multiple access (MC-CDMA). flash OFDM and single carrier with frequency domain 
equalisation (SC-FE) show comparable performance with OFDM. 
Therefore, this chapter shall briefly introduce and compare the performance of the above mod-
ulation schemes, with results based on existing literature. The best modulation format to suit 
future WLAN implementation will be discussed. Then, the advantages of MIMO technique in 
increasing data rate will be briefly explained. Two well known MIMO schemes, V-BLAST and 
Alamouti STBC will be introduced. 
2.1 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
OFDM [10] as shown in Figure 2. 1, is a modulation scheme splitting a single stream of high 
rate serial data into parallel streams each with a lower data rate. These sub-streams of symbols, 
conventionally encoded using BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM or 64 QAM as used in the IEEE 802.11a 
standard, are then mapped onto their respective carrier frequencies. By doing so, the bandwidth 
of each subcarrier becomes smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel provided the 
number of subcarriers is sufficiently large. This implies that the symbol's duration is made 
longer than the delay spread of the channel. 
The symbols mapped at each subcarrier are summed via the IFFT to produce the time domain 
signal as 1611: 
s(t)  	 (2.1) 
k =0 
where K is the total number of subcamers, 	is the sub-channel signalling interval and 4. 
is the modulated symbol at subcarrier k. 
This summation leads to a multicarrier system where all subcarriers overlap with one another. 
Despite the overlapping nature of OFDM, intercarrier interference (IC!) is absent because the 
carriers in this summation are orthogonal to one another. Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference 
between an OFDM and single carrier signal in the frequency domain. Unlike conventional 
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of an OFDM system 
frequency division multiple access (FDMA), OFDM occupies approximately 50% [lO] of the 
required bandwidth in FDMA. 
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(b) OFDM signal 
Figure 2.2: Frequency power spectra of (a) Single carrier frequency domain signal and (b) 
OFDM 
In order to prevent inter-symbol interference (ISI), a guard time longer than the delay spread of 
the channel is zero padded at the beginning of each OFDM symbol. However, this can cause 
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IC! between subcarriers due to the time dispersive effect of the multipath channel. In order 
to eliminate ICI, the guard interval can be replaced by cyclically extending part of the OFDM 
symbol end at the beginning of each symbol. The cyclic prefix makes the transmitted signal 
periodic and eliminates the time dispersive effect of the channel. To illustrate this, Figure 2.3 
shows a time domain signal for one OFDM symbol ,i.e., the IFFT of the data symbols with its 
cyclic prefix. In this figure, K is assumed. 
one OFDM symbol 
s(6) s(7) 	s(0) s( I) s(2) 	s(3) s(4) s(5) s(6) s(7) 
cyclic prefix 
time 
Figure 2.3: Time domain signal for one OFDM symbol 
At the receiver, the cyclic prefix is first removed, the remaining signal is transformed into the 
frequency domain via FFT for equalisation, and lastly detected. 
One significant advantage of OFDM over conventional single carrier time domain equalisa-
tion [12], such as maximum likelihood and decision feedback equaliser, is the reduction in 
complexity and digital signal processing. The complexity [28] of frequency domain equali-
sation is proportional to N log2 Lmp, where N is the number of receive antennas and L is 
the length of the channel impulse response in symbols. The complexity of time domain equal-
isation [28] is proportional to NLmp or even N 2   depending on the algorithm used. To 
illustrate this, Figure 2.4 (similar to the one in [21) compares the complexity between time 
domain and frequency domain equalisation for N = 2. The complexity of the time domain 
equaliser becomes significant as L, increases. This highlights the advantage of OFDM over 
single carrier with time domain equalisation. 
One of the disadvantages of OFDM is the peak-to-average-power (PAP) ratio. This is due to 
the adding of symbols at all subcarriers which can be constructive. This requires the use of 
highly linear amplifiers at the transmitter to avoid undesirable inter-modulation products. On 
the other hand destructive addition results in low power efficiency. Secondly, the carriers are 
more difficult to synchronise as compared to single carrier techniques, which can lead to IC! 
and IS!. 
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Figure 2.4: Complexity graph between frequency and time domain equalisation for N = 2 
2.2 Single Carrier With Frequency Domain Equaliser (SC-FE) 
SC-FE is an alternative technique to reduce the equalisation complexity of time domain equaliser 
for large delay spread channels. This technique attains similar equalisation complexity as that 
of OFDM. The architecture of single carrier frequency domain linear equalisation (SC-LE) is 
shown in Figure 2.5. A cyclic prefix is attached to a several blocks of I< symbols, where K 
is the FFT size, as in an OFDM transmitter. At the receiver, several blocks of Ke received 
symbols are fed into the FFT and the output in the frequency domain is then equalised. After 
equalisation, the signal is transformed into the time domain for detection. A decision feed-
back equaliser (SC-DFE) can he embedded into the receiver for better performance as shown 
in Figure 2.5 at the expense of higher complexity. 
2.3 Comparison Between OFDM and Single Carrier System 
Both OFDM and SC-FE share similar complexity unlike the time domain equaliser. However 
SC-FE does not have the problems of PAP ratio. Secondly, frequency offset in SC-FE only 
leads to degradation in SNR but in OFDM it results in ISI and IC! as well. 
The comparison of SC-FE and OFDM compiled from [2, 26. 27] will be summarised in this 
section. Refer to Appendix B for more details. For an uncoded system, SC-LE performs signif- 
icantly better than OFDM due to the lack of frequency diversity being exploited by the OFDM 
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Figure 2.5: Transceiver of a SC-LE 
system. When coding is employed, the higher code rate systems still favour SC-LE and SC-
DFE slightly. On the other hand the lower code rate SC-LE system can only outperform OFDM 
when smaller constellations such as BPSK and QPSK are used. Increases in constellation size 
to 16 QAM and 64 QAM show that OFDM outperforms SC-LE while achieving similar per-
formance as SC-DFE for the 64 QAM system. However, SC-DFE requires a higher complexity 
due to the feedback loop. 
2.3.1 Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access(DS-CDMA) 
The transceiver model of DS-CDMA is shown in Figure 2.6. The modulated data is multiplied 
by a spreading sequence before transmission. Similarly, at the receiver the observed signal 
is multiplied with the despreading sequence (i.e. the complex conjugate of the spreading se-
quence) before detection. The processing gain of the system is defined as 
Gp = 	= No. of chips per symbol 	 (2.2) 
TIC 
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where T is the period of one chip and I is the symbol period. 
c(n) 
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Figure 2.6: Architecture of DS-CDMA structure 
The spreading codes for different users should have small cross-correlations so that the receiver 
is able to differentiate between them. If the received signal is multiplied by the code of the 
desired user with the correct time delay, the signal power peaks, otherwise, it will be spread 
over the entire bandwidth with low power. This means that the time of arrival of each spread 
spectrum symbol can he measured accurately. 
2.4 Multi-carrier Code Division Multiple Access 
MC-CDMA [10,62-64], as shown in Figure 2.7, is a hybrid technique, which exploits the 
advantages of both CDMA and OFDM. Contrary to DS-CDMA, the spreading operation of 
this multi-carrier technique is conventionally performed in the frequency domain. The data at 
each subcarrier, where the subcarrier is spaced by 1/T3 b (R an integer and Tub  the sub-
channel interval), is multiplied by its unique spreading code to support multiple users. When 
both G and R are equal to 1, this system is equivalent to OFDM. When R is large, more 
frequency diversity gain can be achieved but at the expense of spectral efficiency. 
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Figure 2.7: (a) MC-CDMA transmirter, (b) MC-CDMA receiver 
2.4.1 Frequency Hopping CDMA 
This spread spectrum technique [10] is different from DS-CDMA in that the carrier frequency 
changes from time to time. A block diagram of the transceiver is shown in Figure 2.8. Two 
types of frequency hopping exist, namely, fast frequency hopping where the hopping rate is 
greater than or equal to the symbol rate and slow frequency hopping where the hopping rate is 
much less than symbol rate. In this chapter, all the discussed FH-CDMA configurations assume 
the fast hopped version. 
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Figure 2.8: (a) FH-CDMA transmitter (b) FH-cDMA receiver 
2.5 Flash OFDM 
This technique developed in [65] can be considered a hybrid of fast frequency hopping and 
OFDM which avoids the use of a frequency synthesiser. The architecture is similar to that of a 
normal OFDM transceiver with a special arrangement of users to subcarriers. Figure 2.9 shows 
an example of the allocation for 8 subcarriers supporting 5 users in a flash OFDM system. 
Each user is allocated a different subcarrier in every OFDM symbol. By doing so, each user 
is effectively varying its carrier frequency over multiple symbol periods which can be thought 
of as a fast hopping pattern over the entire OFDM bandwidth. Hence, this architecture permits 
multiple access but also maintains orthogonality between users even in multi-path channels. 
The number of users that this system can support without interference in one cell is equal to the 
number of subcarriers allocated to the system. 
2.5.1 Capacity Comparison of DS-CDMA, Multi-user Detection and Flash OFDM 
In this section, we compare the capacity of the three techniques relative to the number of users 
that can be supported in the system, coupled with a multiuser detection technique. Multiuser 
detection technique [66,67] gives an indication of the number of users that can be successfully 
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Figure 2.9: Allocation of subcarriers to 5 active users in flash OFDM with 8 subcarriers 
detected by the system. 
In DS-CDMA, without multi-user detection, the number of users that can be supported in a 
single cell of a DS-CDMA network is [68]: 
	
Nnu =Fr(+1) 	 (2.3) 
where G is the processing gain 
I' is the required signal-to-noise-ratio 
F is the ratio of intra-cell interference to total interference given by the equation: 
'intra 
Fr = 	 (2.4) 
'Entra + lintel- 
= (i + 	 (2.5) 
\ Iintra) 
When multiuser detection is used, the equation is expressed as [68] 
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( 2.6) 
l E  
where 0 < 	< 1 represents the multi-user efficiency. This is the proportion of in-cell 
interference that is removed by multi-user detection. 
Dividing equation (2.6) by (2.3) represents the capacity increase of using multi-user detection. 




When cm is one, this represents the capacity of a flash OFDM system where in-cell interference 
is absent. Setting Em to zero corresponds to a normal DS-CDMA without multi-user detection. 
Thus flash OFDM achieves the capacity of a DS-CDMA system with ideal multi-user detection 
that cancels all in-cell interference. A simulation has been performed for various 1 and the 
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Figure 2.10: Capacity increase for various Fr 
The graph shows that as Fr increases, which corresponds to a decrease in inter to intra cell 
interference, the capacity of the system increases. Also apparent is that the capacity of the sys-
tem is maximised for Em equal to one which corresponds to flash OFDM. In practice, despite 
their complexity, most multi-user detection schemes will not be able to achieve a 4, value any-
where close to I. This means flash OFDM will have a higher capacity than the more complex 
DS-CDMA systems which incorporate multi-user detection. For a value of Fr = 0.6, which 
is the typical value for a homogeneous base station with a uniformly distributed population of 
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power controlled users in each cell and appropriate distance based propagation model [68], the 
increase in capacity of flash OFDM over conventional DS-CDMA is approximately 2.5 times. 
2.6 Comparison of OFDMA and MC-CDMA 
MC-CDMA has the advantage over orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) 
of universal frequency reuse among all cells. OFDMA is a downlink technique in an OFDM 
system where users are assigned to different subcarriers. Generally, OFDMA would require 
careful frequency planning to minimise interference among adjacent cells' users. On the other 
hand, MC-CDMA tends to lose its codes' orthogonality in a frequency selective fading channel 
[691. This is not a problem in OFDM due to the cyclic prefix (assuming that the length of the 
cyclic prefix is long enough to cover the multipath). Due to the spreading of each symbol into 
several chips in a MC-CDMA system, the spectral efficiency is reduced by factor equal to the 
processing gain, G as compared to OFDM. 
Based on three papers [29-31], this section compares some properties of MC-CDMA and 
OFDMA. Refer to Appendix C for more details. The performance of OFDMA can be thought 
to be similar to that of an OFDM system supporting multiple users. 
For a single input multiple output (SIMO) system. MC-CDMA performs significantly better 
than OFDMA when I receive antenna is used [29]. In that paper it is shown that, as the number 
of antennas increase, the performance of OFDMA improves and equals the performance as MC-
CDMA when four or more antennas are used. This is due to the inherent frequency diversity 
in MC-CDMA that differentiates its performance from OFDMA for low number of antennas 
where spatial diversity gain is negligible. 
The simulation results from [30] show that the performance of OFDMA is insensitive to the 
number of users supported in the system. MC-CDMA outperforms OFDMA in terms of bit 
error ratio (BER) results for small number of users while the performance gap becomes small 
for subsequent increases in the number of users. This is because interference between the 
spreading codes of MC-CDMA is less for small number of users while higher interference is 
incurred for a fully loaded system. 
In a single cell environment. OFDMA performs better than MC-CDMA due to inter-code inter- 
ference among the MC-CDMA users. On the other hand, MC-CDMA is preferable in a cellular 
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environment because of the universal frequency reuse, in which inter-cell interference becomes 
more significant than inter-code interference. 
2.7 Comparison Between Flash OFDM, OFDM And MC-CDMA 
Some general comparisons of OFDM, MC-CDMA and flash OFDM are summarised in this 
section. 
Advantages of flash OFDM over OFDM are as follows: 
Multiple access 
Since flash OFDM is a form of FH-CDMA, it is possible to achieve a frequency reuse 
factor of one, unlike OFDMA. Since there is no interference between users in one cell, 
capacity is limited only by interference from other cells. 
Multi-path interference 
Since the carrier frequency in flash OFDM keeps changing, the interference is averaged 
out over the multiple hops, so performance is not degraded by carriers with poor signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). 
Frequency diversity 
By hopping to a different frequency every symbol period, frequency diversity against 
fading can be achieved in a frequency selective fading channel. In flash OFDM this is 
achieved by allocating each user to a different frequency for each OFDM symbol period. 
PAP ratio 
PAP ratio in flash OFDM depends on the number of carriers in use simultaneously during 
one OFDM symbol period. If only a user is using a system at a particular instant, then 
the PAP ratio is similar to that of a single carrier because for every symbol period, the 
user is only occupying only a carrier while the other carriers can be padded with zeros. 
However, if the system is loaded with more users, then the number of subcarriers being 
used for one OFDM symbol is higher. In fact, the PAP ratio is proportional to the number 
of users in the system. 
Comparing flash OFDM with MC-CDMA: 
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I. The main advantage of flash OFDM over DS-CDMAIMC-CDMA is the absence of in-
cell interference in flash OFDM. The lack of in-cell interference can lead to an increase 
in capacity which will be shown below. 
The advantage of flash OFDM over conventional FH-CDMA is 
I. Frequency synthesiser 
It is expensive to buy a synthesiser that will be able to change its frequency regularly 
with low latency. This is because each user's data in a flash OFDM system is spread 
over several subcarriers, thus not requiring a frequency synthesiser at the receiver to 
synchronise every users' data. In flash OFDM there is no latency due to the absent of 
frequency synthesiser, thus improving spectrum efficiency. 
The advantage of OFDM over flash OFDM is: 
1. Spectral efficiency 
In order to utilise flash OFDM efficiently, each user must be allocated at different sub-
carriers over every OFDM symbol. This does not cause any problem in a fully loaded 
system. On the other hand, when the system is not fully loaded, some subcarriers are 
bound to be unused. This reduces the overall spectral efficiency of the system as com-
pare to the conventional OFDM system. In fact a fully loaded flash OFDM is equivalent 
to a traditional OFDM system. Consequently, flash OFDM system is not recommended 
for use in the uplink as each user would require several OFDM symbols to transmit a 
finite size of packet information. This results in latency. 
2.8 Best Choice of Modulation Scheme 
Several issues comparing the similarities and differences between SC-FE, OFDM, MC-CDMA 
and flash OFDM have been discussed. SC-LE seems to he the natural choice over OFDM be-
cause the single carrier scheme has a better PAP ratio and synchronisation is simpler. However, 
the performance for low code rate and high order modulation favours OFDM over SC-LE. In 
this case, OFDM serves as a more suitable compromise for future WLAN systems capable of 
delivering high throughput. SC-DFE can outperform OFDM for lower order modulation but is 
equal for higher order modulation, e.g., 64 QAM. However, in a wideband channel, e.g. indoor 
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environment, potentially with multi-path dispersion, SC-DFE maybe significantly more com-
plex than OFDM. The problem is that SC-DFE requires lots of feedback taps which makes the 
filter difficult to train [12]. 
The BER performance of MC-CDMA and OFDM is similar to each other when multiple anten-
nas are used in the system due to spatial diversity being made available for the OFDM system 
to exploit. However, sensitivity to system loading and better BER performance in a multi-cell 
environment (for the case of a large indoor environment where access points are located in dif-
ferent parts of the building) lead us to MC-CDMA which could suit WLAN systems. However, 
in a typical indoor environment, e.g. office, generally one base station is enough to serve the 
active area. Hence, this would favour the use of OFDM. Despite the advantages of MC-CDMA 
over OFDM, the significant decrease in spectral efficiency is a major problem, especially for 
future WLANs supporting high data throughput. 
Flash OFDM, which is a hybrid of OFDM and FH-CDMA but without the use of frequency 
synthesiser can also exploit the properties of MC-CDMA with an additional advantage, i.e., the 
absence of in-cell interference that leads to an increase in capacity. Unlike MC-CDMA, flash 
OFDM does not suffer code distortion in a frequency selective fading channel. However, flash 
OFDM can be spectrally inefficient when the number of users is less than the FFT size. Also, 
this technique is not suitable for uplink transmission as each user data need to be split across 
several time periods, introducing latency in the system. 
Therefore, OFDM is the compromise modulation scheme over SC-LE, SC-DFE, MC-CDMA 
and flash OFDM for future wireless LAN implementation based on the comparisons that have 
been presented here. 
2.9 MINIO Schemes 
MIMO technology is essential in fulfilling the potential of high data rates for the IEEE 802.11 In 
WLAN standard. The capacity of a MIMO system was derived in [70,71] and is given as: 
C = 1092 (det(IN + _iHH")) 	 (2.8) 
(T ]I 
where I is the identity matrix, H is the N x Al MIMO channel and o is the noise variance. 
Al and N are the number of transmitters and receivers respectively. 
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The effect on the average capacity for increasing number of antennas is shown in Figure 2.11. 
In these results, each of the channel coefficient in H is a zero mean, unit variance, complex, 
independent Gaussian identically distributed random variable. It is shown that increasing the 
r)M.N) (ii) I -.-- (MN) = (22)1 (MN) (3,3) 
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Figure 2.11: Average Capacity of M1MO 
number of antennas, Al and N in a (Al, N) configuration gives significant increase in the 
capacity. The increase in capacity is more significant at high SNR due to the higher diversity 
gain for more number of antennas. 
As supported by the results in Figure 2.11, MIMO seems to be the best way for future WLAN 
to enable high throughput spectrally efficient data transmission. Further capacity analysis 
of MIMO systems will be presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, two well-known MIMO 
schemes, V-BLAST and Alamouti STBC will be introduced. 
2.10 Vertical Bell Lab Space Time (V-BLAST) 
V-BLAST t321 is a spatial multiplexing transmission scheme that has the capability to support 
high data rates which are linearly proportional to the number of transmit and receive antennas 
used. The architecture of V-BLAST as shown in Figure 2. 12 consists of Al spatially multi-
plexed substreams at the transmitter, which are measured at N receive antennas. Each trans-
mitter is a conventional QAM OFDM modulator while the receiver reverses the process with 
the help of an additional V-BLAST signal processor. The V-BLAST signal processor is similar 
to that of a conventional multi-user detector [72] with an optimal ordering algorithm to select 
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Figure 2.13: Optimal ordering and selection process of BLAST 
the detection order. The ordering algorithm, so called ordered successive interference cancel-
lation (OSIC), selects the antenna with the strongest signal followed by the next strongest until 
every antenna signal has been detected. Reconstructed signals for the detected antennas are 
then subtracted from the received signal to remove interference from the remaining undetected 
antennas. This choice of the strongest antenna's signal at each stage ensures that the largest 
interference signal is removed, so that subsequent detection are less affected by interference. 
Figure 2.13 illustrates the detection process. To implement an operational V-BLAST system, 
the number of antennas at the receiver must be greater or equal to the number of transmitter 
(N > M). 
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2.10.1 Mathematical Analysis Of V-BLAST Detection 
During the detection process, except for the antenna signal to be detected, the interference from 
the remaining antennas are being nulled or suppressed. The nulling is performed by linearly 
weighting the received signals so as to satisfy certain performance related criteria such as zero 
forcing (ZF) or minimum mean squared error (MMSE) [39]. 
For simplicity, the ZF weighting vectors w ? , i = 1, 2..... Al can be chosen such that: 
wf(H) 3 = 	 (2.9) 
where Hj is the jth column vector of H N x Al size channel matrix, and (5 is the Kronecker 
delta function. Thus, the decision statistic for the ith substream is y = w[ r. In the ZF nulling 
criterion, the weighting vector w1 is the ith row vector of the pseudoinverse of the channel 
matrix H expressed as: 
G = H(HHH)_l 	 (2.10) 
This matrix G spatially separates each antenna data from one another so that the detection can 
be performed independently. 
The optimal ordering for detection and symbol cancellation made V-BLAST different from 
the conventional linear combinatorial nulling. Let 5j = {k 1 , ....... kjtj } be a permutation of 
integers from I to Al specifying the order of detecting the symbol vector x. 
The decision statistic can be formed by multiplying the nulling vector and received signal. 
Yk, = wr 
	 (2.11) 
where r i denotes the received signal after subtracting (i - 1) detected signal. 
The decision statistic is then quantised in accordance to the constellation in use. 
Xk = Q(Yk) 
	
(2.12) 
where Q() is the slicer for the respective constellation in use. 
The detected data are subtracted from the received signal while the column vectors of H due to 
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the detected symbols are nulled. 
r1 = r - Xk,(H)k 	 (2.13) 
where (H 1 )k, denotes the k column of H 1 after zeroing its (i — i) columns matching the (i — i) 
previously detected signals. The subtraction of the detected data from the received signal aims 
to minimise errors in the subsequent detection process provided the detected data possesses a 
certain degree of accuracy. Hence, for proper performance of V-BLAST the estimate of the 
channel H must be close to the true one, otherwise the system may fail drastically due to the 
subtraction of incorrectly reconstructed data from the received signal. 
The ordering of the detection is done in accordance to the received signals' SNR values. The 
signal with the highest SNR is prioritised for detection followed by the next highest SNR until 
all the Al substreams are detected. The SNR of transmitter antenna rn for the ZF technique can 
be determined as follows: 
= (Win H m )(W m H n )*E(X m 2 ) 
SNR(m) 	 (2.14) 
WmWa 
- E(IXrn2) 
- 	Win I 	
(2.15) 
where W m Hrn  = Tm using the ZF solution and 'rn  is the 7nth  row of the identity matrix, 
E(tirnt2 ) is the expectation of the data symbol used and c2, is the noise variance. Hence 
from equation (2.15), the lowest norm value of Wm would be equivalent to the highest SNR of 
substream X m . 
MMSE detection differs from the ZF technique in that the weighting vectors take account of 
the noise present at each receiver. The MMSE detector is defined as: 
G HJI(HHH + (2.16) 
PT 
where I is the identity matrix and Pr is the power at the transmitter. Due to the trade off 
between interference and noise in MMSE detection, the maximum SNR determination is not as 
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aAIMSE = ( Gm )k i ( H rn )k 
	 (2.18) 
MMSE = I(G m ) k I 2J+ 
	
I(Gm )k i Hp I 2 E(kCp I 2 ) 	 ( 2.19) 
Vp0l,k2 ,..k_1 
where (G Tfl )k is the k-th row and column of Gm and H 77, respectively after (m - 1) detection 
cycles. 
Using the OSIC detector, the diversity order achieved by the V-BLAST transmit scheme can be 
approximated as [73] N - Al + 1. 
2.11 Alamouti Space Time Block Code (STBC) 
Diversity is a well known technique that has been employed to improve the BER performance 
of any system. The well known combining technique for spatial diversity, maximal ratio com-
bining (MRC) [74], uses multiple antennas at the receiver to exploit diversity. Despite the 
enhanced performance, this technique might not always he feasible due to a larger physical 
receiver being required to accommodate the extra antennas. Recently. Alamouti [35] suggested 
the idea of exploiting diversity by employing multiple antennas at the transmitter. The trans-
mitted data is encoded in both the spatial and temporal domains. The diversity order achieved 
is equivalent to the product of the number of transmit and receive antennas, (IIIN). However, 
this is done at the expense of reduced spectral efficiency, which equals 11Al of the achievable 
spectral efficiency in V-BLAST. The Alamouti STBC architecture is shown in Figure 2.14. 
2.11.1 Transmission Encoding scheme 
The data of Alamouti STBC is encoded in both the spatial and temporal domain at the two 





The columns and rows of this matrix map onto the space and time domain of the transmitted 
data respectively. The symbol j.b and xi  are transmitted from antenna I and 2 respectively at 
time to followed by —x and x respectively at the next symbol period t1. In order for the 
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Figure 2.14: Architecture of the STBC 
decoding to achieve a maximum diversity effect, this matrix X must be orthogonal such that 
X . XH = (x 2 + 
	
(2.21) 
Another important assumption for this scheme to work properly is that the channel coefficients 
must remain unchanged over 2 consecutive symbol periods, T1. 
hn ,m (t) = hn,m (t + T8 ) 
	
(2.22) 
where n and m. are the index of the receiver and transmitter respectively, while lln , m is the 
channel response at receiver ii due to transmitter in. 
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2.11.2 Decoding of Alamouti Space Time Block Code 
In order to decode the signal, the received signal can be expressed as: 
r = HAX+ 1! 
ri 	 H 1 




where the following definitions are used [371 
- 	[ r 0  1 	[ 	
] 
[ 1i 1 	•. 	[ 	h,2 1 r = I 	I x = I = I 	I H = I I 	(2.24) 
	
[ 
r  ] L Xi 	 [ ri  ] 	 [ h 	—h,1 j 
where r is the received signal vector at receiver n. during time to and t1, ij is the noise vector 
for receiver n at time t4 and ti, x is the transmitted signal vector from the pair of Alamouti 
transmitter antennas and ft n is the matrix channel response of receiver antenna ri due to the 
Alamouti transmitter. 
The decoding can be done by multiplying the received signal with the channel matrix as: 
TT H X = "A r 
= HA H HAX + HATJ 
jo 	 c-'2 	-N 	i 	2 
L..rT=1 L.rn=i lt(r1,m) 
Y J 	 0 
o1 [l 
N 
2m=i 	n=1 Ih(n.rn) 2 j [X,] 
(2.25) 
2.12 Conclusion 
Several modulation schemes have been introduced and their behaviour from the existing liter-
ature has been compiled and compared with one another. The OFDM modulation is suggested 
as a compromise over SC-FE, MC-CDMA and flash OFDM for future WLAN. In the later part 
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of this chapter, it was shown that MIMO technique improves the channel capacity significantly. 
Then, two MIMO schemes have been introduced based on the OFDM system which are poten-
tial candidates for future WLAN. The V-BLAST technique improves the the spectral efficiency 
of the system while Alamouti STBC provides significant diversity gain by reducing the number 
of antennas at the receiver. These schemes will be further discussed in Chapter 3, along with 




Feasibility Of Existing MIMO And 
Transmit Diversity Schemes For 
Future WLAN 
3.1 Introduction 
Support for high data rates and low implementation complexity form two of the prerequisites for 
future wireless local area network (WLAN), and in particular for candidate architectures for the 
IEEE 802.1 In working group. Spatial multiplexing and space time block codes (STBC) tech-
niques, by virtue of their multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) structure, are attractive 
schemes to fulfil the two requirements. Specifically, Alamouti STBC [35], V-BLAST [321 and 
Dual Alamouti STBC [37] (which is the hybrid of V-BLAST/Alamouti STBC by concatenating 
two Alamouti STBC transmitters) are three MIMO candidates that can achieve favourable link 
layer performance. 
In this chapter, the capacity of these three MIMO techniques will be derived, analysed and 
compared with one another both in the uncorrelated and correlated scenarios. The capacity 
gives an impression on the performance limits of these MIMO techniques when the maximum 
likelihood detector coupled with an infinitely powerful outer code are used. In practice, due to 
constraints on the processing power and physical size, it is impossible to support detector and 
an outer code at infinite complexity to reach the capacity result. Therefore, these three MIMO 
techniques using low complexity, physically realisable decoders will be studied by means of 
simulation with respect to three parameters, namely spectral efficiency, number of antennas 
used and channel correlation. 
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3.2 Channel Model 
In this thesis, all simulations assume a quasi-static channel with symbol spaced taps. Each tap 
follows a Rayleigh fading distribution governed by: 
{  
--T- 	 forr ~ 0 	
(3.1) 
exp 
Ppdf(') = 	'T pd 
o otherwise 
where r is the received signal envelope and 2od  is the pre-detection mean power of the multi-
path signal. The channel with L impulses can be mathematically expressed as: 
	
Lmpl 
1: PipI3Rö(T - lpTsam ) 	 (3.2) 
1p=o 
where /3R  is the Rayleigh fading coefficient, lpTsam is the delay of the 1th impulse, P, is the 
power at the l pulse and Tsam  is the sampling period of the OFDM system. The sum of the 
power of all channel taps is normalised to one. 
In this thesis, a channel function with several input parameters has been defined as: 
F(Correlation,Channel model, A0AT X , AST, dT, AoA, ASR, dp) 	(3.3) 
where AoA, AS and d denote the angle of arrival, angular spread and antenna spacing respec- 
tively. The choice of input parameters to the function in (3.3) are tabulated in Table 3.1. In the 
Parameter Input Value 
Correlation U = uncorrelated, C = correlated 
Channel model An integer - denotes number of equal power taps 
A = power delay profile of Hiperlan channel model A 
D = power delay profile of IEEE 802.1 In channel model D 
Angle of arrival —900 to 900 
Left empty if uncorrelated 
Var - variable 
Angular spread 0° to 1800 
Left empty if uncorrelated 
Var - variable 
Antenna spacing Left empty if uncorrelated 
Var - variable 
Table 3.1: Channel function input 
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case of uncorrelated channels, the F function only requires the first two inputs while the rest 
is left blank. Note that an equal power tap channel is not physically realistic - it is only used 
for study purposes to reflect the frequency selectivity in a channel. The power delay profile of 
Hiperlan channel model A is depicted in Appendix A. The default antenna spacing of the IEEE 
802.11 In channel model D is set to I and 0.5 unit wavelength at the transmitter and receiver 
respectively. The angle of arrival is assumed to he perpendicular to linear array. More details 
of this model is not available as this data has been provided by Toshiba Telecommunication 
Research Laboratory Europe Ltd at Bristol. l  Therefore when the channel model parameter 
input is D, the channel function will also acquires only two input parameters, in which the rest 
is assumed to default to the above. In all simulations, the delay spread of the channel is set to 
50 ns, which is a 20 MHz bandwidth channel. 
When generating cross-correlation coefficients for correlated channels, the power azimuth spec-
trum (PAS) follows a uniform distribution [76]. These coefficients are generated as: 
K = kx +JFy 
12 	 (3.4) 
where 
0 +OC 




= 	2j + 1 cos((2i + 1)A0A) sin((2i + 1)AS) 	(3.6) 
=0 




where A is one unit wavelength spacing. 
Using equation (3.4) to generate the N x N rc, and Al x Al rt covariance matrices of the 
'The author gratefully acknowledge Toshiba Telecommunication Research Laboratory Europe Ltd at Bristol for 
providing the IEEE 802.11 In channel data for his simulations. In regards to this channel the author would also like 
to acknowledge 
<http://cpk.auc.dklcellular > AAU-CSys' and FUNDP-INFO's parenthood on the 
<http://www.mathworks.com > MATLAB(c) packages, 
<http://www.info.fundp.ac.be/ lsc/Publications/2002/JSACI0 102191 3.pdf> [75] for the information on generat-
ing MIMO channel model 
and 1ST project IST-2000-30 148 <http://www.ist-imetra.org >l-METRA. 
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receiver and transmitter respectively, the spatial correlation matrix of the MIMO channel is 
modelled by [76] 
	
MIMO = Kr ® k 	 (3.8) 
where ® denotes Kroneckor product. Therefore the N x Al size channel matrix H vectorised 
MIMO channel, H given by: 
= [ ho,o ... hN_1,o h0,1 	... hN_1,1 	... 	
... hN._1,zf_1 ] 
	
(3.9) 








can be calculated as: 
fIT 
= 1 MIMO13 
where 
MIMO = I1 MIMO \/EMIMOnMLMO' 
= 	 !3NM -1 T 
where /3j is the zero mean unit variance complex independent identically distributed random 
variables and 1MIMO  and EMIMO are the eigenvector and diagonal eigenvalue matrices re-
spectively obtained from the eigenvalue decomposition of kMIMO 
3.3 System Model 
A block diagram of the transmitter used for generating simulation results is pictured in Figure 
3.1. Blocks of randomly generated binary data are encoded with a rate R = 1/2, constraint 
length 7, convolutional encoder. The generator matrix used has the octal form of 133 171. 
Where higher code rates are required, the encoded bits are punctured. These encoded bits 
are then randomly interleaved and mapped to the constellation in use. In this thesis, only 
symmetric square QAM constellations are considered, in which each constellation consists of 
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2& symbols, where B = {1. 2.4. 61, is the number of bits per symbol. These symbols are 
spatially and temporally encoded with respect to the chosen transmission scheme and then 
OFDM modulated separately at each of Al antennas. The modulated signals are transmitted 
out to the channel. 
Coded only 
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Figure 3.2: Receive system model 
At each of the N received antennas, the signals are OFDM demodulated and the (Al, N) MIMO 
received signal at each subcarrier can be represented as: 
r = Hx + 1 
	
(3.14) 
where r and 17 are the received signal and noise vector of size N x 1 respectively. x is the Al x 1 
transmitted signal vector and H the size N x Al channel matrix. For simplicity the subcarrier 
index of the signal has been dropped out from equation (3.14) and all future equations. The 
received signal are then processed and decoded to obtain the estimated transmitted bits using 
the Viterbi algorithm. 
If the system is uncoded, the filled region in Figure 3.1 and 3.2 are omitted from the transmitter 
and receiver respectively. 
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3.4 Hybrid of V-BLAST/Alamouti STBC 
In Section 2.11 on Alamouti STBC, it is seen that with Al transmit antennas to achieve full 
diversity the spectral efficiency of the system is only 11Al of the achievable spectral efficiency 
in V-BLAST for Al antennas. In this section, a V-BLAST hybrid [37] with Alamouti STBC 
to exploit both diversity and higher spectral efficiency will be studied. The architecture of this 
hybrid is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Figure 3.3: Hybrid of Alarnouti and BLAST 
Assuming that two Alamouti transmitters are concatenated, the so called the Dual Alamouti 
STBC, the received signal can be expressed as: 
izo 	110,0 	H0 . 1 	 ijo 
= 	u ü.
'[ 
 '(° ] ± 	
(3.15) 
	
rv_1 j 	HN_1,0 'N-i,! j 	L ijN- I 
where 
Tin,ro 	.. 	X2m 
r = 	 = 	 Xrn = 





n,2m+1 hn ,2m  
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where t  is the time index. Similarly the received signal in equation (3.15) can be detected 
using the OSIC algorithm as described in Section 2.10.1. In this case, the Alamouti block with 
the higher SNR will be detected first. This is because the SNR at each antenna from the same 
Alamouti block is equal and orthogonal to each other. 
From equation (3. 15) and (3.16), it can be seen that the dimension of r has been increased to 
2N. The expansion of this dimension means that there can be a reduction in number of receive 
antennas required. In this hybrid scheme, the minimum number of receive antennas required to 
perform the OSIC algorithm efficiently is only half the number of transmit antennas used, i.e, 
N > M/2. This means that the number of receive antennas required is half of that needed for 
the V-BLAST scheme given that the same number of transmit antennas is used. The order of 
diversity from this scheme using the OSIC algorithm is approximately equal to 2(N - 1) [37]. 
The penalty for this is the reduction in the number of spatial multiplexing streams by a factor 
of two. 
Assuming the minimum number of two antennas are used, the MMSE solution can be mathe-





 D0D * H1,OH o 	DOD* 
where 
/3D = H00—H0 1 H 1 H 10 	OD=Hll—Hlohüol 
CID = (/3D*/3D + 7I)' 	YD = (OD'OD + 
3.5 Capacity Analysis of V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual Alam-
outi STBC 
In this section the capacity of V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual Alamouti STBC will be an-
alytically derived. Their capacity for both uncorrelated and correlated Rayleigh fading channels 
will be compared with one another. 
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3.5.1 Capacity of V-BLAST 
The channel capacity of MIMO developed in [70,711 can be applied to a (Al, N) V-BLAST 
configuration expressed as: 
	
CvB=log2det(IN+ 
PT HHH) 	 (3.18) 
Aio 
where IN  is the N size identity matrix, Pr is the power transmitted and o2, is the noise variance. 
Applying singular values decomposition (SVD) to the channel matrix 
PT 
CVB = 10g2 det(IN + y UH SHV H HV H S fl hlUH F') 	 (3.19) 
where SH, UH and VH  are the decomposed matrices such that 
H = UHSHVH 11 	 (3.20) 
Given the relationship [71], 
log(det(A + BC)) = log(det(A + CB)) 	 (3.21) 
the expression in (3.19) can be simplified to 
CtTB = 1092 det(IN + 
PT
M2SHSH) 	 (3.22) 
min(NItI)-1 
PT 2 = log2 	fi (1 + M2sH(k)) 	 (3.23) 
k=O 
mi n (NM) -1 
2 = 	 log(1 + 
PT 
Al2 
SH(k)) 	 (3.24) 
k=O 
where SH(k)  is the off-diagonal singular values of S. 
When the channel is correlated, equation (3.18) can be modified such that [78] 
CVB = 1092 det(IN ± 
PT
'crHitH") 	 (3.25) 
Ma2  
where #c, and rt are the covariance matrices of the receiver and transmitter respectively. 
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3.5.2 Capacity of Alamouti STBC 
On the basis of the uncorrelated channel capacity from equation (3.18), the channel capacity for 
a two transmit and N receive antennas Alamouti STBC transmit diversity scheme is expressed 
as: 
	
CAI = I092 det(I2 + 	HA " HA) 	 (3.26) 2 	 2o,2  
such that HA is the orthogonal structure spanned from the channel matrix H where at one 
receive antenna 
H 
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(3.28) 
in+ 1 	n.m 
and the factor 1/2 compensates for the two signalling intervals spanned in the received signal. 
Expanding equation (3.26) 
CAI = 	log2 det (12 + 	
[ 	
> ü hn,n 2 
2o 0 
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where I IAH denotes the norm of matrix A calculated as: 
N—i Al—i 
IAH = i 	i Ian m 1 2 
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and anm are the elements of A at the iith row of the mth column. 
For correlated channels, the expression in equation (3.26) can include the effect of correlation 
such that 
CAI = log2 det(I2 + 
PT 
KtHA H KD HA) 	 (3.34) 
2o 
ME 
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where the covariance matrix of the receiver, sc., is expressed as: 
K0,0 	0 	KOJ 	0 ... ... Ko.N_1 	0 
o KO,O 	0 	KO , i 	 0,N-1 
(3.35) 
where is the cross correlation coefficient between receive antenna in and ii. Refer to 
Appendix E for proof of the matrix structure. 
3.5.3 Capacity of Dual Alamouti STBC 
Given that Dual Alamouti STBC is a hybrid of both V-BLAST and Alamouti STBC, the uncor-
related channel capacity of this transmit scheme can be formulated as: 
CDA = 
1 	 PT log det(14 + 	HD'HD) 	 (3.36) 
= 
	
1092 det(14 + _SH H SH) 	 (3.37) 
TI 
2 
SH( 0 ) 	0 	0 	0  
1 	 PT 	0 	sjj(1) 	0 	0 
= -  
	
1099 det 14 + - (3.38)2 40 0 	0 	Si(2) 	0 
0 	0 0 	SH( 3 ) 
Due to the orthogonality between each Alamouti pair. sH(2m) = SH(27n + 1), where in = 0, 1. 
Therefore, the expression in equation (3.38) can he simplified to 
CDA = 	1092((1 + sH (0)) 2 (1 + SH(2))) 	 (3.39) 2 	4o-2  
= 1092(( 1 + SH(0))(1 + SH(2))) 	 (3.40) 
PT 
= 1092 (1+SH(2Tfl)) 	 (3.41) 
M=0 	an 
Similarly for correlated channel, the correlated channel capacity for Dual Alamouti STBC can 
E, 911 
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be expressed as: 
PT 
CDA = 1092 det(14 + — ktHD "kDHD) 	 (3.42) 
where 'r  has the same expression as equation (3.35) 
3.5.4 Capacity Comparison between V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual Alam-
outi STBC 
In the capacity comparison between the three MIMO schemes, the results obtained from eval-
uating the formula for CVB, CAl and CDA  are compared. This is done by generating 10000 
sample H matrices and using these to evaluate the channel capacity at different signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) and angular spread (AS) in case of correlated channels. Each element in the H 
matrix is generated from zero mean, unit variance, complex, independent, identically distrib-
uted Gaussian random variables. The ergodic capacity, which is the average capacity of all 
the channel realisations and 1% outage capacity, the capacity that is exceeded for 99% of all 
channel realisations will be analysed. The ergodic capacity gives an indication on the perfor -
mance of an adaptive system adapting to instantaneous channel condition while the 1% outage 
indicates the performance for systems with fixed transmission scheme. 
The ergodic and 1% outage capacity of V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual Alamouti STBC 
for two and four receive antennas are plotted in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. For the 2 Rx 
case, Alamouti STBC 1% outage capacity outperforms V-BLAST for SNR up to 15 dB while 
Dual Alamouti STBC achieves the highest outage capacity for all SNR ranges. Alamouti STBC 
performs better than V-BLAST at lower capacity due to the latter's lack of spatial degrees of 
freedom to exploit any means of diversity. At higher SNRs, Alamouti STBC has a shallower 
capacity gradient than the other methods and loses out to V-BLAST. The ergodic capacity 
sees a similar trend except that the V-BLAST curve moves closer to Dual Alamouti STBC 
while the Alamouti STBC capacity is only better than V-BLAST at a lower SNR up to a value 
of 6.3 dB. Also, the capacity of Alamouti STBC is higher than Dual Alamouti for SNR up 
to 5 dB because of higher interference due to two extra antennas from the latter. At higher 
SNR, diversity becomes more effective and therefore Dual Alamouti STBC performs better 
than Alamouti STBC. 
In the case of 4 Ri, the I outage capacity for Alamouti STBC is only better than V-BLAST 
for SNRs up to 2.8 dB which is 12.2 dB less than the 2 Ri scenario. This is due to the extra 
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(a) Ergodic capacity of MIMO schemes 	 (b) 1% capacity of MIMO schemes 
Figure 3.4: Capacity of MIMO schemes with two receive antennas 
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(a) Ergodic capacity of MIMO schemes 	 (b) 1% capacity of MIMO schemes 
Figure 3.5: Capacity of MIMO schemes with four receive antennas 
antennas at the receiver which enables V-BLAST to exploit diversity efficiently even at low 
SNR. Unlike the 2 Rx scenario, the ergodic capacity of Alamouti is significantly worse than V-
BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC. Otherwise, similar trends to the 2 Ri results are observed. 
Also, included is the (4,4) V-BLAST scheme whose capacity is significantly higher than the 
others for all SNR values. 
The sensitivity of the three MIMO schemes for both two and four receive antennas is shown in 
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Figure 3.6. Sensitivity here is defined as 
= ergodic capacity - 1/ outage capacity 100 
Sensitivity 
ergodic capacity 
Sensitivity reflects the deviation on the MIMO performance with respect to channel variation 
in an adaptive system. In other words, sensitivity shows the difference in performance between 
and adaptive and fixed transmission system. It is observed that the two receive antennas case is 
more sensitive than the four Ri scenario due to the extra diversity exploited in every scheme 
with four antennas. With the exception that the Alamouti STBC is less sensitive than Dual 
Alamouti STBC for the 2 Ri case at higher SNR (>14.8 dB), the algorithms can be ordered 
according to increasing sensitivity as Dual Alamouti STBC, Alamouti STBC, V-BLAST. The 
exception is due to the interference caused from the spatial multiplexing of two Alamouti STBC 
pairs in Dual Alamouti, while at higher SNR diversity becomes more significant. The 4 Tx V-
BLAST is less sensitive than the 2 Tx V-BLAST. At lower SNRs. the 4 Tx V-BLAST is less 
sensitive than Alamouti STBC due to the V-BLAST scheme being less able to exploit diversity 
at low SNRs while at higher SNRs diversity becomes more significant. 
Sensitivity of M(MO schemes 
-e- V-BLAST (2.2) 
frJan,oub (2.2) 
DvaJ AIan,Ob (4.2) 
2 	
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Figure 3.6: Sensitivity of MIMO schemes 
The 1% outage capacity at an SNR value of 20 dB for the three MIMO schemes in correlated 
fading channels are shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8 varying only either the receiver and transmitter 
correlation respectively. Four antennas are deployed at the receiver. The angular spread (AS) is 
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and AS so that low angular spread implies high correlation and vice versa. When either the Tx 
or Rx AS is used as the varying parameter, the other parameter is kept constant at an AS of 
900 . The spacing between antennas is 0.5 wavelengths and the angle of arrival at the receiver 
and departure from the transmitter is perpendicular to the linear array. 
Comparing the 2 Tx and 4 Tx V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC, the latter scheme is much 
more robust to correlation as it requires a lower AS value as shown in Figure 3.8 to provide 
higher capacity than Alamouti STBC when the transmit correlation is varied. In spite of its 
high spectrally efficiency, the 4 Tx scheme still performs worse than Dual Alamouti for low 
AS values, < 120 . On the other hand, when the receive correlation is varied as shown in 
Figure 3.7, the 2 Tx V-BLAST still performs worse than Alamouti STBC at low AS while 
Dual Alamouti STBC achieves higher capacity than Alamouti STBC for all AS values. This 
time, the 4 Tx V-BLAST performs better than Alamouti STBC for all AS values. As observed 
from the two graphs, the Dual Alamouti scheme is more sensitive to transmit correlation than 
receive correlation because it is more difficult to distinguish between the transmitted stream for 
very high correlated transmitter. 
Capacity of correlated MIMO othernee I oc 4 Rn varying Rn conrelebon 
B (2.4) V-BLAST 
* (2.4)Alarnoutl 
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Figure 3.7: 1% outage capacity of MIMO schemes for correlated fading using 4 Rx varying 
Rx correlation for R= 112 
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Figure 3.8: 1% outage capacity of MIMO schemes for correlated fading using 4 Ri varying 
Tx correlation for R= 1/2 
3.6 Simulations Comparison of V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual 
Alamouti STBC 
It is known that V-BLAST transmit scheme is potentially vulnerable to correlated fading chan-
nels as the receiver is unable to clearly differentiate among the received signals due to the 
linearly dependent channels. On the other hand, the inherent transmit diversity in the Alamouti 
transmit scheme makes this system much more robust to this parameter, but it is incapable of 
achieving as high spectral efficiencies as compare to V-BLAST. This leads to the hybrid of these 
two techniques, the Dual Alamouti STBC [37].  Its performance with respect to V-BLAST and 
Alamouti STBC has not studied so far. Although this performance has been compared in the 
previous capacity analysis section, the capacity analysis assumes an ideal channel coder and de-
tector are used. This does not necessarily reflect a real implementation as this requires infinite 
complexity to realise the capacity results. Therefore, this section only considers low complex-
ity decoders where V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC uses the MMSE ordered successive 
interference cancellation (OSIC) algorithm and Alamouti STBC with its MRC combiner and 
linear maximum likelihood (ML) detector as described in Section 2.11.2. In this section, the 
error and throughput performance of these three MIMO schemes with respect to three parame-
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Spectral efficiency: 
It is known that for Alamouti STBC to achieve the same spectral efficiency as V-BLAST 
requires the use of higher order modulation, which can severely degrades its error perfor -
mance. This section shall investigate how Dual Alamouti STBC overcomes this problem 
while attaining considerable diversity gain. The spectral efficiency is varied as a function 
of either number of transmit antennas used or modulation order. 
Number of antennas used: 
The number of antennas used determines the diversity gain for the M1MO schemes. The 
simulation results show how the number of antennas can affect the performance of the 
three MIMO techniques when varied, i.e., how each scheme can exploit diversity gain 
when available. 
Channel correlation: 
Through the combination of V-BLAST and Alamouti STBC, we aim to increase the 
robustness of Dual Alamouti STBC in the presence of correlated fading channels. The 
correlation as a function of angular spread will be analysed in this section. The required 
SNR values at I % frame error rate (FER) are compared and analysed. 
3.6.1 Uncoded MIMO comparison 
In this section, comparisons of the three MIMO techniques using a fixed spectral efficiency 
will be presented using results from the simulations. In order to achieve a fair comparison, the 
number of receive antennas is set to be the same. The performance of the three techniques for 
the spectral efficiency of 2,4 and 8 b/s/Hz is shown in Figure 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 respectively. 
The channel model has the function as in (3.3), FC(U, 1). The transmitter and receiver follow 
the system as depicted in Figure 3.1 and 3.2 respectively without the shaded regions. 
The spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/liz achieved by STBC, BLAST and the hybrid scheme in Figure 
3.9 use constellations of QPSK, BPSK and BPSK respectively. There are 2 antennas used at the 
receiver. It can be seen from this figure that V-BLAST performs worse due to achieving only a 
diversity of order one as compared to four and two for the Alamouti STBC and Dual Alamouti 
STBC respectively. 
Figure 3.10 displays the results of the three MIMO techniques achieving a spectral efficiency 
of 4 b/s/Hz. The order of algorithms for 2 receive antennas starting from the worst is in the 
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Figure 3.9: Uncoded BER vs Ej/N o for spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz in a 1( U, I) channel 
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Figure 3.10: Uncoded BER vs E1/N o for spectral efficiency of 4 b/s/Hz in a FC(U, 1) channel 
order QPSK V-BLAST, 16 QAM Alamouti STBC and then the QPSK Dual Alamouti scheme. 
The poor performance of V-BLAST is due to no diversity achieved in the (2,2) configuration. 
Although the Alamouti STBC and hybrid scheme possess a diversity order of 4 which is a factor 
of 2 more than Dual Alamouti STBC. Alamouti STBC is outperformed due to the higher order 
modulation (16 QAM) being used. 
When employing 4 antennas at receiver, Alamouti STBC gives the worst performance while 
the Dual Alamouti scheme remains the best. Also shown is the QPSK V-BLAST with 2 trans- 
mitting antennas and the BPSK V-BLAST with 4 transmitting antennas. Despite the QPSK 
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V-BLAST employing a higher constellation than its equivalent BPSK system, the performance 
of the QPSK is better due a diversity gain of order 3 fold in the (2,4) configuration as compared 
to I in the (4,4) configuration. Comparing the QPSK (2,4) V-BLAST and (4.4) Dual Alamouti 
scheme shows that both employ the same constellation, but because the V-BLAST technique 
has less interfering antennas, one would expect better performance than the hybrid scheme. 
However, this is not the case due to the doubling in receiver degrees of freedom in the Dual 
Alamouti scheme. 
Compa,,,on Fo, Spoolal Efllency B bI&Hz 
-0- (2.4) 16 QAMV-BLAST 
• (4.4) QPSK V-BLAST 
-.) (4.4) 16 CAM Dual Ala 
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Figure 3.11: Uncoded BER vs E1,/N 0 for spectral efficiency of 8 b/s/Hz in a F(U,I) channel 
Lastly, Figure 3.11 shows the results for V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti for a spectral efficiency 
of 8 b/s/Hz. In this scenario, a mixed performance is seen where for lower SNR values, QPSK 
(4,4) V-BLAST performs better than the 16 QAM (4,4) Dual Alamouti scheme while the oppo-
site performance comparison is seen for the higher SNR values. This is because at higher SNR, 
diversity gain is the dominant factor on BER performance. Also included in this figure is the 
performance of (2,4) 1 6QAM V-BLAST. This time the performance of this technique is worse 
than the other two techniques due to a higher constellation modulation being used. 
3.6.2 Coded Systems 
At the receiver of a coded system as shown in Figure 3.2, each subcarrier's symbol at every 
antenna is spatially and temporally processed while its outputs are sent to a soft decision metric 
generator [79] prior to the Viterhi decoder governed by the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) to obtain 
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its a posteriori probability (APP). Assuming perfect channel knowledge, the LLR for a SISO 
system at hits b can be calculated as: 
LLR(b) = In 
Pr(b = +1r) 
Pr(b = — lIr) 	
(3.43) 
-hx+12 \ 
LLR(b) = in 	 exp 	2 	
) - 
in 	 exp 
( 




xE{x:b=+1} 	 xE{x:b c =-1} 
(3.44) 
where x belongs to a set of all possible symbols in the QAM constellation, x E fib . xi 
}, and B is equal to 1092(N8) , 	being the number of points in the constellation 
size. 
The equation in (3.44) represents the APP for a single input single output (SISO) system. This 
soft output gives an indication of the likely hits being +1 or -1 by calculating the distances 
between the received signal and all possible symbols in the constellation. This can be extended 
to the MIMO perspective, so called the APP detection. The MIMO APP detector modifies the 
expression in (3.44) such that 
/r - HX 	 r - x + 2 	H - 2 LLR(b) = In 	 exp ,_ 
	
) —in 	 exp012 
x{x:b =-4-1} 	 x 
(3.45) 
where r is the N size received signal vector, x is the Al size transmitted signal vector and H is 
the N x itI size channel matrix. The number of bits generated, k, is equal to Al 1092(N3). 
The complexity of this detector grows exponentially with the number of transmitter used, 
which is hardly physically realisable for a large constellation size. 
In the case of using the MMSE OSIC algorithm for either the V-BLAST or Dual Alamouti 
STBC. the soft outputs generator in equation (3.44) is slightly modified such that: 
 jjX +  12 	N,._ 
LLR(b) = in 	
exp ( ' 62 - in 	 exp (- 
_iix_12) 
x E {x:b 	-* = 1 } 	 - E {.r:b = —1) 
(3.46) 
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where 
= G m I 	 (3.47) 
h = GnjHm 	 (3.48) 
Al 
62 = 	 + 	(Gm )Hp 2E(Ixp 1 2 ) 	 (3.49) 
VP 
where Gm is the mth row vector of the MMSE/ZF beamformer, 	is the rnth column vector 
of the channel matrix and p is the undetected streams. in represents the stream that is being 
detected. 
A separate replicate of signal before the LLR calculator in (3.47) are being quantised and sub-
tracted from the received signal as in Section 2. 10.1 as part of the OSIC algorithm. 
The full system setup is depicted in Figure 3.1 and 3.2. 3066 bits per frame has been used in 
the simulation for this section. 
3.6.3 Performance of Spectral Efficiency And Number Of Antennas For Coded 
Systems 
The error performance of V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual Alamouti STBC attaining spec-
tral efficiency of 2, 4 and 6 bits/s/Hz employing both two and four antennas at the receiver are 
shown in Figure 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 respectively. Unless stated, the channel code rate is as-
sumed to he 1/2 and the channel function is set to FC (U, A). The spectral efficiency of a MIMO 
scheme can be calculated as follows: 
B * R * Al * Number of period per retransmitted information 	 (3.50) 
The achieved spectral efficiencies compared with respect to their MIMO scheme, code rate and 
number of antennas are tabulated in Table 3.2 
The choice of increasing number of antennas for spatial transmission or using a higher constel-
lation size in a V-BLAST technique is illustrated in Figure 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 for the R = 1/2 
QPSK (2,4) and R = 1/2 BPSK (4,4), R = 1/2 16 QAM (2.4) and R = 1/2 QPSK (4,4) 
and R = 1/2 64 QAM (2,4) and R = 3/4 64 QAM (4,4) respectively. Despite a low error 
probability constellation used in the (4,4) configuration, the performance still favours the (2,4) 
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Spectral efficiency Compared schemes 
2 hits/s/Hz (2,2) 16 QAM Alamouti. R = 1/2 
(2,4) 16 QAM Alamouti, R = 1/2 
(4,4) BPSK V-BLAST. R = 1/2 
(2,2) QPSK V-BLAST, R = 1/2 
(2,4) QPSK V-BLAST, R = 1/2 
(4,2) Dual Alamouti STBC, R = 1/2 
(4,4) Dual Alamouti STBC, R = 1/2 
4 bits/s/Hz (2,2) 16 QAM V-BLAST. R = 1/2 
(2,4) I6QAMV-BLAST,R= 1/2 
(4,4) QPSK V-BLAST. R = 1/2 
(4,2) 16 QAM Dual Alamouti, R = 1/2 
(4,4) 16 QAM Dual Alamouti, R = 1/2 
6 bits/s/Hz (2.2) 64 QAM V-BLAST, R = 1/2 
(2,4)64 QAM V-BLAST, R = 1/2 
(4,4) QPSK V-BLAST, R = 3/4 
(4,2) 64 QAM Dual Alamouti, R = 1/2 
(4,4) 64 QAM Dual Alamouti, R = 1/2 
Table 3.2: Simulation MIMO schemes with different spectral efficiencies 
configuration. The three fold diversity gain in (2,4) introduces robustness and overshadows the 
higher error probability caused by the higher size constellation. Similar trend is observed in the 
uncoded case as shown in Figure 3.10 where the (2,2) QPSK V-BLAST performs better than 
the (4,4) BPSK V-BLAST. 
Irrespective of the spectral efficiency attained by any of the three MIMO schemes, the V-
BLAST scheme using two antennas at the receiver performs significantly worse than the other 
two schemes (similar trend as the uncoded case in Figure 3.9 and 3.10). This is due to the 
absence of diversity, i.e. 1, in the V-BLAST scheme, because having an equal number of an-
tennas at both the transmitter and receiver provides virtually no means of exploiting spatial 
diversity. Comparing the 4 receive antennas case for both the V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti 
STBC achieving 2, 4 and 6 bits/s/Hz, the SNR difference between both schemes at 1% FER 
is 1.6 dB, 2.1 dB and 2.0 dB respectively with the performance favouring the Dual Alamouti 
scheme. However, this difference becomes more apparent when 2 receive antennas are used at 
the receiving terminals. The differences in values at 10% FER are 4.7 dB, 6.2 dB and 7.3 dB 
for spectral efficiency 2, 4 and 6 bits/s/Hz respectively, while the expected difference would be 
larger at 1 17( FER. The 1% FER is not simulated for the V-BLAST because it would require a 
much higher SNR to reach to this error margin. 
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Figure 3.12: Coded PER vs E1/N 0 for spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz in a FC(U,A) channel for 
R = 112 comparing Alamouti STBC, MMSE OS/C V-BLAST and MMSE OSIC 
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Even though the 4 receive antennas case of Dual Alamouti scheme achieves a diversity double 
that of V-BLAST, the performance gain is not as significant as the 2 antennas case due to V-
BLAST achieving an approximate diversity order of three fold. Further increase in diversity 
order higher than three results in a slight gain in performance (Refer to Appendix F). Due 
to the lack of diversity being exploited in the V-BLAST 2 receive antennas case, its relative 
performance to Dual Alamouti STBC scheme is seen to be more sensitive to spectral efficiency. 
This is because the more spectrally efficient system requires a larger constellation that results in 
more interference between the transmitted streams. In this case, the transmit diversity inherent 
in the Dual Alamouti scheme is useful in minimising the error propagation effect in the OSIC 
algorithm. 
The Alamouti STBC scheme performs better than both the V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti 
schemes when two antennas are used at the receiver (similar as the uncoded case in Figure 3.9). 
The achievable diversity gain from the Dual Alamouti scheme is minimum when two receive 
antennas are used, in addition to interference between the two Alamouti concatenated pairs. As 
the number of receive antennas increases, the Dual Alamouti and V-BLAST schemes become 
more robust than Alamouti STBC because the latter scheme requires a larger constellation size 
to achieve the same spectral efficiency as compared to the other two MIMO techniques. 
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Figure 3.13: Coded FER vs Ej/N 0 for spectral efficiency of 4 b/s/Hz in a FC(U,A) channel for 
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Figure 3.14: Coded FER vs Ebl7V 0 for spectral efficiency of 6 b/s/Hz in a Fe(U,A) channel coin-
paring Alamouti STBC, MMSE OS/C V-BLAST and MMSE OS/C Dual Alamouti 
Alamouti STBC deploying the APP detector simulation results for 2 bits/s/Hz are plotted in 
Figure 3.15. Similar channel function. I(U, A) and channel code rate of 1/2 for all schemes 
have been used. Other than the performance of the (4,4) BPSK V-BLAST being better than 
the (2,4) QPSK V-BLAST when 4 Ri are used, similar trend to the 4 Ri OSIC performance 
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nificant to improve diversity, the APP detector runs through all possible solutions in search of 
the minimum distance. Hence, using a lower error propagation constellation becomes more 
advantageous. Contrary to the OSIC detector, the 2 Ri Alamouti STBC scheme using a higher 
constellation gives the worse performance. Dual Alamouti STBC which has both transmit di-
versity gain and as spectrally efficient as V-BLAST is seen to perform among the best. 
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Figure 3.15: Coded FER vs E1/N o for spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz in a FC (U,A) channel for 
R = 1/2 using the APP detector 
3.6.4 Channel Correlations 
The results for comparing the 16 QAM (2.4) Alamouti STBC, QPSK (2.4) V-BLAST, BPSK 
(4,4) V-BLAST and QPSK (4,4) Dual Alamouti schemes in a correlated fading channel are 
illustrated in Figure 3.16. All the MIMO schemes are convolutionally coded with , R = 1/2. In 
this simulation, the AS at the receiver is varied while that for the transmitter is fixed at an AS 
of 900  where the channel function is set to F8 (C, A, 00,  900 , 0.5A, 00,  Var, 0.5A). As expected, 
V-BLAST performance is significantly affected by low AS while Alamouti STBC is fairly ro-
bust to variations in correlation. The plots show that at low correlation (AS > 100 1 ), the FER 
performance for Dual Alamouti is approximately 2.0 dB better than the other techniques. How-
ever, at very low angular spread the Dual Alamouti scheme suffers some degradation compared 
to Alamouti STBC. Comparing V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti, Dual Alamouti attains similar 
performance to Alamouti STBC at an AS of 50° while V-BLAST requires a much higher AS 
of 115° at the receiver to achieve similar performance. The robustness to correlation is due to 
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the orthogonal nature of Alamouti STBC which makes each stream from the same Alamouti 
pair non-interfering unlike V-BLAST where every stream interferes with one another. Despite 
attaining a lower correlation at 18(1', it is observed that the required SNR for the 160' AS is 
lower for the latter case. This is due to the correlation being generated using a sum of Bessel 
function that oscillate in a similar manner to a sinc function as the angle spread increases. 
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Figure 3.16: Required SNR at 1% FER vs Ri AS in a F.(U,A,00,900,0.5A,00,  Var,0.5A) channel 
for R = 1/2 comparing Alamouti STBC, MMSE OS/c V-BLAST and MMSE osic 
Dual Alamouti 
Similar simulations to the previous correlation study is shown in Figure 3.17, but this time the 
receiver AS is fixed at 900 while the transmit correlations are varied. The channel function is 
set to FS (C, A, 00 . Var, 0.5), 0°, 900 , 0.5)). The relative performance of each scheme is similar 
to the Figure 3.16. Unlike the previous case, the (2,4) V-BLAST required SNR is observed to 
be less than the Dual Alamouti for very low AS, approximately 30' and less. This is because 
the number of transmit elements is doubled in the latter scheme, hence increasing its effective 
correlation as compared to two antenna transmit V-BLAST. Also, the Dual Alamouti scheme 
requires an AS of 60° to equal and outperform the performance of Alamouti STBC, which is 
10° more than the previous case. This can be explained by the MMSE beamformcr being less 
able to spatially separate the more correlated transmitted streams. 
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Performance under transmit correlation 
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Figure 3.17: Required SNR at 1% FER vs Tx AS in a FJU, A, 00,  Var 0.5), 00,  900 , 0.5A) 
channel for R = 1/2 comparing Alamouti STBC, MMSE OS/c V-BLAST and 
MMSE osic Dual Alamouti 
3.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter the relative performance of three MIMO schemes, namely Alamouti STBC, V-
BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC was studied. The capacity of these schemes were analysed 
for both the uncorrelated and correlated scenarios. In both cases Dual Alamouti STBC was 
generally better than the other two. The stand alone (2,N) Alamouti STBC is seen to outper-
form (2,N) V-BLAST for lower SNRs while at higher SNRs V-BLAST becomes better. In the 
correlated case, Alamouti is the most robust followed by Dual Alamouti and V-BLAST. For ex-
tremely high correlation Alamouti STBC performs the best among the three MIMO techniques. 
The coded simulation results using less complex decoders in Section 3.6.2 compares the three 
techniques with respect to three parameters that will he important when considering future 
wireless LAN implementation. The three parameters are spectral efficiency, number of antennas 
used and channel correlation. The simulation results show that Alamouti STBC is preferred 
at low complexity when the spectral efficiency is low while the number of Tx and Ri are 
restricted to two. Without this restriction, increasing the number of Tx or Ri favours the 
hybrid Dual Alamouti STBC scheme, supporting higher spectral efficiency transmission. On 
the other hand, where the number of transmitting antennas is less than that for the receiving 
terminal, e.g. a (2,4) scheme, then the V-BLAST is capable of delivering good performance at 
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the expense of a small degradation as compared to Dual Alamouti STBC for the same number 
of Ri used. Similar results have been observed in the uncoded case too. 
Under the influence of correlated fading channels, which is the case in a real scenario, the V-
BLAST scheme is severely affected as compared to Alamouti STBC. Also, the hybrid of Dual 
Alamouti STBC is more robust to channel correlation than V-BLAST. 
Comparing the theoretical capacity analysis and simulation results, some similarities and differ-
ences will he discussed. Firstly and analogously, for the uncorrelated 2 Ri case, the Alamouti 
STBC is better than V-BLAST for low spectral efficiency. When 4 Ri are used, then V-BLAST 
performs better than Alamouti STBC. Dual Alamouti STBC performs better in the 4 Ri case 
but there is a contradiction between the the theory and simulation results for the 2 Rx. In the 
2 Ri simulation results case, Alamouti STBC performs better than Dual Alamouti while the 
theoretical analysis predicts the opposite effect. The difference can be explained by the fact 
that Dual Alamouti STBC uses the sub-optimal MMSE OSIC detector in the simulation. In 
the case of correlated fading channels, both theoretical analysis and simulation results match 
each others' trends. For very high correlation, Alamouti STBC is preferred over the other two 
schemes. The inherent transmit diversity in Dual Alamouti STBC makes it more robust to cor-
relation relative to V-BLAST. While the MIMO schemes using the optimum APP detector, its 
performance follows a similar trend as the theoretical capacity results. 
Since the uncoded and coded systems show similar relative performance for the MIMO detec-
tion algorithms, the next chapter comparing the robustness of MIMO techniques in the presence 
of interference will be simulated with the uncoded system. 
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Chapter 4 
Interference Modelling And MIMO 
Multiuser Interference Mitigation 
4.1 Introduction 
The use a of wireless local area network (WLAN) in unlicensed frequency hands means that 
it is vulnerable to a considerable amount of cochannel interference (CCI), not only from its 
own system but also other systems and devices, e.g. Bluetooth, microwave ovens, etc. The 
error performance of the system degrades severely as the power of the CCI increases. In these 
circumstances, a WLAN system can only tolerate a fixed amount of interference before the link 
layer performance fails to operate 
Pre-equalisation [44] is an effective way of mitigating interference, but is reasonably compli-
cated to implement because channel knowledge of all users are required prior to transmission. 
Also, this technique does not allow suppression of interference from external sources. One 
of the most efficient techniques to tackle CCI is to implement an antenna array receiver [801, 
in which the number of antenna elements at the receiver is more than that at the transmitter. 
The antenna weights can be varied such that a strong beam of signal is directed in the direc-
tion of the desired user and nulled in the direction of the interferers. Subtractive interference 
cancellation [45] can also be effective provided the CCI user's signal is correctly estimated. 
Two possible CCI models for a SISO OFDM system, namely, synchronous and asynchronous 
interference scenarios are modelled. Detailed explanations of these models and their corre-
sponding mathematical analysis, which was verified with simulation results in a Rayleigh flat 
fading channel, will be shown. Then, interference mitigation techniques which are extension 
to the ordered successive interference cancellation (OSIC) algorithm are suggested. In order 
to mitigate interference efficiently at low cost, two types of interference mitigation techniques 
will be defined and studied, namely interference cancellation (IC) and interference suppres-
sion (IS). IC processing is similar to that of the OSIC algorithm where transmitted signals from 
each antenna of all users are ordered according to the highest SNR, detected and then subtracted 
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from the received signal. On the other hand, IS processing only detects the desired user's sig-
nals while nulling the interferers. Single user performance analysis using these two techniques 
comparing the robustness of V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC in the presence of CCI will 
be analysed. Alamouti STBC is dropped in this chapter due to its low spectral efficiency. 
4.2 System description 
A wireless OFDM system with one CCI user from the same system is shown in Figure 4.1. 
Both the data of the desired user and the CCI from one user are extended using a cyclic prefix 
to eliminate IS! completely. 
Desired usc?fx 
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Figure 4.1: A passband OFDM S stem 
Repeating the baseband OFDM signal in equation (2. 1), the time domain signal of each user is 
given by: 
S(t) = 
k- c =O 
where K is the total number of carriers, T,,,& is the sub-channel signalling interval and 1kc is 
the modulated symbol at sub-carrier k. 
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4.3 Mathematical Analysis and Simulation of CCI in a Rayleigh 
Flat Fading Channel 
In a wireless system, CCI that appears at the receiver when not properly removed is treated 
as an additional noise, which will distort the desired user's signal significantly if the signal 
strength of the CCI is sufficiently high. Clearly, the system will not function properly when 
the number of CCI users interfering at the same time becomes sufficiently large. In this section 
two models of interference will be considered, namely, synchronous and asynchronous. Math-
ematical analysis supported by simulation results on the basis of one desired user and one CCI 
user are investigated. The analysis will determine the behaviour of the interference and bit error 
probability (BEP). 
4.3.1 Synchronous Interference 
This type of model represents a good starting point to understand how interference can affect 
the BER performance of a system. Synchronous interference is modelled in such a way that the 
transmission of both the desired user and CCI user start at the same time, which is illustrated in 
Figure 4.2. Both the desired user's and the CCI user's data lengths are assumed to be equal. 
time 
Start of 
desired user's 	 Desired user 
OFDM 
Start of 	 Synchronous interferer 








Figure 4.2: S'vnchronous and asynchronous OFDM interference 
In the presence of interference (synchronous), the time domain signal at the receiver can be 
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expressed as: 
r(t) = hd(t) ® Sd(t) + h(t) ® s(t) + i(t) 
K-1 
j27r - 	t j2ir- - t 
= hd ® (t) 	xde Taub + hi(t) ® 	xe T8, ± 71(t) 	(4.1) 
k, =0 	 k=O 
where ® denotes the convolution operation; s,j(t) and s1 (t) are the transmitted time domain 
signal of the desired user and interferer respectively; /j(t) and hi(t) are the time domain chan-
nel response of the desired user and interferer respectively; Xd  and xi are the frequency domain 
QAM symbols at suhcarrier k of the desired user and interferer respectively and 71(t) is com-
plex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Note that the subcarrier index has been dropped 
from the equations for simplicity. 
Because of the synchronous transmission between the user and its interferer, the received signal 
at each subcarrier k can be expressed as: 
r = hdxd + hx + Ti 	 (4.2) 
Note that, the equation in (4.2) illustrates that for a desired user being interfered with by one 
synchronous user, the received signal at each subcarrier is equivalent to adding the symbol 
multiplied with its channel response (which is flat fading for an OFDM system) of both the 
desired user and interferer at the same subcarrier 
Recall from [61] that for a rn - ary QAM modulated signal received over a Rayleigh flat fading 





where F is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal and 4 is the total number of 
coefficients of & and O i which are tabulated in [61]. These coefficients vary accordingly to the 
constellation size. Refer to Appendix D for the coefficients with respect to the constellation 
size used. 
In the presence of synchronous interference, the BEP of a Rayleigh flat fading system is further 
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developed in this thesis by slight modification of (4.3) 
Ic NCD/ I 	,. 	PD 	\ 
P(r) 	= 	Pk(i - ) 	 (4.4) - 2 + 	JZ Pc+c7? J 
Jc 	-"CD 
= 	Pci (1— (4.5) \/2 
where NCD is the number of different constellation points used in the modulation scheme for 
the interferer, PD is the signal power of desired user, P is the signal power of the interferer 
at constellation point c, o-,2 is the noise power and Pc  is the occurrence probability of constel-
lation point c. The ratio which is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), is 
denoted by T. In this case, the Rayleigh faded interferer is modelled as additional noise in the 
system. This result may be extended to an arbitrary number of interferers, but every possible 
combination of transmitted constellation points must be considered. 
Results of BER vs SNR performance for various CCI signal power levels are shown in Figure 
4.3. Figure 4.3(a), 4.3(b), 4.3(c) and 4.3(d), show a QPSK and a 16 QAM desired user with an 
identically modulated CCI user, QPSK with a 16 QAM CCI user and 16 QAM with a QPSK 
CCI user respectively. For every BER curve, the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) is set to a 
constant value in the range -20 to 20 dB. Simulation results are shown as lines and theoretical 
results from (4.5) as points. 
From these graphs, it can be seen that when the level of CCI signal power is well below that of 
desired user, the BER is barely affected by the presence of interference. However, as the CCI 
signal power increases to a similar level as that of the desired user, the link layer performance 
degrades significantly so that the coverage of the system reduces. This situation is likely to 
happen, for example, when a user is at the edge of one cell and the interferer is located at the 
edge of a nearby AP boundary. 
4.3.2 Asynchronous Interference 
In Section 4.3. 1, the link layer performance with a synchronous CCI user is studied. However, 
this scenario can only exist in a single cell where all users are being controlled by one AP. Where 
users from neighbouring cells sharing the same frequency hand interfering with one another, 
the symbol timing of the interferer does not necessarily coincide with that of the desired user as 
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Figure 4.3: BER vs SNRfor various INR levels in a Rayleigh flat fading channel with svnchro-
nous inte,ference employing matched filter at the receiver 
illustrated in Figure 4.2. In this case, mitigation of CCI becomes more challenging as the timing 
of interference is not known, which makes it very difficult to estimate the channel response of 
the interferer. 
Assuming that one asynchronous interferer is present and that the channel is constant over one 
FF1' size frame length, the time domain OFDM signal can be expressed as: 
r(t) = Hd(t)sd(t) ± H1(t)s(t) + i(t) 	 (4.6) 
where r(t), s(t), (t) are the (K + Ncp) received signal (Nap is the length of cyclic prefix), 
transmitted signal and noise signal vector respectively. Assuming a (M, N) = ( 1 .1) OFDM 
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system for both users, the (Kr, + Ncp) size circulant square channel matrix. Hj(t) and H1(t) 
of the desired user and interferer respectively, assuming a cyclic prefix equal to the length the 
channel memory can be represented as: 
Hd(t) = I 
hd(0) 	0 ... 	0 	h(Np - 1) 	hd(NCp - 2) ... 	hd(1) 
hd(1) hd(0) 0 	... 	0 hd(Ncp-2) ... 	hd(2) 
ld(NCp - 1) 	hd(NCp - 2) ... 	hd(0) 	0 0 0 	0 
0 	 0 ... 	0 	h(0) 0 0 	0 
hd(1) hd(0) 0 	0 
0 	 0 	0 	0 	hd(NCP - 1) Id(NCP - 2) ... hd(0) - 
(4.7) 
where hd(t) is the channel response of the desired user at time t. Similarly, I-It (t) possesses the 
same structure as (4.7) 
Expanding the expression in equation (4.6) to: 





- N('p. 0) .. 	- Nap, K - 1) 
= 	 (4.9) 
(K-1,0) 	... 	1(K-1.K-1) 
1(v3,0) 	... 	1(v3,K-1) 
= 	1l(Kc+Ncp-1—v,0) ... Z(Kc+Ncp-1—vs,Kc-1) 
(410) 
1(K+Ncp—v8,0) ... 	(K+Ncp—v 87 K— 1) 
(K-1.0) 	... 	(K1,K1) 
where 	is the standard K size IFFT square matrix and A(c1, ('2)  denotes the element at the 
c1 row of column c. The parameter v is defined to he the asynchronous shift of the interferer 
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relative to the user as seen by the receiver. 
Removing the CP and transforming the received signal into the frequency domain via FFT, the 
received signal vector can be expressed as: 
r = 1d H Hd(012dxd(0 + I2d'1 H1(t)Qjxj(t) + i. 	 (4.11) 
In the case where v, = 0, in which the interference is synchronous. Qd H Hi(t)Qi becomes 
a diagonal matrix and the received signal can he expressed as in equation (4.2). However, in 
the asynchronous scenario, i.e., v 0, then the off-diagonal elements are no longer non-
zero, causing interference among subcamers, intercarrier interference (ICI). This interference 
disrupts the channel response which results in a potentially frequency selective interference 
channel depending on the relative delay in transmission time between the user and interferer. 
Despite this interference, the maximum received power remains the same as in the synchro-
nous case. This is because the FFT and IFFY operate by summing the multiplication of each 
transmitted symbol at each subcarrier by an unique phase shift. To understand the behaviour 
of the channel response to the parameter v3 , the effective power spectrum density (PSD) of the 
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Figure 4.4: PSD vs suhcarrier index of channel response due to the parameter i 
The simulation is set up such that both the desired user and the interferer channel have 2 equal 
power multipath Rayleigh fading taps. When the parameter ,- is zero, the overall channels 
response is similar to that of a two tap channel. When this parameter is set to 1/4 of Ii., the 
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overall channel response becomes more frequency selective. This is because, the off-diagonal 
values of Ild " Hj(t)IlI in equation (4.11) are no longer zero, which results in inter-carrier 
interference (ICI). Further increase of zi . to 1/2 of K results in the channel response being 
twice as frequency selective as i- = 1/4 of K. Not shown in this simulation is the channel 
response for zi. ? 1/2 as the channel response in this range of value is equivalent to the channel 
response as l-v due to one of the cyclic delay properties of FFT. Irrespective of the value of the 
parameter i's , the maximum power at the each subcarrier stays constant. Due to the frequency 
selectivity caused by the asynchronous interference, the BEP is not derived for this case. In the 
case of Rayleigh flat fading environment, the BEP is similar to that of the synchronous case in 
equation (4.5). 
4.3.3 Degrees of Freedom and Successive Interference Cancellation 
Given the two possible multiuser scenarios that can commonly exist in a cellular WLAN envi-
ronment as explained in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, it is important to understand the concept be-
hind mitigating this interference. Using spatial separation technology, more commonly known 
as spatial division multiple access (SDMA) technique [81,82], the available degrees of free-
dom required at the receiver to successfully separate the desired user from its interferer is very 
important. Assuming a flat fading channel for each user, the received signal at one antenna as 
observed by the desired user can be mathematically expressed as: 
r = hdXd + 1t 0 x10 + h21 x 1 + h 1 x, + /IN,_IXN1_1 + t 	 (4.12) 
NI -1 
= hdxd+ 	 (4.13) 
u=O 
The equation in (4.13) can be expressed in its matrix notation as: 
Xd 
= [ hd h 0  h1 •. 'IN, -1 j 	 + q 	 (4.14) 
XNI -1 
Provided the channels of all users can be estimated to a certain degree of accuracy, the minimum 
means square error (MMSE) estimate can be applied to minimise the interference-plus-noise 
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error terms to provide interference suppression. This suppression technique nulls the interfer -
ence signals, so that the desired user signal can be detected with minimum interference. The 
MMSE estimate separate the desired user from the interferer so that the desired user's signal 
can be detected without being interfered. Alternatively, the receiver can spatially separate all 
users and detect them in turn using the successive interference cancellation technique (SIC) 
termed as cancellation. 
The SIC technique can only be applied to spatially separate all users provided the degrees of 
spatial freedom [32] is sufficiently enough at the receiver. Given that there are A interferers, 
the degrees of freedom required at the receiver must he at least equal or greater than N(I\+ I). 
In the later section, the zero forcing (ZF) and MMSE solution applied to the SIC technique will 
be explained in detail. 
4.4 Interference Mitigation Techniques - Single user Analysis in a 
Multiuser Interference MIMO environment 
In this section, we assume two user environment where one is the desired user and the other 
acts as its interferer. Unless specified, the interference is assumed to be synchronous with the 
desired user. In the event that this interference is not properly mitigated, it can cause severe 
degradation to the overall system performance. A code division multiple access (CDMA) sys-
tem supporting multiple user transmission can mitigate multiuser interference (MU!) efficiently 
because the receiver is able to identify each user's unique code and decorrelates the desired user 
from all others. However, this is not as straightforward in an OFDM multiple access scheme 
employed in a wireless system where no spreading codes are assigned to each individual user. 
Furthermore, systems supporting high data rates implementing MIMO techniques cause more 
problems in mitigating interference because more spatial degrees of freedom are required at the 
receiver. 
In a multiuser environment, the two interference mitigation techniques suggested are extensions 
to that in [39,83,84] where multiple users are considered. In order to mitigate interference effi-
ciently, two types of interference mitigation techniques will be defined and considered, namely 
interference cancellation (IC) and interference suppression (IS). In order to study the behaviour 
of these two interference mitigation techniques, both V-BLAST and the Dual Alamouti STBC 
schemes are used. Also, the robustness of these two schemes in the presence of multiuser 
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interference will be studied. 
In the presence of synchronous interference, the received signal vector of size N x 1 for the 
desired user can be mathematically modelled as: 
r = HDXD + H1x1 + ij 	 (4.15) 
where HD and H1 are the matrix channel responses of size N x M for the desired user and 
interferer respectively, XD and xj are the Al x 1 data vector of the desired user and interferer 
respectively while i-, is the noise vector signal of size N x 1. 







4.4.1 Interference Cancellation (IC) Mitigation Technique 
IC processing is similar to that of OSIC algorithm where transmitted signals from each antenna 
of both the desired user and interferer are ordered according to the highest SNR, detected and 
removed from the received signal. By detecting and subtracting the interferer's signal succes-
sively, non-linear processing is applied to both the desired user and interferer signals. In order 
to perform this technique, both the desired user and interferer channels need to be estimated as 
accurately as possible. Therefore, it is only restricted to mitigating interference where both the 
desired user and interferer are controlled by the same AP, in which synchronised transmission 
can be expected. The ZF and MMSE IC weighting matrix can be mathematically expressed as: 
G = [HDHI]"(HD(HD) 11 + P1 —H1 (HI )")' 	 ZF 	(4.17) 
PD 
P1 
G = 	 MMSE (4.18) 
PD 	 PD 
where PD and P1 are the power of the desired user and interferer respectively. In this case, 
equal power is assumed to be allocated at each transmit antenna for both users. 
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4.4.2 Simulation of Interference Cancellation 
The simulation results for one V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC user being interfered 
with by one synchronous cochannel interferer using the same transmission system with BPSK 
OFDM modulated data are shown in Figure 4.5. The channel model of FC(U, I) has been used. 
The IC technique is used to mitigate the interference. The 2 transmit and 4 receive antennas 
ZF and MMSE V-BLAST system and 4 transmit and 4 receive antennas MMSE Dual Alamouti 
STBC scheme are shown in Figure 4.5(a), 4.5(b) and 4.5(c) respectively. The results displayed 
in all the figures show the BER vs SNR performance for various INR values. The INR in the 
MIMO case is defined as the INR at the receiver due to one interfering transmit antenna. 
a 
(a) BER vs SNR for ZF V-BLAST interference (b) BER vs SNR for MMSE V-BLAST interfer-
cancellation 	 ence cancellation 
n5 	 BPTh( nJWflN 
nfl. .rO 
nfl. , o 
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(c) BER vs SNR for MMSE Dual Alamouti STBC 
interference cancellation 
Figure 4.5: BER vs SNR ZF interference cancellation techniques for the three techniques for 
various INR 
It is observed from the three figures that employing the IC scheme gives better BER perfor- 
mance at low SNR values with higher INRs. This is because the high INR values lead to the 
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interference being detected and cancelled from the received signal first with a higher degree of 
accuracy. The remaining received signal, consisting only of the desired user's data, can then be 
detected with only occasional interference due to errors caused from wrongly detected interfer-
ing symbols. The overlapping of BER curves for very high INR values is due to the saturation 
effect where the interferer's signal is effectively being perfectly cancelled. 
In Figure 4.5(b) and 4.5(c), crossover points of 0 dB and 10 dB INR for the first figure and 
-10 dB and 0 dB in the latter figure can be seen. This is because at lower SNR, the higher 
INR interferer can be detected and subtracted successfully from the desired user's data, hence 
improving the BER performance slightly. As the SNR increases the optimal ordering priority 
switches from the interferer to the desired user's data. This time, the higher SNR desired user's 
data will be detected first with only spatial suppression of the interferer. The ordering of the 
streams to be detected first around the crossover region would he a mixture between the desired 
user and interferer ones. 
4.4.3 Interference Suppression (IS) Mitigation Technique 
IS processing differs to IC such that only the desired user's data are being detected successively 
and cancelled from the received signal while the interferer's signals are nulled. Contrary to IC, 
linear filtering is applied to the interferer's signal. The ZF and MMSE weighting vector for this 
mitigation technique can be expressed as: 
G = 	 ZF 	(4.19) 
PD 
G = [HDIH(HD(HD)H + _H1(H1)F1  + 	 MMSE 	(4.20) 
PD 	 PD 
Provided that the MMSE solution is used, unlike IC, this interference mitigation technique 
is not only restricted to interferer transmitting from the same cell. Also, irrespective of the 
interferer being synchronous or asynchronous this mitigation technique can he applied. This 
technique is advantageous compared to the IC because the interferer's channel need not to be 
estimated. This is because the interferer's channel information using the MMSE detector can 
be estimated from the covariance matrix of the received signal assuming that the channel and 
transmitted symbol between the desired user and interferer are independent from each other. 
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The covariance matrix can be calculated as: 
E(rrH) = E((V' HDXD + 	+ )( 1/HDXD ± VPIHlxl + ii) " ) 
PD HD X D X D H HD H ± P1H1x1x1IIH1H + (721 
= PDHD HD H ± PJHJHIH + 21 	 (4.21) 
which is the matrix to be inverted in equation (4.20) 
Given that the channel of the desired user can he estimated, the interference can he suppressed 
from the covariance matrix of the received signal combining equation (4.20) and (4.21). Unlike 
the IC technique, the degrees of spatial freedom at the receiver need not to be equal the total 
number of spatial transmission of the desired user and interferer. In this case, the number of 
antennas at the receiver must be at least equal to the number of the antennas at the transmitter. 
4.4.4 Simulation of Interference Suppression 
A set of four figures showing the results of IS technique is shown in Figure 4.6. One interferer 
is assumed for all simulation results. A similar set up to Figure 4.5(a) for this interference 
mitigation technique for ZF V-BLAST has been used. The ZF results in Figure 4.6(a) show 
that the BER performance is independent of the INR values, i.e., all curves overlap. This is 
because the IS technique can successfully suppress the interference (assuming perfect channel 
knowledge) leaving only the user's data to be detected. However, the performance of this 
detector is significantly poorer than the cancellation technique (Figure 4.5(a)), especially at high 
INRs. This is because the suppression technique does not detect and remove the interference 
from the received signal, instead it is only nulled and treated as coloured noise resulting in a 
lower SINR as seen by the desired user's signal as compared to the cancellation technique. 
The results displayed in Figure 4.6(h) show the same set up as Figure 4.6(a) but with a MMSE 
detector. The curves do not overlap one another like the ZF case (Figure 4.6(a)) because MMSE 
detector takes into account both the interference and noise in the beamformer. Unlike the 
cancellation technique, the BER performance degrades for higher values of the INR. However, 
even at an INR = 40 dB, the MMSE performance is about 3 dB better than ZF (Figure 4.6(a)). 
Also with MMSE detector for V-BLAST, the results shown in Figure 4.6(c) is a 4 transmit and 
4 receive antennas system so that the total number of transmitters is greater than the number of 
receivers. The results show that for low INR values, the BER performance is still tolerable but 
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Figure 4.6: BER vs SNR interference suppression techniques for the for various INR 
degrades significantly at high INRs. 
Lastly Figure 4.6(d) shows the BER performance of the Dual Alamouti STBC scheme with 
BPSK. Similarly, this set of results have a pattern of poorer BER performance for higher INR 
values. 
4.4.5 Robustness of Dual Alamouti STBC and V-BLAST To Interference 
This section briefly compares the performance of V-BLAST and the Dual Alamouti STBC 
scheme for a spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz using 4 antennas at the receiver. One cochannel 
interferer is assumed to be present. Table 4.1 shows the SNR values with its respective INR 
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values achieving a spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz for both MMSE V-BLAST and the Dual 
Alamouti STBC scheme at BER value of 10-2.  This comparison shows that the Dual Alamouti 
STBC scheme significantly outperforms V-BLAST in the presence of interference using the 
interference cancellation mitigation technique. 
Interferer's INRIdB BPSK Dual Alamouti STBC(4,4)/dB BPSK BLAST(2,4)/dB 
0 0.3 2.3 
10-30 -0.45 0.8 
Table 4.1: Comparison of required SNR for interference cancellation for spectral efficiency of 
2 b/s/Hz at BER 10 2 
Similarly the values compared in Table 4.2 illustrates that using interference suppression miti-
gation technique at spectral efficiency of 2 b/s/Hz, the Dual Alamouti STBC scheme required 
SNR for a particular INR value is lower as compared to MMSE V-BLAST. This is because 
the diversity achieved in the Dual Alarnouti STBC scheme is twice approximately that of the 
V-BLAST and the doubling in the effective receiver dimension gives more degrees of freedom 
to mitigate interference. 
Interferer's INRJdB BPSK Dual Alamouti STBC(4,4)IdB BPSK BLAST(2.4)/dB 
-10 0.75 1.30 
0 2.78 3.30 
10 4.20 5.50 
20 1 	 4.50 6.50 
30 1 4.50 1 	7.10 
Table 4.2: Comparison of required SNR for interference suppression for spectral efficiency of 
2 b/s/Hz at BER 10 2 
4.4.6 Comparison Of Synchronous and Asynchronous Interference 
As mentioned in Section 4.4.3, the MMSE IS technique can he operated by estimating the 
covariance matrix of the received signal and then inverting it to obtain the MMSE beamformer, 
can he applied for both synchronous and asynchronous interference. In order to understand 
the performance using this mitigation technique for both the synchronous and asynchronous 
scenarios, a 1/2 rate convolutionally coded OFDM with 2 transmit 4 receive antennas using a 
QPSK V-BLAST system is implemented. For simplicity, the power delay profile of the channel 
assumes a Rayleigh frequency selective fading environment with equal power taps. 
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The simulation results for both scenarios in a F(U,2) and F(U.4) environment for an INR 
value of 5 dB are shown in Figure 4.7. Despite the more unpredictable nature of asynchronous 
interference, the performance for both the 2 and 4 taps cases matches with that of the synchro-
nous interference. Referring to the PSD of asynchronous interference in Figure 4.4, the nature 
of this interference only induces more frequency selectivity to the channel response but the 
maximum power remains the same as in the synchronous scenario. This suggests that the IS 
beamformer must suppress interference of a magnitude which is equal for both the synchronous 
and asynchronous scenarios for the same LNR value. 
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Figure 4.7: Performance of IS technique for both synchronous and asynchronous interference 
4.5 Conclusion 
Two common interference models that can appear at the received signal of the desired user, 
namely synchronous and asynchronous have been modelled. The characteristic of these mod-
els has been described and the BEP for the synchronous scenario, has been derived and bench-
marked with simulation results. However, in a typical WLAN environment supporting multi-
user transmission, synchronous interference can be expected from users transmitting from a 
cell as they can be controlled by the same access point. The asynchronous interference model 
can also exists but mitigating this interference is relatively more difficult. 
In order to mitigate synchronous interference efficiently, two techniques, IC and IS have been 
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outi STBC techniques have been studied and compared. Even though the IC technique performs 
better than IS, the restriction of IC technique, in terms of the degrees of spatial freedom along 
with the requirements for synchronous transmission and channel state information (CS!) of the 
interferer are the drawbacks of this technique. Comparing the performance of synchronous and 
asynchronous interference using the IS technique where the CS! of the interferer is estimated 
from the covariance matrix of the received signal, similar results are observed for both cases as 
the maximum SINR is the same for both scenarios. 
Given that the number of receive antennas employed are equal for both the V-BLAST and 
Dual Alamouti STBC transmit scheme employing the OSIC algorithm, Dual Alamouti STBC 
is relatively more robust to interference due to the inherent extra diversity at the transmitter and 
extra degrees of freedom at the receiver. 
The next chapter shall study alternative space-time coding technique that can be applied to an 
OFDM system, feasible for small packets transmission with resource saving. 
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OFDM Diversity Transmit Structures 
5.1 Introduction 
The Alamouti STBC scheme introduced in Section 2.11 achieves diversity gain even though 
the number of antennas at the transmitter is less than that at the receiver. The simulation results 
comparing both V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC in Figure 3.12 (Section 3.6.3), show that 
for 2 bits/s/Hz spectral efficiency, Alamouti STBC outperforms the other two MIMO schemes 
given that two antennas are used at the receiver, which is the minimum number of antennas 
required for a 2 Tx V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC. 
However, in spite of its high performance gain for this case, Alamouti STBC has two ma-
jor drawbacks. The first being the need to allocate two OFDM symbols for spatial-temporal 
encoding which can be a waste of resources for transmission of small packets. Secondly, de-
tection could only take place after a delay of one OFDM transmission period which results in 
latency. Due to this several papers [50-53] translate this encoding technique from the tem-
poral to the frequency domain giving the so called the Alamouti space-frequency block code 
(SFBC). However, most papers [50-52] assume that the adjacent subcarriers are correlated to 
each other in an OFDM system and detect using the maximal ratio combining (MRC) technique 
in Section 2.11.2. Otherwise, the zero forcing (ZF) 1531 estimate can he employed to combat 
the uncertainty in channel conditions. An alternative to overcome these problems was recently 
introduced in [54-561, called the cyclic delay diversity (CDD) transmit scheme, which exploits 
frequency diversity in a coded OFDM system. 
In this chapter, both the CDD and Alamouti SFBC will he introduced. A simplified ZF decod-
ing technique will be proposed for the Alamouti SFBC transmit structure. The performance 
degradation with respect to Alamouti STBC will be analysed while its comparison with CDD 
will be studied. 
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5.2 Cyclic Delay Diversity 
Figure 5.1 shows a two transmit CDD scheme. In this figure, we assume that the FF1' is of size 
64. Note that this scheme can he extended to any number of transmitters, but for simplicity the 
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Figure 5.1: Transmit Structure of CDD 
Transmit antenna 0 consists of a conventional OFDM system while transmit antenna I is a 
cyclic delay shifted version of transmit antenna I by a factor of ö, (in this Figure 6, = 2), 
where 6CY  is defined as the cyclic delay shift. The cyclic delay version of antenna I is obtained 
by removing the last 6, samples of the OFDM symbol and placing them instead at the begin-
ning of the OFDM symbol. By doing so, the frequency domain symbol at each subcamer, A, 




where k is the subcarrier index and K. is the FFT size. 
The phase shifted signal induces an artificial channel with higher frequency selectivity so that 
more frequency diversity can be exploited from the OFDM system coupled with its outer chan-
nel code. 
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Assuming that two antennas are used, the received signal at subcarrier k can be expressed as: 
- 	 1+1 	I 	(5.2) 
F TO 1 - I ho,o ho. I [ 	.r 	1 1 110 1 L TI ] 	[ h10 /11,1 	xexp(—jO) ] 	L m  j 
- 	+ h01 exp(—jO) ] 
	
j + H° 1 (5.3) + h1 , 1 exp(—jO) L ii  j 
= Hcx+q 	 (5.4) 
where r and r are the received signal and noise at the nth antenna, x is the transmitted signal 
and h n , r,, is the channel response at the nth receive antenna from transmit antenna rn. For 
simplicity the suhcarrier index h has been dropped from the equations. 
The received signal at the two antennas can be further enhanced by MRC to obtain the estimated 
symbol as: 
= HC HHCX  + H' 77 	 (5.5) 
= (Cl + c2)x + VC1RO  + / 1Jl 	 (5.6) 
where 
cl = Iho , o  + ho exp(—j6)I 2 
C2 = hi,o + h1,1 exp(—j6)I 2 
In an uncoded system, a (M,N) CDD system performs the same as a SISO OFDM system 
due to the absence of any channel coder to exploit frequency diversity in the OFDM system. 
Also, in an uncoded OFDM system, the channel at each subcarrier is flat fading, therefore no 
frequency diversity is exploitable. 
5.2.1 Backward Compatibility of CDD with SISO system 
In addition to the advantages of good resource management and latency reduction as compared 
to Alamouti STBC. CDD benefits from supporting backward compatibility with the current 
WLAN single input single output (SISO) system, i.e., IEEE 802.1 Ia. Consider a 2 Tx CDD 
source received by an IEEE 802.1 Ia single antenna, the received signal as seen by the receiver 
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can he expressed as: 
r = h0,0 + h0,1 exp(—jO)x + ij 	 (5.7) 
Although, the transmitted signals come from two different antennas, the receiver adds the two 
channel response as shown in equation (5.7), viewing it as a signal from a single source. Hence, 
the transmitted CDD signal can be detected by the legacy terminal (IEEE 802.11 a). 
However, this backward compatibility can suffer setback unless minor amendment is made to 
the receiver. The problem lies with any OFDM receiver employing a time domain channel 
estimator [85], which will be briefly described. A simple time domain channel estimator would 
firstly zero pad all subcarriers that have not been trained in the preamble or pilot sequence, 
remove the effect of the trained symbols and feed into a size K IFFT hardware. The IFFT 
outputs are then truncated to a fixed number of channel taps to obtain the estimated time domain 
channel impulse response. Then, this truncated channel response is fed into a size iç FFT 
hardware where the outputs represent the estimated channel response at every subcarrier. 
In a conventional OFDM system, the truncation step to obtain the time domain channel taps 
would normally be fixed to a known number based on the real channel response. However, this 
number would normally be much higher in a CDD system due to the extra multipath generated 
from the cyclic delay shift. Thus, the conventional truncation process can result in a falsely 
estimated channel response which is likely to cause a very poor system performance. In or-
der to ensure backward compatibility between SISO OFDM and CDD, the channel estimation 
algorithm must increase the number of multipath channel taps required during the truncation 
process. 
Also, the 5, value is preferably not set to be too large because this might induce too much 
frequency selectively, which results in the channel memory being longer than the cyclic prefix. 
However, this is not too much of a problem in most system with reasonable cyclic prefix length, 
because the power of the larger delayed channel taps tend to he small and redundant. The slight 
performance degradation from this problem is compensated by the frequency diversity gain 
from the CDD system. 
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5.3 Alamouti Space Frequency Block Code 
The Alamouti SFBC technique is encoded over two transmit antennas such that the k suhcar-
riers consists of the original transmitted symbols, while the conjugated symbols are allocated 
to the k2+i subcarriers, n =0, 1, . - 1 . Figure 5.2 shows the arrangement of symbols with 
respect to their subcarriers over the two transmit antennas. 
kKCl . 	k3 	k2 k1 	k0 
_x*3 x2 -x 1 x0 
x*2 x3 x*o x i 
subcarriers 
Figure 5.2: Architecture of Alamouti SFBC 
5.3.1 Decoding 
The received signal in equation (3.14) can be expressed for this case as: 
10 	 IIoo 	 770 
H10 
= 	. 	x+ 	 (5.8) 
rNl J 	HN_1,0 J 	iIN-1 
	
= HF* + i 	 (5.9) 
where 
r(k2) 	• 	 . 	X2, (2k,) 
r = 	 = 	 x = 
x2 m +i(2kc ) 
hn .2rn (k2e ) 	hn,2m+1(k2c) 
Hn , m - 
f1_ 	\ 	I-.* 	II. 
ltn 2 rn+1 h2c+1) n,2mV'2C+l 
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where r, (k,) and q(k) are the received signal and noise of the k-- subcarrier at receive antenna 
it, im (kc ) is the transmitted symbol at transmit antenna m mapped onto subcarrier k and 
hnm (kc ) is the channel response from subcarrier k, at receive antenna n due to transmit antenna 
M. 
It was assumed that the channel between adjacent subcarriers are highly correlated with each 
other. Hence, the symbols can be detected using the Alamouti decoding technique as: 
X = H F HHF,+HF 	 (5.10) 
where * is the estimated symbol vector expressed as: 
[ C2m (2kc ) 1 
x=  
L 2m+1(2kc) ] 
and the assumption that adjacent subcarriers are correlated such that: 
hn,2m (k2c) = hn2m(k2c+1) 
hn,2m+1(k2c) = hn2m+1(k2c±1) 
However, this method of detection, assuming that adjacent subcarriers' channels are highly 
correlated, is only applicable for channel characterised by low frequency selectivity. In the 
case where channels are highly frequency selective this assumption is invalid. Therefore, [53] 
suggested the use of the ZF estimate to combat the uncorrelated adjacent subcarriers' channels 
where detected symbols can be expressed as: 
=GFHF*+GF 	 (5.12) 
and the weighting matrix GF can be computed as: 
CF = HF FIH F )_lHF H 	 (5.13) 
Although the technique in equation (5.13) permits four different channels coefficients at the two 
subeamers, hn2m(k2c), hn2m+(k2c), h9 m (k2c+1), h n 2m +1(k2C+1). per decoding process, 
the ZF beamformer consists of several multiplications to form a 2 x 2N size channel matrix. 
However, this ZF solution in equation (5.13) can be avoided by concatenating the adjoint chan- 
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nel matrix of the response at each receiver as: 
G8 = [ adj(Iioo) adj(II1o) ... adj(IIr.'_i,o) ] 
	
(5.14) 
where adj(A) is the adjoint matrix defined as: 
A= 	 adj(A) 
ao.o a0 1 	 a1.1 	—ao,i 
	
, = 
a1,0 a1,1 	 —al,O 	ao,o 
Multiplying G in (5.14) by the received signal in (5.9) yields the equivalent ZF solution as: 
* = G(HF*+7) 	 (5.15) 
= 	[adj(110,o) adj(Ii,o) ... adj(IIN_I ,O)] 	 (5.16) 
IIo.o 770 
H 10 
HN_1,0 	 11N-1 
—a 3 j, 0 	x,, (2k,) 
= 	 (5.18) 
o 	 im(2kc+1) 
where 
= 	h,2m (k2c+i)hn . 2m (k2c ) 	 (5.19) 
n=O m=1 
0s2 = 	hn2m±i(k2c)h2m+i(k2c+i) 	 (5.20) 
n=0 rn=1 
Hence, as illustrated in equation (5.18), the equivalent ZF solution can be obtained without 
performing the full pseudoinverse as shown in equation (5.13). In this case the complexity can 
he reduced by the number of multiplications required to generate the ZF solution in equation 
(5.13). A similar technique to this simplified ZF solution was proposed for Alamouti STBC 
in [86] for fast fading channel, where the channels over two OFDM symbols are different. 
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5.3.2 SNR Analysis Under Differently Correlated Subcarriers 
In order to verify the system performance for different correlation coefficients between sub-
carriers, the SNR parameter which has direct impact on the performance will be analysed. 
Consider a (2,1) Alamouti STBC system, the SNR for each of the two transmitted orthogonal 
symbols can be expressed as follows: 
SNR 
- Ilio.o1 2 + I ho . 1 1 2 	
(5.21) 
Given the same system, but for the frequency encoded version, the combined received signal 
can be expressed as: 
r(2k) 
r*(2k + 1) 
—1/i 
1 ([yj 	,1 1 1 	xo(2k)  1 + 	,o (2k) 
—v 	vo ] [ v _vj L 	xi(2k)] 	[(2k±1)]) 
— v1v 0 	1 xo(2k) 1 + 
0 	—141/1 — 1/314 j 	x1(2k) ]  




0 Vi = 	h0,0(2k) 	h0. 1 (2k) 
2 1/3 	ho, 1 (2k + 1) ho.o(2k + 1) 




V; VO  — vivI 2 
— 
 
9(Iv1 I 2 +lu3 I 2 I) 
— (t4vo — vli4)(—z1314 — 
— 
 
0(lv j I 2 + 11/3 121) 
v3 I 2 1vo 1 2 +1411014112 + V114V314 + lvii I2l 	 (5.23) 2(1 = 	 avi I 2 +1113 1 2 1) 
Similarly, the SNR of x i (2k) is equal to: 
SNR = I113I2I110I2+121/11/31b0+1/31/O1121/O+I1/1iI1/2I 	 (5.24) 
cr(Ivo I 2 + 11/2 1 2 1) 
If the channel is non frequency selective, i.e., the adjacent channel coefficients are equal to one 
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Figure 5.3: Achievable relative SNRfor different correlated adjacent subcarriers 
another, the SNR in (5.23) is equal to that of the temporal encoded version given by: 
SNR= IvoI2+Iui2 	 (5.25) 
t7 
To analyse the SNR performance, the adjacent subcarriers' coefficients from both transmit an-
tenna are varied simultaneously to produce different correlation factors, K. Assuming that 






E(Iziiv2* I 2  ) = E(Iv2zi 2 ) = 	 (5.28) 
where K0 and ,c 1 are the correlation coefficients between the adjacent subcarriers at transmit 
antenna in = 0 and in = 1 respectively. 
Therefore, the relative normalised SNR obtained as a function of its adjacent subcarriers' cor-
relation by substituting equation (5.26)-(5.28), into (5.23) or (5.24) giving: 
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The normalised achievable SNR with respect to its correlation factor, assuming 	= KI and 
o 2 = 1 is shown in Figure 5.3. From this graph it can be seen that the SNR increases as the 
adjacent subcarriers become more correlated with each other. When rio = = 1, i.e., adjacent 
subcarriers are fully correlated, the performance of Alamouti SFBC equals to that of STBC. On 
the other hand, if Ko = Ic1 = 0, i.e., adjacent subcarriers are uncorrelated. Alamouti SFBC is 3 
dB worse in achievable SNR than STBC. 
5.3.3 Simulations 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of (2,2) Alamouti STBC and (2,2) Alamouti SFBC using QPSK sym-
bols for I to 4 taps 
The results for comparing (2,2) QPSK Alamouti STBC and (2,2) QPSK Alamouti SFBC is 
shown in Figure 5.4 for channels F(U,l), F(U,2) and F(U,4) while F(.(U,8) and F(U,16) 
in Figure 5.5. Here, we consider 1-16 sample spaced multipath equal power taps. The cyclic 
delay shift, 8 is set to 8. so that maximum frequency diversity [56] can be achieved. When 
the channel is flat fading, the performance of the temporal and frequency coded system is the 
same as to each other. This is because the adjacent channel subcarriers are fully correlated with 
one another and both schemes achieve the same SNR as shown in Figure 5.3. However, the 
performance advantage of STBC over SFBC increases for subsequent increments in the number 
of channel taps. Even though the Alamouti SFBC 16 taps system can exploit more frequency 
diversity inherent in the OFDM symbol coupled with the channel decoder, the performance for 
this scenario is worse than the 8 taps STBC system due to the highly uncorrelated adjacent 
M. 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of (2,2) AIa,nouti STBC and (2,2) Alamouti SFBC using QPSK sym-
bols 8 and 16 taps 
subcarriers, which destroys the orthogonality of the Alamouti code. 
The next set of results comparing (2,2) QPSK Alamouti SFBC and (2,2) QPSK CDD are shown 
Figure 5.6 for F(U,1), F(U,2) and F(U,4) while F(U,8) and F(U,l6) are shown in Figure 
5.7. Despite the adjacent suhcarriers in the Alamouti SFBC scheme being less correlated for 
the increase from one to four multipath taps, the relative performance with respect to CDD 
improves with this increase. This is mainly due to the CDD scheme being less able to exploit 
frequency diversity gain as the number of channel taps increases. On the other hand, increasing 
to 8 multipath taps see that the performance difference between these two schemes start to 
reduce. In the case of 16 taps scenario, the CDD method actually outperforms the Alamouti 
SFBC scheme. For higher number of multipath taps, the Alamouti SFBC starts to degrade in 
performance while CDD reaches its peak performance. 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter considers the Alamouti SFBC and CDD transmit schemes as means to reduce the 
overhead in the STBC scheme for transmission of small packets, reducing latency. A simplified 
ZF solution for the Alamouti SFBC has been proposed. The SNR analysis shows that the per-
formance of this scheme is dependent on the correlation between the channels. The simulation 
results also show that for a non frequency selective channel the error performance is compa- 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of (2,2) CDD and (2,2) Alamouti SFBC using QPSK symbols for 8 
and 16 taps 
rable to its temporal encoded scheme. However, the SFBC scheme degrades significantly as 
the number of multipath increases. Despite the partially correlated adjacent suhcarriers, this 
scheme is still able to outperform CDD unless the channel is extremely frequency selective. 
Despite the better performance of Alamouti SFBC over CDD, CDD has a significant advantage 
over Alamouti SFBC in terms of backward compatibility with the legacy terminals, namely 
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IEEE 802.11 a. Hence, in the next chapter we consider CDD not SFBC to provide a benchmark 
for three transmit antennas schemes. 
Chapter 6 
Three Transmit Hybrid of Spatial 
Multiplexing And Transmit Diversity 
Scheme 
6.1 Introduction 
In the MIMO study of Chapter 3, it was assumed that an arbitrary number of antennas can be 
employed at either end of the transmitting or receiving terminal. In practice, low cost MIMO 
devices implementing more than three antennas can barely be supported at high performance 
by current microwave and silicon technologies. Due to this restriction, it is currently thought 
(summer 2004) that all devices supported by IEEE 802.1 In will he mandated such that the 
maximum number of antennas at both the transmitter and receiver are limited to three while 
higher number of antennas can only be regarded as an optional mode. 
In order to meet one of the requirements for the medium access control (MAC) layer which is to 
support 100Mbps accounting for the mandated maximum number of antennas, the only known 
low complexity MIMO scheme supporting this throughput is the V-BLAST technique. Based 
on results from Chapter 3, it has been shown that V-BLAST with OSIC decoding algorithm does 
not provide a good solution for high end performance due to the absence of transmit diversity 
being exploited, especially when the number of Rx is equal to Tx. Despite the fact that Dual 
Alamouti hybrid structure increases the diversity that is lacking in a V-BLAST scheme, the 
minimum required number of four Tx does not provide a solution for economically attractive 
configurations. Therefore, this Dual Alamouti scheme can only be implemented as an optional 
mode. On the other hand, conventional Alamouti STBC is only feasible for lower rate wireless 
terminals. 
In this chapter, two hybrid transmit schemes implementing three antennas are introduced, one 
involves concatenating one CDD block with a conventional modulated OFDM stream while the 
other combines Alamouti STBC with a single QAM stream. Both of these techniques enable the 
spatial multiplexing scheme to exploit diversity that is absent at the transmitter of a V-BLAST 
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at low complexity. The hybrid of CDD is chosen over Alamouti SFBC in this chapter due to 
the CDD backward compatibility with a 2 Tx V-BLAST scheme that will he discussed in detail 
in Section 6.3.4. Furthermore, it is shown in Section 5.3.3 that the STBC performs similarly to 
a SFBC scheme in a channel environment of up to 8 multipath equal taps environment, which 
is the typical scenario of an indoor office environment. Hence, the performance of a STBC hy-
brid reflects the likely performance of a SFBC. The Alamouti STBC hybrid technique will be 
discussed in greater details due to its significant performance gain over the CDD hybrid which 
will be shown in Section 6.4.5, and shall form the basis the transmit structure in future WLAN, 
IEEE 802.1 In, as proposed in this thesis. Several simplified detection algorithms, will be dis-
cussed and compared using simulation results. Later on, the design of an adaptive modulation 
coded scheme (MCS) for future WLAN will be described. MCS is a technique for switching 
between scheme with respect to several parameters like transmit scheme, detection algorithm, 
modulation, coding, etc. This switching technique plays a significant role in the system and 
simulation using the IEEE 802.1 In standard MIMO channel model will he presented. 
6.2 System Model 
The communication system used for generating simulation results follows the transmit and re-
ceiver structure in Figure 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The simulation results generated for this 
chapter use a frame length of 736 bits, which can be regarded as the minimum physical data 
size with some allowance for MAC header in a typical WLAN transmission. Similar to previ-
ous chapters, the channel is assumed to be static throughout each frame. Contrary to previous 
chapters where error performance is compared with respect to the FbIN,, parameter, this chap-
ter compares all performance relative to the power per receive antenna, SNR. The reason for 
this choosing this parameter is due to the MCS scheme, where this reflects a more realistic 
WLAN scenario. 
6.3 Hybrid of Three Transmit CDD Spatial Multiplexing Scheme 
(CDDSM) 
As previously discussed in Section 5.2, a CDD transmit scheme induces an artificial channel 
response of higher frequency selectivity between the transmitter and receiver as compared to the 
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Figure 6.1: Transmit Structure of CDDSM 
real one. By doing so, this enables the outer channel code coupled with the interleaver to exploit 
more frequency diversity as a mean to improve the overall system performance. In this section, 
the CDD hybrid technique, where two antennas formed the basis of a CDD structure spatially 
multiplexed with a conventional OFDM stream for a third Tx shall be studied. Simulated 
results comparing its performance with V-BLAST will he shown. 
6.3.1 Transmit Structure 
The transmit structure of a CDDSM scheme employing three antennas is illustrated in Figure 
6.1. Two independent streams of OFDM symbols are transmitted from Tx 0 and Tx I. A 
cyclic delay shifted version (4,), where 6,y is defined as in Section 5.2, of Tx 1 is then send 
to Tx 2. This cyclic delay shifted version aims to exploit additional frequency diversity gain 
by providing more frequency selectivity to the overall channel response of the latter OFDM 
stream. Hence this scheme can be visualised as a V-BLAST transmit system with an add on 
transmit diversity normally absent from the conventional V-BLAST transmit scheme [83. In 
the later section, all mathematical analysis will assume that Tx 2 is the cyclically delay-shifted 
OFDM version of the Tx I signal. 
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6.3.2 Receiver Signal Model 
The received signal for N receive antennas in an OFDM system for each subcarrier, k. trans-
mitted from the 3 Tx CDDSM scheme can be mathematically expressed as: 
r = Hx + i 
ro 	 h0,0 	h0,1 	h02 	 110 
rI 	 h10 	h1,1 	h1,2 	 £0 	 11 
= 	 ... 	... 	 + 	 (6.1) 
x i exp(—jO) 
TN_i 	hN_1,o hN_i1 11 .V1.2 	 lN- 1 
where O is the cyclic delay phase defined as in (5.1). The dependence on subcarrier k in 
these equations have not been included for simplicity. 
The resultant mathematical expression in (6.1) due to the CDD version from the third antenna 
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ro 
	
h0,1 ± h02 exp (—jO) 
r1 
	
h1,1 + h1 ,2 exp (—jOg,) 
TN_i 
	
fiN1.1 + hN_1 2exp(—j0) 
(6.2) 
The transition from equation (6.1) to (6.2) implies that spatial diversity of order two is achieved 
in this scheme. In order to detect the received signal in (6.2) with low complexity, the ZF or 
MMSE OSIC detector in Section 2. 10.1 is suggested. This scheme could provide a significant 
improvement as compared to 3 Tx V-BLAST OSIC for the same number of Tx used due to the 
reduction in the number of interfering antennas from three to two. Additionally, the minimum 
number of receive antennas required to apply the OSIC algorithm is reduced by one to only 
two, providing an advantage for any space limited and low cost compact wireless terminal. 
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6.3.3 Simulation Results And Performance Analysis 
The performance of (3,3) 64 QAM CDDSM, (2,3) 64 QAM V-BLAST and (3,3) 16 QAM V-
BLAST employing the OSIC algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The scenario uses the FC (U, 
A) function. For each of the scheme, code rate, R = 1/2, 2/3 and 3/4 are simulated. For the 
same code rate, each MIMO scheme attains the same spectral efficiency. 
The results show that the (3,3) 16 QAM V-BLAST is significantly worse than the (2,3) 64 QAM 
V-BLAST due to the absence of diversity in the (3,3) V-BLAST configuration. Therefore, the 
performance as described later will only assume comparison between the (2,3) V-BLAST and 
(3,3) CDDSM. At low SNR, (2,3) V-BLAST performs better than (3,3) CDDSM due to the 
incapability of the channel decoder to exploit frequency diversity. Increases in SNR enables 
the CDDSM scheme to exploit more frequency diversity which sees the three pairs of curves 
crossing over one another. The difference in SNR values between both schemes at 1% FER is 
1.0 dB, 0.85 dB and 0.45 dB for R values of 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 respectively. This is because at a 
lower code rate, the redundant bits (which increases for lower code rate) generated are more 
randomly interleaved, and then allocated to its respective suhcarriers. Hence, the probability of 
one bit (prior to interleaving) being in deep a fade at a particular subcarrier while its adjacent 
bit allocated at a different subcarrier with higher link quality would be higher when lower code 
rate is used. Therefore, frequency diversity is more readily achieved. 
CODxxV-BLASTt0x3Rx 	
3 X L.UL)5MH1I2 
-*- 3T,CDDSM R.213 
10 	- - 	- 	 -- 3 Tx CDDSM 1 = 3/4 
- 	 -e- 2Tx V-BLAST fl =1'2 
31, V-BLAST R=2I3 
10' 
14 	 16 18 20 22 24 26 	 28 
SNR 
Figure 6.2: PER vs SNR for 64 QAM (2,3) C'DDSM, 16 QAM (3,3) V-BL4ST and (2,3)64 QAM 
V-BL4STfor F C(U,A) channel 
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The performance for both the (2,3) V-BLAST and (3,3) CDDSM schemes with R=112 using 
a 16 QAM constellation in a correlated fading environment is shown in Figure 6.3. In this 
simulation the antenna spacing at the transmitter is set far apart to minimise its cross-correlation 
between transmitter due to the V-BLAST have one antenna less than the CDDSM. 
This correlated simulation is set up such that half wavelength unit spacing between receive 
antennas each with 600  AS. The transmit correlation is not compared and are therefore set to a 
minimum due to the V-BLAST having one less antenna than the CDDSM scheme. In this case, 
the spacing between transmitters is spaced by 50\ and an AS of 180'. The channel function 
is set to FC (C, A, 00,  180°, 50A, 00,  60°, 0.5A). The cross correlation matrix at receiver a, is 
given by: 
1 	0.2244 0.1637 
= 	0.1637 	1 	0.2244 	 (6.3) 
0.2244 0.1637 	1 
and the covariance matrix of the V-BLAST and CDDSM rt at the transmitter are given by: 
1 	0.001 0.0005 
1 	0.001 
V-BLAST,ct = 	 CDDSMKt = 0.0005 	1 	0.001 
0.001 	1 
0.001 0.0005 	1 
(6.4) 
Even though the gradient of the CDDSM gets steeper with respect to increasing SNR, the 
assumed minimum operating SNR at 1% FER still sees a better performance from V-BLAST 
relative to CDDSM. This is due to the presence of the third antenna at the transmitter of the 
CDDSM (V-BLAST has two antennas at the transmitter), that has a correlation effect on the 
other two CDDSM's antennas. Thus, the effective correlation at the transmitter of the CDDSM 
is higher than V-BLAST. 
6.3.4 Backward Compatibility With V-BLAST System 
It might be thought that implementing a CDD system to replace any SISO or SIMO OFDM 
system could be done with full backward compatibility, e.g. when applied to an 802.11 a WLAN 
system as described in Section 5.2.1. If the CDD system backward compatibility could be fully 
supported by any single input system, then this would mean that the CDDSM scheme could 
co-exist with the V-BLAST transmit scheme by means of just a simple switching technique. 
However, this backward compatibility between CDDSM and V-BLAST is not achievable unless 
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Figure 6.3: PER vs SNR for 16 QAM (3,3) C'DDSM and 16 QAM (2,3) V-BLAST in F C (C, A, 
00, 1800, 50A, 00, 60°, 0.5\) channel 
minor change to the receiver are made. The change lies in the channel estimation algorithm, 
such that the number of multipath channel taps must he increased during the truncation process 
as discussed in Section 5.2.1. 
6.4 Partially Orthogonal Space Time Block Code (POSTBC) 
In Chapter 3, it was shown through simulations that Dual Alamouti STBC scheme can signifi-
cantly outperform V-BLAST and Alamouti STBC. The downside of this transmit technique is 
that it requires an even number of Tx by concatenating two pairs of Alamouti STBC transmit-
ters. It does not provide a solution for economically attractive modem configurations with an 
odd number of Tx, especially in the case where three antennas would be the preferable imple-
mentation for IEEE 802.11 n wireless terminals as speculated. Therefore, this section introduces 
a 3 Tx hybrid of the Alamouti STBC and QAM scheme where the signals can be decoded by 
means of a low complexity receiver that can give good performance. 
6.4.1 Three Transmit Antenna POSTBC 
This scheme comprises the steps of separating modulated data into two categories, encoding the 
first category of symbols by means of Alamouti STBC and leaving the second category in its 
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Figure 6.4: Transmit Structure of POSTBC 
modulated QAM form as shown in Figure 6.4. The first set of symbols, ij and x1, are Alamouti 
space time encoded and sent to Tx 0 and Tx 1. The second set of symbols, X2 and x are sent 
to Tx 2 in the order of being transmitted at the first and second time interval respectively. 
Not only does this transmit scheme provide an option to utilise the robustness of the Alamouti 
scheme with one less antenna as compared to Dual Alamouti STBC scheme, it also spectrally 
as efficient as the latter. The overall space time code rate, defined as the number of symbols 
transmitted per time period, for this 3 Tx transmit scheme is equivalent to 2. 
6.4.2 Receive Signal Model 
Assuming that three antennas are used at the receiving terminal and that the channel remains 
static over two transmission symbol periods, the received signal can be expressed as: 
r = Hx+ij 
	
r0,0 ro, I 	 /10,0 h0,1 h0,2 	xo —x 	770,0 	/o,1 
rio r1 ,1 	= 	h1,0 h1,1 h12 	xi 	x 	111.0 111,1 	(6.5) 
T2.1 	 h2,cj h2, 1 112,2 	X2 	X3 	 172.0 112.1 
where r, t and 1lnt  denotes the received signal and noise respectively from the rP Rx at time t. 
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The received signal from (6.5) can he rewritten as a vector: 
r = Hpx+i 	 (6.6) 
r00 h0 0 	h0 1 
* TO.1 l..* uO,I 	"o,o 
r10 = h1,0 	h1,1 
* T i! * 1 311,1 	'1,0 
r2,0 ho 	h2,1 
* r2 1 3,* 21 
'O,2 	o 	1 [ 
o h 2 [1 
h1,2 	0 I X I '/1.0 
+ Jl 
o 	/112 X2 I I 
h22 	0 I 	L X3  j I 	172,0 








h3 	h4  + 
12 1 h5 	h6 
13 772,0 
1121 
where each h represents a 2x2 submatrix of the channel response Hp. 
The equation in (6.7) demonstrates an increase in spatial freedom from a three transmit and 
receive structure to a virtual four transmit six receive case operating at half the symbol rate. 
Consequently, the minimum number of receive antennas required to detect every symbol effi-
ciently using either the ZF or MMSE estimator is reduced by one to two antennas as compared 
to V-BLAST for the same number of transmit antennas employed. (Presumably 3 Tx V-BLAST 
needs 3 RX and 3 Tx POSTBC needs 2 Rx). 
6.4.3 Decoding Using OSIC Algorithm 
The MMSE OSIC algorithm is recommended as a choice for low decoding complexity. This 
algorithm chooses the higher SINR of either the Alamouti or QAM stream for detection, quan-
tises it and subtracts the effect of the detected stream from the received signal. This is then 
followed by detecting the next lower undetected SINR stream. The algorithm implementing 
OSIC for decoding POSTBC symbols is as follows: 
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i. Determine the MMSE estimate of the channel matrix H. 
G = (Hp"Hp + (rI)Hp 11 





h2  1 
h4 
—1 
[h 	h 	h" 1 
+ 	1 I 	(6.9) h 	h' 	h 1 
h6] 
h 	h] [ [h5 ) 
( F h'h1 + hh3 + hh5 h'h2 + h'h4 + h'h6 1 + 
4) 
= [hh1 + h'h3 + h'h5 hh2 + h'h4 + h1h6] 
Ih h' 	hl 
(6.10) 
[h 	h' 	h j 
( F (c +o)I2 	Z 1) F h' h' 	h' 1 (6.11) 
= [ 	
ZH 	(c2+u)I2 j [ h 1 h 	h j 
where 
c1 = Iho ,0 1 2 + h0,1 1 2 + hi ,o 1 2  + h1,1 1 2 + 1h2 , 0 1 2 + 1h2 , 1 1 2 	(6.12) 
C2 = ho,2 
12 + hi 2 1 2  + 1h2 , 2 1 2 (6.13) 
Due to the orthogonal structure of Alamouti code and that the QAM symbols do not 
interfere, 
ZZ" = c312 	 (6.14) 
where 
= h 0ho+h1,2 + 2 , 2 I 2 	2 + h 1 h1+ 2 I 2  hh+ hho 0 	(6.15) 
Refer to Appendix G for proof. 
Hence, the MMSE estimate of the channel matrix, Hp as defined in equation 6.7 can be 
analytically derived without full matrix inversion as: 
1 	 1 (c+a)I 	—Z 	1 [ h 	h 	h' 1 
G= 	 I 	 II I 
(ci + o)(c2 + o) - C3 L Z" + o )I I I JLa2 h' h'] 
(6.16) 
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Note that the ZF estimate can he easily derived by just removing the c term appearing 
in equation (6.16). 
Calculate the SINR of the 2rnth  stream, where m = 0 and I denote the Alamouti and 
QAM streams respectively, i.e, the xD and X2  streams. At this stage, the SINR of the 
(2771 + l)th stream (x1 or x3) is not calculated because this is equal to the SINR of 2irlh 
(x0 or x2)  stream due to the orthogonal structure of Alamouti STBC and non-interfering 
QAM symbols over two symbol period. Select the stream with the highest S[NR. 
kTx = argmax(SINR) 	 (6.17) 
2m 
Determine the weighting matrix for the highest SINR stream 
	
= GkT.kT+1 	 (6.18) 
where Gk ky1 --1 denotes the row vector from row k1 x to kT + 1 
Following this, the kTx and kT + 1 symbols are detected 
Yky1:ky1+1 = wr 	 (6.19) 
These detected signals are quantised to the constellation in use. 
Xk :ky1 -f- 1 = 	 ky1 +1) 	 (6.20) 
The effect of the estimated symbols, *yr.ky+1,  are then subtracted from the received 
signal 
r - Hpky :ky +Ikky :ky ±1 	 (6.21) 
where HpkT :kT+1 denotes the column vector from k-rx to kT + 1 
Set kTx  to be index of the other undetected lower SINR stream and determine the weight-
ing matrix, to obtain the MRC matrix. 
H w = Hpky :ky +1 	 (6.22) 
viii. Repeat the process from Step iv to vii until all symbols are detected 
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6.4.4 Proposed Decoding Algorithm 
In the previous section, it was shown that OSIC algorithm can be a good solution for low 
complexity implementation. However, due to the features present in this transmit scheme, the 
OSIC algorithm could be further simplified attaining similar performance. This algorithm is 
simplified by removing the step for calculating the SINR of both transmitted streams which 
will be explained later. The proposed algorithm can he summarised as follows: 
Determine the MMSE estimate of the Alamouti stream. 
G = 
(Cl + )(c2 + u) - c3 [ (c2 + )
I2 -z J 
o1 





Set kT = 0, to refer to the Alamouti streams. 
= 0 	 (6.24) 
Repeat Step iii to vii of the POSTBC OSIC algorithm in Section 6.4.3 
Set kT = 2 to denote the QAM symbols. 
w = HP:kT+1 	 (6.25) 
Repeat Step iii to vii of the POSTBC OSIC algorithm in Section 6.4.3 
The first difference between OSIC and proposed algorithm lies in Step i where the full MMSE 
estimate of the channel response needs to he calculated for the OSIC while the proposed al-
gorithm only requires the first two rows of the MMSE estimator. Secondly, the proposed al-
gorithm prioritises the Alamouti stream for detection followed by the QAM stream, while the 
OSIC needs to calculate the SINR of both the Alamouti and non-Alamouti streams and arrange 
the detection order in accordance to the descending SINR. The SINR is not calculated in the 
proposed algorithm because the diversity gain from combining the orthogonal Alamouti STBC 
symbols will most of the time results in higher SINR as compared to the QAM stream. 
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Figure 6.5: PER vs SNR for 64 QAM (3,3) POSTBC in a F C(U,A) channel using different SIC 
detectors 
6.4.5 Simulation Results 
Figure 6.5 shows the performance of (3,3) POSTBC implementing both the OSIC and the 
proposed algorithm for 64 QAM modulated symbols. The channel function is set to 1(U, A). 
Both the OSIC and simplified proposed algorithm curves match one another for all different 
values of the code rate, R. This shows that the proposed algorithm is a simplified version of 
OSIC algorithm, which is capable of delivering similar performance without the need to order 
streams for detection in accordance to their calculated SINR. Also shown is the reverse ordering 
of the proposed algorithm where the QAM stream is detected first followed by the Alamouti 
STBC stream. As expected the reverse ordered algorithm performs worse than the proposed 
one. 
SNR/dB Probability of detecting Alamouti first Probability of detecting QAM first 
0 0.8920 0.1080 
20 0.9292 0.0708 
40 0.9270 0.0730 
60 0.9336 0.0664 
Average 0.9204 0.0796 
Table 6.1: Probability of Ala,nouti STBC and QAM streams being detected first in an OS/C 
algorithm 
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outi stream is assumed to be detected first, a counter was added into the simulator of the OSIC 
receiver to count the frequency of either the Alamouti or QAM stream being detected first. 
Four different SNRs, each over 64000 random channel realisations are tested and the outcome 
is tabulated in Table 6.1. The results generated from the counter show that approximately 92% 
of the ordering results detect the Alamouti STBC symbols followed by the QAM symbols. This 
confirms the assumption that the Alamouti stream will attain a higher SINR most of the time. 
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Figure 6.6: FER vs SNR for (2,3) and (3,3) V-BLAST (3,3) C'DDS!v! and (3,3) POSTBC in 
FC (U, A) channel 
The next simulation illustrated in Figure 6.6 for FC(U, A) shows the comparison of (3,3) 64 
QAM POSTBC implementing the proposed algorithm detector. It is compared with (3,3) 64 
QAM CDDSM and (2,3) Tx 64QAM V-BLAST both using OSIC detector. The required SNR 
at 1% FER for POSTBC is 1.78 dB, 3 dB and 4.3 dB less than that of CDDSM for R values 
of 1/2, 2/3 and 3/4 respectively. For the same R values, (2,3) 64 QAM and (3,3) 16 QAM 
V-BLAST perform worse than both CDDSM and POSTBC. The increasing performance gap 
between both schemes (CDDSM and POSTBC) for higher values of R can be explained from 
the combination of two factors. These are the incapability of the higher R codes to perform 
error correction efficiently and the inherent diversity in Alamouti STBC providing a more ro-
bust scheme. Prior to soft information bits being fed into the channel decoder, the raw bit 
error ratios for bits demodulated from the CDDSM or V-BLAST schemes are much higher than 
that of POSTBC. The majority of these errored bits can be corrected when a low rate code is 
used. On the other hand, using a higher R value with low error correction capability will leave 
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most of the erroneous bits uncorrected. Also, decreasing the R value improves the frequency 
diversity of the OFDM system, irrespective of the MIMO scheme used. This reduces the per-
formance advantage of the inherent transmit diversity gain in the Alamouti structure present at 
the POSTBC transmitter. 
POSTBC vs V-BLAST for 2 As 
5 	 20 	 25 	 30 	 35 	 40 
SNA 
Figure 6.7: FER '.'s SNR (2,2) 64 QAM V-BLAST and (3,2) 64 QAM POSTBC in F C (U, A) 
channel 
Using the same channel FC (U, A), the simulation is repeated for (3,2) 64 QAM POSTBC and 
(2,2) 64 QAM Tx V-BLAST and the results are shown in Figure 6.7. Comparing both schemes 
for R = 1/2, the SNR difference at 1% FER is 9.50 dB, which is 8.72 dB more when 3 Ri 
are used as shown in Figure 6.6. The massive performance gap between both schemes is due 
to the absence of any spatial diversity that is exploitable by the V-BLAST scheme. Hence, the 
significance of POSTBC is significantly visible when 2 Ri is used as compared to V-BLAST. 
The comparison for 16 QAM (3,3) POSTBC and 16 QAM (2,3) V-BLAST for correlated chan-
nels are shown in Figure 6.8. The covariance matrix for the 3 Tx and 2 Tx channel are repre-
sented in equation (6.4) and the 3 Ri covariance matrix are given in equation (6.3) Contrary to 
the CDDSM results, the results show that POSTBC still outperform V-BLAST in a correlated 
fading channel. A more severe correlation model used at both the transmitter and receiver for 
comparing both schemes will he discussed in Section 6.8 (design of MCS) where a standard 
802.1 In model is used. 
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Figure 6.8: FER vs SNR for 16 QAM (3,3) POSTBC and 16 QAM (2,3) V-BL4ST for F C(C, A, 
00, 1800 , 50), 00, 600 0.5A) channel 
6.4.6 Robustness of Different Antenna Orientations of 3 Ti POSTBC 
All studies of POSTBC in previous sections assumed only one typical antenna orientation. 
However, there exists another possible orientation as shown in Figure 6.9. Antenna orienta-
tion I is configured such that the two Alamouti Ti are arranged adjacent to each other while 
orientation 2 configures the structure such that the single non-Alamouti stream is adjacent to 
both the Alamouti STBC antennas. Initially, it was suggested that orientation 2 might improve 
the performance by spacing the Alamouti antennas far apart so that the correlation could be 
minimised and provide a more robust structure when the proposed algorithm is used. 
--i Alamouti 	 r 	Alamouti 	\. / 
STBC STBC 1' 
Modulated 	 Modulated 
symbols symbols 	- 	- 
(a) Antenna orientation I 	 (b) Antenna orientataion 2 
Figure 6.9: Antenna Orientations of POSTBC 
The 64 QAM POSTBC (3,3) simulation results for both orientations are plotted in Figure 6.10. 
The channel function F(C, A, 60°. 00,  0.5A, 600 , 0°, 0.5)t) is used where the covariance 
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matrix at both the transmitter and receiver are given in equation (6.3). The observed results 
do not favour orientation 2 as initially thought. Closer analysis shows that placing the QAM 
stream between the Alamouti antennas made the separation of Alamouti and QAM streams even 
harder for the MMSE estimator. This is because allocating the QAM antenna adjacent to both 
the Alamouti antennas increases the effective correlation between the two different streams. 
On the other hand, the original arrangement in Figure 6.9(a) only allocated one of Alamouti 
antennas adjacent to the QAM stream while the second is spaced further apart resulting in a 
lower overall correlation between the two streams. 




10 	 15 	 20 	 25 
SNA 
Figure 6.10: FER vs SNR for 64 QAM (3,3) POSTBC for 2 different antenna orientations in 
FC(U,A) channel 
6.5 Bit Loading For POSTBC 
In a wireless transmission, terminals may request certain data rates that cannot be matched ex-
actly by using the same modulation constellation on all antennas. It is, however, undesirable to 
send higher data rates than the terminal would need because this requires a higher channel qual-
ity on the communication link to detect the received signal below the desired error probability. 
Thus, it would he advantageous to apply bit loading, which can use different constellations for 
the transmit antennas. 
To obtain the optimum performance through bit loading [87] different constellations on multiple 
transmit antennas, it is usual to assign higher constellations to antennas with the better link 
quality. Doing the opposite will clearly result in poorer performance. Therefore, the channel 
b-0' 
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(a) Bit loading concept I
Figure 6.11: Bit loading 
state information (CSI) must be made available at the transmitter prior to bit loading. One 
way is to ask the receiver to transmit small packets of this information back to the transmitter. 
In order to accommodate this feedback into the current 802.11 system, drastic changes to the 
current MAC layer interface is compulsory. Consequently, this changes would destroy the 
backward compatibility support between the current and next generation 802.11 system. 
Bit loading different constellations on multiple antennas on a POSTBC transmit structure could 
overcome this problem of CSI required at the transmitter. This is based on the assumption that 
the effective SNR of the Alamouti stream is inherently higher than that of the non-Alamouti 
one as verified by the results in Table 6.!. In this case, assigning the higher constellation to 
the Alamouti stream would guarantee that this constellation is transmitted through a link of 
higher quality for most of the time. Contradictory to this, it cannot be denied that allocating a 
lower constellation to the Alamouti stream, employing the SIC algorithm to detect the Alamouti 
stream first will give a more accurate signal subtraction for detecting the non-Alamouti stream. 
However, this technique compromises on performance by transmitting lower number of bits 
through a higher link quality. 
In order to find out the best bit loading transmit techniques as shown in Figure 6.11, three 
different systems were set up and simulated. 
• System I 
Bit load 16 QAM onto the Alamouti antennas and QPSK to the non-Alamouti stream. At 
the receiver, a SIC algorithm that chooses to detect the Alamouti stream first is applied. 
l 
(b) Bit loading concept 2 
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Figure 6.12: FER vs SNRfor R=213 (3,3) POSTBC using different bit loading configurations 
in FC (U,A) channel 
• System 2 
Bit load 16 QAM onto the Alamouti antennas and QPSK to the non-Alamouti stream. 
Employs a SIC algorithm that chooses to detect the non-Alamouti stream first at the 
receiving terminal. 
• System 3 
Bit load QPSK onto the Alamouti stream and 16 QAM onto the non-Alamouti stream. 
Employs a SIC algorithm that chooses to detect the Alamouti stream first. 
Figure 6.12 compares the performance of the above three systems using three antennas at the 
receiving terminal. The channel, F(U, A) and the channel code rate, R = 2/3 are used for this 
simulation. Even though the QPSK symbols transmitted from the Alamouti antennas in system 
3 could be detected with a lower error probability, giving a more accurate signal model for the 
undetected Alamouti streams after subtracting the effect of these detected QPSK symbols, the 
performance is still poorer than that of system I. This is because system 3 only detect two bits 
of the QPSK symbols with higher accuracy while the majority of the hits from the 16 QAM 
is detected using a less robust system. On the other hand, system I detects the 16 QAM bits 
using the Alamouti scheme which inherently is a more robust system while the remaining less 
error prone QPSK symbols can he detected accurately from the remaining transmit antenna. 
On average the diversity gain per hit in system I is higher than that of 3. 
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Comparing system I and 2 for the same bit loaded transmitter, the results favours the SIC algo-
rithm where the QPSK symbols are first detected followed by the 16 QAM Alamouti symbols. 
This is because the error probability is considerably lower in a QPSK constellation and this will 
provide a better resultant received signal model for the next 16 QAM Alamouti detection after 
subtracting the effect of the estimated QPSK symbols from the received signal. 
Also shown in the figure, is the results of (3,3) POSTBC using only QPSK and 16 QAM con-
stellations. Obviously, the QPSK configuration performs much better than the other results 
while the 16 QAM configuration requires a higher SNR to achieve 1% FER as compare to 
system l,2 and 3. 
In conclusion, a POSTBC bit loading scheme where the higher constellation is assigned to the 
Alamouti stream while detecting the lower constellation non-Alamouti stream first by means of 
SIC detector is the preferred choice for implementing a more robust system. 
6.6 Simplified Decoding 
In this section, simplified decoders that can be applied to POSTBC will be studied. The first 
detector further simplifies the proposed SIC detector in Section 6.4.4 using only 2 Rx. A 
simplified joint detector has been proposed in Appendix H. The mathematical analysis that 
leads to its simplified form has been analytically derived. 
6.6.1 Simplified decoding for two receive antennas POSTBC 
In this section, a simplified decoding technique for the POSTBC transmit scheme using two 
antennas at the receiver will be introduced. The analytical derivation shows that the mathemat-
ical computation can be reduced as compared to the ZF or MMSE SIC technique as mentioned 
in the Section 6.4.4 and is capable of delivering reasonable performance. This technique is 
suitable for use in terminals manufactured at low cost not requiring very high end performance. 
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The received signal for (3,2) POSTBC is given by: 
r 	= 	Hpx+'q 
r00 110,0 ho, 1 
r0*  1 7* 
r1,0 h 1 ,0 h 1 , 1 
ri* .1 1* ii,i _Itl,O 
o 	h2 	Il 	+ 776, 1 
h0,2 	0 1 X 1 [ 110,0 1 
h1,2 	0 	I 12 I I 771,0 I 
o h2 ] 	13] 	[ 11,i i 
(6.26) 
Introducing the weighting matrix, w 1 and multiply by the received signal. 
r' 	w 1 r 





h0,0 h0,1 h0,2 	0 10 110,0 
h 1 —h ,0 0 	h2 Tim + 
h1,0 h11 h1,2 	0 12 771,0 
'1,1 
t 	j.* 
U U12 13 * 
10 
= C4 	c5 0 	0 11 h1,2770,0 + 110 . 2771,0 
+ 
C 	-C4 0 	0 12 h1,2770, 1 + h0,2771, 1 
13 
where 
C4 = h 1 , 2 h0 , 0 - h0,2h 1 ,0 





Referring to (6.28), multiplying the received signal by the simple weighting matrix, Vrj not 
only retains the orthogonal Alamouti matrix structure, at the same time the interference from 
the spatially multiplexed symbols is nulled. The resultant noise remaining spatially white after 
this multiplication is an additional advantage of this technique. However, this multiplication 
results in noise enhancement. The covariance matrix of this resultant noise can expressed as: 
E(777711) = o(Iho,2I 2  + Ihi,21 2 )12 	 (6.31) 
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The resultant received signal in (6.28) can then be combined to detect atj and x 1 . 
H 
F C4 C5 I, r 	
= 	* 	1 
r' 	 (6.32) 
LC5 C* 1 4 
- L C4 2  ± lC5 2 	0 	1 [XO I + 	 (6.33) 0 	C4 2 + 1e512 ] L x1 
H 
i C4 




_C4 h1,2 770, ± h0,2711,1 j j 
The resultant SNR from symbols x and r1 due to this combining is: 
C4 2 + k5 2 SNR= 	 (6.35) 
crh0,2 2  + Ih i ,2 1 2 ) 
After detecting xO and xi,  the effect of this symbols is subtracted from the received signal r. 
Then, x2 and X3 are detected by mean of MRC. 





h —h - 
W1
,0 	
r 	 (6.36) 
h1,0 	h1,1 
IL1,1 	- 
where if0 and ui i are the estimated symbols of xO and x1 respectively. 
The number of multiplications needed to generate the pre-multiplying matrix to detect r and 
x1 in equation (6.36) is only 32 while using the POSTBC SIC decoder in (6.23) requires 66 
multiplications. Hence, the complexity is reduced by a factor of 2.06. 
The simulated performance of (3,2) 64 QAM POSTBC applying the MMSE-SIC in Section 
6.4.4 and the simplified SIC, both detecting the Alamouti symbols first, is plotted in Figure 6.13. 
A 1/2 rate channel coder and FC (U, A) channel function are used. The performance of (2,2) 
V-BLAST MMSE OSIC is included for comparison. As expected, the MMSE-SIC performs 
better than the simplified detector due the noise and interference minimising property of the 
MMSE estimator. However, the performance difference between the MMSE and simplified 
SIC is only 0.5 dB at I%i FER while they both perform significantly better than the (2,2) V - 
ip 
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Figure 6.13: FER vs SNR of R = 213 64 QAM (3,2) POSTBC using the simplified detector in a 
FC(U,A) channel 
BLAST MMSE OSIC scheme. 
6.7 Extending POSTBC For More Than Three Transmit Antennas 
In the previous sections. the POSTBC transmit scheme assumes that only three antennas are 
employed at the transmitter. This section extends the POSTBC transmitting elements to more 
than three, such that the transmitted symbols are divided into two categories, encoding the first 
category of symbols to be spatially multiplexed onto Alai Alamouti STBC transmit antenna 
pairs, and the second (non-Alamouti) spatially multiplexed as normal onto the remaining an-
tennas. All streams are then transmitted simultaneously. In order to get an in depth understand-
ing of this POSTBC scheme employing more than three antennas with its detection algorithm, 
analysis and simulated performance results for four antennas at the transmitter detector is firstly 
introduced. The generic case where an arbitrary number of transmitting elements are used will 
be discussed in the later part. 
The 4Tx structure shown in Figure 6.14, encodes the first category of symbols by means of the 
Alamouti STBC attached to the first two antennas while the remaining two spatially multiplexed 
antennas transmit the second category of symbols in their QAM modulated form. 
The received signal model for this transmit structure assuming the minimum required number 
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Figure 6.14: Transmit structure of 4 Tt'i POSTBC 
of 3 Ri being used can be expressed as: 
r = Hpx +ii 
Too 1 [ ho,o 	h0,1 	h0,2 	0 	h0,3 	0 	1 [ X 	1 [ 770,0 1 
—h 0 	0 	h 2 	0 	h j1 Xi 
r1,o I 
I 
h1.o 	h 11 	h 1 ,2 	0 	h1,3 	0 X2 + 771 ,0 (6.37) 
* r11 i h ,1 	—h ,0 	0 	h 2 	0 	h :3 X3 I 	77,i I 
r2,0
]  
h2,0 	h2,1 	h2,2 	0 	h2,3 	0 
r21 [ h2.1 	—h, 0 	0 	h,2 	0 	h23 ] [ 	5  ] L I 
Similar to the 3 Tx POSTBC detection algorithm, the detector for this 4 Tx version will detect 
the Alamouti streams first and subtract the effect of the quantised signal from the received 
signal. However, the remaining two non-Alamouti streams are detected by means of OSIC 
algorithm in order to achieve a better performance. Assumed that the Alamouti streams are 
send to the transmitter with index 0 and I respectively, the detection algorithm can he described 
as follows; 
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Figure 6.15: Performance of 4Tx 16 QAM POSTBC with R = 112 in F C(U,A) channel 
Calculate the MMSE combiner using the channel matrix Hp in equation (6.37). 
G = Hp 11 (HpHp" + or 2  1) -1 	 (6.38) 
Set kTX = 0, refers to the Alaniouti STBC stream 
Determine the weighting matrix for the kr and kT + 1 streams 
	
W = Gkr.kT+1 	 (6.39) 
where GkTr:kTr+1  denotes the matrix formed by rows kr to kT + 1 of G 
Detect the kT 1, and kT + 1 symbols. 
YkTx:kT+1 = wr 	 (6.40) 
Quantise these symbols to the nearest points in their respective constellations. 
:4T:kT+1 = Q(YkTX:kTx+1) 	 (6.41) 
vi. The effects of the estimated symbols, T•kT1+1,  are then subtracted from the received 
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signal 
= r - HPkT:kTr+15r-kT,:kyr+1 	 (6.42) 
where HPkTrkTr+1  denotes the matrix formed by columns kT x to kT + 1 of Hp 
Null the columns of the k-7- and kT + 1 streams. 
H 1 = Hp - [00 . . . HPkTX .kTZ +1 	001. 	 (6.43) 
Calculate the MMSE estimated of the nulled channel. 
G = (H)H(H(H)hI + 	 (6.44) 
Calculate the SINR of the 2mth  stream and choose the one with the highest SINR. 
kTx = argmax(SINR) 	 ( 6.45) 
2m 
Repeat this process from step iv until all streams have been detected. 
The performance of the 16 QAM 4 Tx POSTBC scheme is compared to the 16 QAM 3 Tx V-
BLAST OSIC technique using 3 and 4 Rx respectively. The simulated results for both schemes 
attaining the same spectral efficiency are shown in Figure 6.15. The channel is set to J(U, 
A) and R = 1/2 is used for every scheme. Using either four or three antennas at the receiver 
favours the POSTBC transmit scheme with the latter showing significant improvement due to 
the absence of transmit diversity available for exploitation in the (3,3) V-BLAST scheme. 
In practice this POSTBC can be extended to Mat Alamouti and Mq non-Alamouti transmitters 
as shown in Figure 6.16. 
The suggested linear detection algorithm chooses to detect every Alamouti stream first followed 
by the non-Alamouti streams both by means of OSIC technique. A descriptive flowchart to 
illustrate the process of this algorithm is shown in Figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.16: Transmit structure of Al Tx POSTBC 
6.8 Modulation Coded Scheme(MCS) 
The concept of MCS involves switching between modes to enable a terminal to maximise its 
achievable throughput. The switching criteria can be selected based on several parameters like 
SNR, channel quality or several good acknowledgements received from the MAC. The latter 
option shall not be discussed in detail here. A pictorial example to illustrate the concept of MCS 
is depicted in Figure 6.18. Due to the longer path length taken by a radio signal to travel from 
the access point (AP) to mobile terminal (MT) I as compared to MT 2, the expected received 
SNR would be lower. Hence, the overall expected data received over the same period would be 
lower from MT 1. 
The operational modes selected by the switching scheme can vary as a function of channel code 
rates, modulation schemes and even transmission schemes coupled with their detection algo-
rithms. In this section, the combinations of all these functions that best suit IEEE 802.11 n will 
he studied. Initial studies account for the best MIMO schemes that maximises the throughput 
supported only for IEEE 802.11 In terminals only . Later design considers some additional fac-
tors like legacy terminal compatibility, resource saving and latency, based on a summary of all 
comparisons compiled in this thesis. 
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Figure 6.17: Descriptive flowchart algorithm for detecting Al Tx POSTBC 
6.8.1 Design Of MCS For IEEE 802.I1n Terminals 
From Chapter 3 and Section 64. it was assumed that 3 Tx POSTBC, 2 and 3 Tx V-BLAST 
and 2 Tx Alamouti STBC can be implemented at reasonable performance with the use of 
just low complexity decoder. In this MCS study, the above systems will be considered for 




Higher throughput  
r 	 Mobile 
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Figure 6.18: Concept of MCS 
switching modes in an IEEE 802.11 In system. The Alamouti STBC uses the decoder in Section 
2.11.2, V-BLAST the MMSE OSIC and POSTBC the MMSE SIC detector in Section 6.4.4. 
This simulation uses the standard IEEE 802.11 In channel model D (Fe(C, D)) with an available 
bandwidth of' 20 MHz. It will he assumed that the throughput produced from the 20 MHz 
channel can be doubled when considering a 40 MHz channel (or two 20 MHz channels paired 
together). 
6.8.2 Design Criterion 
The primary requirement for the IEEE 802.1 In proposal was to design a system such that a 
maximum data rate of 100 Mbps could be supported by the receiving terminals (including 
MAC overhead). On the basis of this requirement, the MCS modes will be designed with the 
following restrictions and assumptions: 
The 100 Mbps MAC throughput shall be achieved given a 40 MHz bandwidth allocated 
in the 5.2 GHz unlicensed spectrum (However, due to the provided channel data being 
available with 50 ns delay spread (20MHz) channel, it can be assumed that the throughput 
shown in the later results can be doubled to reflect its throughput in a 40 MHz channel). 
Bits can only be modulated by means of BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM and 64 QAM symmetric 
constellations. 
iii. Any type of channel code with different code rates can be used. For simplicity, in the 
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later simulated results all bits are encoded with a convolutional encoder. 
The maximum number of antennas at terminals are set to three. 
The MAC throughput efficiency is assumed to be 50% of that for the physical layer 
(PHY). 
Only 48 out of the 64 subcarriers are mapped with information symbols, while the last 
16 IFFI' samples are repeated for the cyclic prefix. 
The MAC throughput can be calculated as: 




where CBTPS is defined as the coded bits transmitted per OFDM symbol and 7 is one OFDM 
symbol period, calculated as: 
T8 
= 20MHz 
(64 IFFT samples + 16 cyclic prefix) 	 (6.47) 
= 4.Ops 
6.8.3 MCS Design On the Basis Alamouti STBC, V-BLAST and POSTBC 
This MCS design has the choice of switching between three selected MIMO schemes, namely, 
Alamouti STBC. V-BLAST and POSTBC, with different channel code rates adapted to suit the 
required throughput. This design considers two different scenarios, one of which where the 
receiving terminals are equipped with two antennas and the other with three. The choice of 
modes available from different combinations of MIMO schemes and channel code rates, with 
some schemes' data rate coinciding with one another, are tabulated in Table 6.2. These data 
rates are maximum possible values given the parameters used. The choice of these data rates 
are randomly chosen such that steps of switching from one mode to another is reasonably met. 
The process of eliminating the poorer schemes will then be determined by comparing these 
simulated results. 
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Tx R MIMO Modulation MAC ThroughputlMhps 
(20 MHz channel) 
MAC ThroughputlMbps 
(40 MHz channel) 
2 1/2 Alamouti BPSK 3.0 6.0 
2 3/4 Alamouti BPSK 4.5 9.0 
2 1/2 Alamouti QPSK 6.0 12.0 
2 3/4 Alamouti QPSK 9.0 18.0 
2 1/2 Alamouti 16 QAM 12.0 24.0 
2 2/3 Alamouti 16 QAM 16.0 32.0 
2 3/4 Alamouti 16 QAM 18.0 36.0 
2 1/2 Alamouti 64 QAM 18.0 36.0 
2 2/3 Alamouti 64 QAM 24.0 48.0 
2 3/4 Alamouti 64 QAM 27.0 54.0 
2 1/2 V-BLAST BPSK 6.0 12.0 
2 3/4 V-BLAST BPSK 9.0 18.0 
2 1/2 V-BLAST QPSK 12.0 24.0 
2 3/4 V-BLAST QPSK 18.0 36.0 
2 1/2 V-BLAST 16 QAM 24.0 48.0 
2 3/4 V-BLAST 16 QAM 36.0 72.0 
2 2/3 V-BLAST 64 QAM 48.0 96.0 
2 3/4 V-BLAST 64 QAM 54.0 108.0 
3 2/3 V-BLAST 16 QAM 48.0 96.0 
3 3/4 V-BLAST 16 QAM 54.0 108.0 
3 2/3 V-BLAST 64 QAM 72.0 144.0 
3 1/2 POSTBC BPSK 6.0 12.0 
3 3/4 POSTBC BPSK 9.0 18.0 
3 1/2 POSTBC QPSK 12.0 24.0 
3 3/4 POSTBC QPSK 18.0 36.0 
3 1/2 POSTBC 16 QAM 24.0 48.0 
3 3/4 POSTBC 16 QAM/QPSK 27.0 54.0 
3 3/4 POSTBC 16 QAM 36.0 72.0 
3 2/3 POSTBC 64/16 QAM 40.0 80.0 
3 2/3 POSTBC 64 QAM 48.0 96.0 
3 3/4 POSTBC 64 QAM 54.0 108.0 
Table 6.2: Simulated MCS list 
6.8.4 Simulation Results and Analysis 
The simulation results for the MCS in Table 6.2 for 2 and 3 Ri are shown in Figure 6.19 and 
6.20 respectively. The plotted curves shows only the envelopes of interest where switching 
between modes could take place. For the full range simulation, refer to Appendix I. 
The simulated results using 2 Ri in Figure 6.19 show the Alamouti STBC curves is positioned 
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furthest to the left relative to the other 2 MIMO schemes for throughputs less than 27 Mbps, 
indicating that Alamouti STBC is the best scheme for low data rates. Terminals demanding a 
higher throughput than 27 Mbps would need to switch transmission mode to the 3 Tx POSTBC 
as this scheme achieves a much higher throughput than a 2 Tx V-BLAST for the same received 
SNR. 
MCS using 2 Rx in a 20 MHz channel 
60 
2 Ix V-BLAST 
so - 
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Figure 6.19: MAC throughput vs SNR of the MCS using 2 Ri in F e(CD) channel 
Contrary to the above results as shown in Figure 6.20, for receiving terminals employing 3 
Ri, throughput within the range of 10 to 27 Mbps, sees the 3 Tx POSTBC performing slightly 
better than the Alamouti STBC. The lower rates below 10 Mbps still favour Alamouti STBC. On 
the other hand, the V-BLAST performance for receiving terminals implementing three antennas 
draws closer to that of POSTBC as compared to the situation for two receive antennas with the 
latter achieving a slightly higher throughput. 
From these observed results, it is possible to eliminate the poorer schemes from the full MCS 
list drafted in Table 6.2. Two sets of MCS MIMO modes capable of delivering the best per -
formance, by switching among themselves on the basis of achievable throughput, are given in 
Table 6.3 and 6.4 for receiving terminals employing two and three antennas respectively. The 
performance of the chosen tabulated MCS lists for 2 and 3 Ri are shown in Figure 6.21(a) and 
6.21(b) respectively. 
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Figure 6.20: MAC throughput vs SNR of the MCS using 3 Rx in FC(C,D) channel 
Modes Ti R MIMO Modulation MAC ThroughputIMhps 
(20 MHz channel) 
MAC ThroughputlMbps 
(40 MHz channel) 
M2a 2 1/2 Alamouti BPSK 3.0 6.0 
M2b 2 1/2 Alamouti QPSK 6.0 12.0 
M2c 2 3/4 Alamouti QPSK 9.0 18.0 
M2d 2 1/2 Alamouti 16 QAM 12.0 24.0 
M2e 2 3/4 Alamouti 16 QAM 18.0 36.0 
M2f 2 2/3 Alamouti 64 QAM 24.0 48.0 
M2g 2 3/4 Alamouti 64 QAM 27.0 54.0 
M2h 3 213 POSTBC 64/16 QAM 40.0 80.0 
M2i 3 2/3 POSTBC 64 QAM 48.0 96.0 
M2j 3 3/4 POSTBC 64 QAM 54.0 108.0 
Table 6.3: MCS list for terminals employing 2 Ri 
6.8.5 Coverage of IEEE 802.11n 
While switching among the MCS list design in Table 6.3 and 6.4 enables peak MAC data rates 
of over 100 Mbps, it more meaningful to find out the range within which MIs can be situated 
to establish a communication link with its AP at the different data rates. To determine the range 
of radius covered by a WLAN AP, the standard path loss propagation model proposed in [88] 
will be used. This model consists of the free space path loss Lps (slope of 2) up to a breakpoint 
distance ( dBp) and slope of 3.5 after the breakpoint distance [89]. This model was chosen such 
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Modes Tx R MIMO Modulation MAC Throughput/Mbps 
(20 MHz channel) 
MAC Throughput/Mhps 
(40 MHz channel) 
M3a 2 1/2 Alamouti BPSK 3.0 6.0 
M3b 2 1/2 Alamouti QPSK 6.0 12.0 
M3c 2 3/4 Alamouti QPSK 9.0 18.0 
M3d 3 1/2 POSTBC QPSK 12.0 24.0 
We 3 3/4 POSTBC QPSK 18.0 36.0 
MY 3 1/2 POSTBC I6QAM 24.0 48.0 
M3g 3 3/4 POSTBC 16 QAM/QPSK 27.0 54.0 
M3h 3 3/4 POSTBC I6QAM 36.0 72.0 
M31 3 2/3 POSTBC 64/16 QAM 40.0 80.0 
M3j 3 2/3 POSTBC 64 QAM 48.0 96.0 
MR 3 3/4 POSTBC 64QAM 54.0 108.0 
Table 6.4: MCS list for terminals employing 3 Rx 
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Figure 6.21: MAC throughput vs SNR of the chosen MCS using 2 and  Rx in F C(C,D) channel 
that the path loss model is given as: 
LPL(d) = LFS(d) 	d --'BP 
LPL(d) = LFS(d) + 35logo (---) 
dBP 
(6.48) 
d> dBp 	 (6.49) 
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where LFS is governed by the Friss relationship [74]: 
L 	
PT .,16ir2d2L38 
FS = 	= (6.50) 
PRX GTXGRA 2 
where GTx and Gpx is the antenna gain at the transmitter and receiver respectively, I. is the 
system loss and d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver. In this simulation QT, 
GRx and L 3 are assumed to be unity while the typical transmitted power in a WLAN, Pr., 
to be 200 mW and noise -100 dBm. 
Rgo co..sd by V. MCS daW  
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Figure 6.22: MAC throughput vs Range covered by the 802.11z AP in P(C,D) channel 
The range of radius covered by a WLAN AP with respect to its achievable throughput for 2 
and 3 Ri employed following the standard IEEE 802.1 In path loss model is plotted in Figure 
6.22. The selected transmission modes to cover this range are selected on the basis of MCS 
list in Table 6.3 and 6.4. Included as a comparison is the maximum achievable throughput 
transmission scheme, 64 QAM POSTBC with R = 3/4 which is labelled 'no MCS', highlighting 
the single mode transmission scheme for all ranges without switching. It can be seen that the 
MCS list provides a much wider range of coverage, e.g. 250 m and 310 m for a data rate of 10 
Mbps with 2 and 3 Rx respectively. The single mode only manages to cover a range of I 00 
and ISOm for the same throughput using 2 and 3 Rx respectively. Adding an extra antenna at 
the receiver provides a significant advantage with respect to the throughput achieved, especially 
in the lower range of distance. For example, there is a 20 Mhps difference in MAC data rate 
at a range of 100 m. Comparing the MCS with different antennas employed at the receiving 
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terminal, the 2 Rx case is more sensitive to switching than the 3 Rx case. The 3 Rx case is 
able to operate in its single mode for up to 100 m before any switching is required while the 2 
Rx case would requires three mode changes within this 0-100 m range of distance. 
6.8.6 Issues To Consider For WLAN Implementing MIMO Schemes 
From the perspective of end users, it is important to consider issues of backward compatibility 
because legacy terminals will not be completely phased out once the next generation WLAN is 
introduced. To ensure the latest legacy terminals (IEEE 802.11 a) can be supported, the trans-
mitter can either switch to a SISO system or a MIMO system depending on the MT type. To 
tackle this issue, switching the transmission mode to CDD is suggested. The CDD scheme pro-
vides some improvement to the current IEEE 802.11 a OFDM system performance by creating 
more frequency selectivity between communication link. This assumes that an improved time 
domain channel estimator considering more multipath channel taps or that a frequency domain 
channel estimator is used. 
The second issue is to consider the problem introduced when Alamouti STBC transmit scheme 
is selected for transmission. In spite of its high performance, the allocation of one information 
symbol per two OFDM symbols for transmission is an absolute waste of resources especially 
for small packet transmissions. More importantly, the receiver would need to buffer the first 
time interval signal and waits for the second one to arrive before detection can take place. This 
process introduces a latency phenomenon in the system which can be significantly visible in a 
real time communication. The best solution to this problem is to replace the orthogonal tempo-
ral encoded symbols with frequency encoding suggested in Chapter 5. Eventhough Alamouti 
SFBC compromises its performance for latency and available resources, this scheme still de-
liver a considerable high performance in comparison to other transmit schemes. 
Taking these two issues into consideration, improvements to the suggested IEEE 802.11 In MCS 
design are depicted in the flowchart of Figure 6.23. 
When a request to send (RTS) signal is received at the transmitter, the first decision is made to 
determine the nature of the requesting terminal, i.e., an IEEE 802.1 In or legacy terminal. If 
the terminal belongs to an IEEE 802.11 a system, then the AP switches its mode to enable CDD 
transmission. Otherwise, it would decide if latency introduced and resource saving is an issue 
for the system. If so, it switches its mode to encode data by means of Alamouti SFBC and send 
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them for transmission. On the other hand, it will move down the hierarchy to determine the 
number of antennas available at the receiving terminal. Then, it would transmit in one of its 
available modes from Table 6.3 and 6.4 according to the number of receive antennas and the 
quality of the link as determined by the switching parameter in used. 
6.9 Conclusion 
This chapter introduces two 3 Tx hybrid schemes where one involves spatial multiplexing CDD 
and the other Alamouti STBC with a conventional QAM stream. The aforementioned scheme 
can only work well when a low channel code rate, R, is used as compared to the conventional 
V-BLAST OSIC scheme. Regardless of scenario, the latter hybrid scheme outperforms both 
V-BLAST and CDDSM schemes attaining the same spectral efficiency. This hybrid scheme is 
robust due to the presence of an orthogonal space time code that inherently provides a source of 
diversity gain. One of the advantages from this scheme is its ability to achieve high performance 
through the use of linear MMSE-SIC detector. This detection algorithm is simplified from the 
conventional OSIC algorithm such that the ordering of antennas for detection in accordance to 
their SNR can be omitted. A simpler detection algorithm which leads to a slight degradation 
in performance with the use of just two antennas at the receiving terminal is also introduced. 
Extending this hybrid concept to more than three antennas strongly favours this scheme as 
compared to a 3 Tx V-BLAST MMSE-OSIC scheme for the same spectral efficiency attained 
by both systems. 
Two advantageous implementations of this hybrid concept are also illustrated. The first one is 
where hits are loaded differently onto the two different stream of antennas. The preferred con-
figuration is to assign a higher constellation to the Alamouti STBC stream and the lower to the 
non-Alamouti encoded stream. By doing so, it will be guaranteed that the higher constellation 
is always assigned to the higher SNR stream most of the time without the need for channel feed-
back information. To further enhance the bit loading performance. the SIC detector is chosen 
to detect the more robust non-Alamouti lower constellation first. 
The other implementation of this hybrid scheme is its proposed inclusion into an IEEE 802.1 In 
WLAN switched transmission MCS mode. This hybrid scheme can be very useful for terminals 
requiring intermediate or higher data rates where higher throughputs can be efficiently delivered 
compared to the 2 Tx V-BLAST MIMO schemes. The importance of this hybrid scheme can 
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be further highlighted for terminals employing 2 Rx where the V-BLAST scheme's achievable 
throughput is unable to match that of the hybrid scheme, while Alamouti STBC is incapable of 
efficient high data rate transmission. 
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In this thesis, the physical layer for future WLAN, particularly IEEE 802.1 In, has been devel-
oped and studied. Several techniques have been proposed to increase the data rate for the IEEE 
802.1 In as an improvement to the IEEE 802.1 Ia standard. The most obvious way is to apply 
MIMO and diversity techniques so that spectral efficiency improvements to the current standard 
can he realised. Several novel hybrid techniques have been proposed and also the possibility of 
future MIMO WLAN supporting multiple users are investigated. A summary of the key results 
from different chapters and possible future research directions as a result of this PhD work will 
be discussed. 
7.1 Summary Of Results 
Chapter 2 
Several modulation schemes, namely SC-FE, OFDM, MC-CDMA and flash OFDM have been 
compared to select the best modulation scheme for future WLAN. SC-FE, which has the same 
complexity as OFDM is only good when lower order modulation and high code rates are used. 
Typically, future WLAN systems would prefer the use of higher order modulation to increase 
system throughput and low code rate to improve error performance. In this case OFDM is 
preferred. Although MC-CDMA and flash OFDM outperform the stand alone OFDM, both 
of these schemes attain considerably less spectral efficiency which will limit future WLAN 
from supporting high data throughput. Moreover, flash OFDM introduces latency in the uplink 
transmission. 
Chapter 3 
The three MIMO techniques suggested to fulfil the high throughput criterion for IEEE 802.11 n, 
namely, V-BLAST, Alamouti STBC and Dual Alamouti STBC were studied. Their capacity 
analysis for 2 Ri and 4 Ri in an uncorrelated environment strongly favours Dual Alamouti 
STBC in all cases. For low capacity using 2 Ri, Alamouti STBC achieves a higher capacity 
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than V-BLAST. When 4 Ri are used, V-BLAST capacity improves significantly due to the ex-
tra diversity exploited in this scheme. In the correlated fading analysis. Dual Alamouti STBC 
is seen to be more robust than V-BLAST due to the inherent diversity at its transmitter. The 
simulation results using low complexity physically reliable decoders with respect to three pa-
rameters, spectral efficiency, number antennas and channel correlations were studied. Similar 
results were observed as compared to the theoretical capacity analysis with two exceptions. In 
the case of 2 Ri used, V-BLAST performs significantly worse than the other two schemes. 
Also, 2 Rx Alamouti STBC outperforms Dual Alamouti STBC and V-BLAST. 
Chapter 4 
Two interference models, synchronous and asynchronous have been modelled. Bit error prob-
ability and signal model analysis for these models are presented. Then, two interference miti-
gation techniques, interference cancellation (IC) and interference suppression (IS) were intro-
duced. Application of these two mitigation techniques into a two users synchronised transmis-
sion scenario was investigated. This study shows that the IC technique is preferred over IS 
provided the spatial degrees of freedom is available at the receiver and that the channel of the 
interferer can he estimated. On the other hand, IS technique is preferred for asynchronous in-
terference due to the absence of interferer's channel information. The simulation results using 
IS technique to mitigate synchronous and asynchronous interference for the same system set up 
gives the same error performance. 
Chapter 5 
A simplified ZF detector was developed for the Alamouti SFBC technique which can replace its 
temporal encoded version to avoid latency and redundancy in small packet transmission. Using 
the simplified ZF solution, Alamouti SFBC behaves similarly to its temporal encoded version 
for low frequency selective channel. However, SFBC degrades as the number of multipath taps 
increases. On the other hand, this scheme is more robust than CDD in most channel conditions, 
though CDD performs better in a very frequency selective channel. 
Chapter 6 
Lastly, the physical size of future WLAN mobile devices is restricted to only three antennas 
to reduce manufacturing cost. Two techniques. CDDSM and POSTBC were proposed. Even 
though CDDSM performs better than the V-BLAST, its performance were seen to be signifi-
cantly poorer than POSTBC. The newly developed Alamouti transmitter prioritised SIC detec-
tor was proposed for POSTBC and its performance is similar to that of the OSIC algorithm. A 
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more simplified decoder was developed and only slight degradation was observed as compared 
to the Alamouri prioritised SIC detector. Bit loading concept on POSTBC where the higher 
constellation is loaded onto the Alamouti transmitter and the lower one to the spatial multi-
plexed QAM modulator without channel feedback information at the transmitter was suggested 
to achieve a better performance. To further enhance this configuration, the ordered SIC detec-
tor where the QAM stream is always detected first has been proposed. A modulation coded 
scheme (MCS) technique, where switching between modes of Alamouti STBC and POSTBC 
is permitted, was designed. The simulation results show that for lower throughput, switching to 
Alamouti STBC is preferred white POSTBC is preferred over V-BLAST at higher throughput. 
The range covered by the MCS design shows that switching between modes increases coverage 
and improves system throughput as compared to the non-switching case, especially when 2 Ri 
are used. However, switching is less significant for the 3 Ri case if a smaller range (approxi-
mately 100 m) of radius is to he served by the AP. Based on this MCS criterion, two additional 
schemes for a full MCS design taking into account latency and small packet transmission sup-
ported by Alamouti SFBC and CDD for backward compatibility has been proposed. 
7.2 Future Work 
Two area of work as a result of this PhD work are suggested. 
• Simulation for the proposed joint detector in Appendix H 
This joint detector increases the spatial freedom at the expense of coloured noise. This 
trade off will not be known unless a simulation is performed. The comparison with the 
full optimum APP solution and 2 Tx APP V-BLAST will decide if this detector is worth 
proposing for future WLAN where the receiver has high signal processing capability. 
Also, suboptimal APP detectors like sphere decoding [901 can he applied. 
• Frequency encoded POSTBC 
In Chapter 5, the performance of Alamouti SFBC is similar to that of Alamouti STBC for 
very low frequency selective channel while its performance is better than CDD for most 
channel conditions. Changing the POSTBC from temporal to frequency interleaving is 
an area to exploit to see if the same error performance as in Chapter 3 is still observed 
due to the extra interfering QAM antenna. The performance of this frequency encoded 
version can be compared to CDDSM as a potential candidate to reduce the latency effect 
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and save resources for small packet transmission. 
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Appendix A 
Power Delay Profile of Hiperlan 
Channel A 
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Figure A.1: Power Delay Profile of Hiperlan Model A 
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Appendix B 
Comparison Between OFDM and 
SC-FE From Exisiting Literatures 
This appendix provides detailed explanation upon which the comparison between OFDM and 
SC-FE has been summarised in Section 2.3 
The comparison is made in [26] of I6QAM SC-LE, I6QAM OFDM and adaptive OFDM mod-
ulation from the range tabulated in Table B.!. This adaptive modulation works to optimise 
the power spectrum and distribution of bits simultaneously. This results in the same signal-
to-noise-ratio (SNR) margin across all sub-carriers. The scenario assumes a non line-of-sight 
(NLOS) indoor environment. No outer coding is employed. For a BER value of 10, I6QAM 
OFDM requires a SNR value of 38.2 dB, which is 7.4 dB higher than SC-LE. The adaptive 
modulated OFDM system requires only 25.5 dB. 









Table B.!: Modulation schemes used for adaptive OFDM 
In contrast to uncoded systems, [27] shows a similar comparison but this time with a forward 
error correcting code (FEC). The FEC employed is a convolutional code with code rate 1/2 and 
constraint length 7. This coding is applied with frequency domain interleaving to allow SNR 
averaging. The impulse response of the channel is represented by (0.04, -0.05, 0.07, -0.21, -0.5, 
0.72, 0.36, 0.0 0.21, 0.03, 0.07). For a BER value of 10, uncoded OFDM requires an SNR 
of approximately 15 dB, SC-LE 9.2 dB while coded OFDM 5 dB and coded SC-LE 4.8 dB. 
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In [2], the performance of three coded systems, namely SC-LE, OFDM and SC-DFE are in-
vestigated for three different code rates with QPSK. The SNR results for a BER value of i0 
are tabulated in Table B.2. The performance of OFDM is slightly better than SC-LE for low 
code rates. This is because the OFDM system is able to exploit more frequency diversity from 
the outer channel coder. However, as the code rate increases, SC-LE eventually outperforms 
OFDM. This paper also shows that SC-DEE outperforms the former two on all occasions at 
the expense of higher complexity. Using higher code rate leads to an increase in transmission 
power as the required SNR to achieve the desired error probability is higher. The simulation 
is performed in a SUI-5 channel which is a test channel model for the IEEE 802.16 standard. 
IEEE 802.16 is a standard defined for wireless access to home users. 
Technique rate 2/3 rate 3/4 rate 7/8 
OFDM 16.9 dB 19.8 dB 23.6 dB 
SC-LE 17] dB 18.9 dB 21.2 dB 
SC-DFE 11.8 dB 16.8 dB 18.3 dB 
Table B.2: SNR comparison between the 3 techniques for various convolutional code rate with 
BER value of 10- 3 for QPSK modulated data 
Also in [2], the effect of different modulation schemes with code rate 1/2 for the SUI-5 model 
using the three previously mentioned receivers is investigated. The results are shown in Figure 
B. 1. This graph illustrates that for low order modulation schemes, the discussion in the previous 
paragraph holds. However as the modulation order increases, the BER performance of OFDM 
moves closer to SC-DFE. The graph shows that for a 64 QAM modulated data, the performance 
of OFDM is similar to SC-DEE. This graph also shows that the BER performance of SC-LE 
degrades with higher order modulation as compared to OFDM. 
SC-LE without coding can outperform OFDM significantly. However, in WLAN the use of 
FEC to correct channel errors combined with the use of high modulation order to increase data 
throughput is desirable. In this case, OFDM would be the ideal choice for a better performance. 
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SUI-5 (omni), rate 112 convoluted code 
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Figure B. 1: Comparison between SC-LE, OFDM and SC-DFE for various modulation 
schemes, figure copied from [2] 
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Appendix C 
Comparison Between OFDM and 
MC-CDMA From Exisiting 
Literatures 
This appendix provides detailed explanation upon which the comparison between OFDM and 
MC-CDMA has been summarised in Section 2.6 
Based on three papers [29-31], this section compares some properties of MC-CDMA and or-
thogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). The performance of OFDMA can be 
thought to be similar to that of an OFDM system supporting multiple users. 
A comparison on the effect of the number of receive antennas [29] comparing the performance 
of both systems without coding is simulated in an indoor environment. The SNR values cor-
responding to 1% BER from the graphs in this paper are tabulated in Table C. I. The results 
show that MC-CDMA has a multiple dB advantage over OFDMA in a single antenna system 
because of the inherent frequency diversity gain in MC-CDMA. However, as the number of an-
tennas increases, this advantage gradually diminishes. In the paper, with the use of 4 antennas, 
MC-CDMA with a higher complexity is 0.1 dB better than OFDMA. This is because for a fixed 
power transmission, MC-CDMA can exploit frequency selective fading much more effectively 
than OFDMA in a single antenna system. However, this effect will decrease when multiple an-
tennas are used as OFDMA can now exploit spatial diversity effectively. Hence when multiple 
antennas are implemented, OFDMA is preferable, having a low complexity and cost. 
No. of receiver antennas OFDMA MC-CDMA 
1 15 dB 10 dB 
2 14 dB 8.7 dB 
3 8.2 dB 7.6 dB 
4 7.7 dB 7.6 dB 
Table CA: Comparison of the SNR needed for OFDMA and MC-CDMA as the number of 
receiver antennas vary for a BER value of 10 2 
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During a transmission, it is preferable to load the system fully to maximise capacity. In this 
paper [30] the effect of loading on both systems in a frequency selective channel, where 32 users 
represent a full load is analysed. Each carrier is assumed to be narrowband and is modelled as 
a flat fading channel. A convolutionally coded BPSK signal of rate 1/2 with generator (133, 
171) was used in the simulation. Table C.2 shows some results from the graph in the paper of 
BER vs number of users for SNR value 8 dB. These values are plotted in Figure C. I. When 
the system is fully loaded, the performance of MC-CDMA is very similar to OFDMA. On the 
other hand, with partial loading, MC-CDMA significantly outperforms the BER performance 
of OFDMA. With partial loading, the interference between spreading codes is less, therefore 
the performance is better. The absence of spreading sequence means that OFDMA is insensitive 
to of system loading. 
No. of users BER of OFDMA BER of MC-CDMA 
5 5e-3 7e-5 
10 5e-3 1.8e-4 
15 5e-3 4.5e-4 
20 5e-3 9.5e-4 
25 5e-3 2e-3 
30 5e-3 3e-3 
32 5e-3 4.2e.3 




0 	 0 	 0 	 3D 
Figure C. 1: Comparison of OFDMA and MC-CDMA for various loading 
Lastly [31] discusses the issue of multiple cell systems. The channel model in this simulation 
uses 3 path groups, with each path group comprising 8 independent Rayleigh fading paths. In 
the multi-cell environment, a hexagonal layout is assumed, where users are uniformly distrib- 
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uted. The propagation model has distance dependent path loss with decay factor of 4.0 and 
log-normally distributed random path loss (shadowing) with 8 dB standard deviation and corre-
lation factor of 0.5 among cells. When MC-CDMA is used in the simulation, a frequency reuse 
of 1 among the neighbouring 6 cells is assumed. When OFDM is used, a frequency reuse of 3 
cells is assumed with interference coming from the nearest 6 neighbouring cells. Turbo coding 
with code rate 1/2 and constraint length 4 is applied to all QPSK modulated data. In the iso-
lated cell simulation, for a BER value of 10, OFDM has a SNR value of 7.6 dB which is 1.2 
dB better than MC-CDMA with processing gain G=4. OFDM outperforms MC-CDMA in an 
isolated cell due to the absence of inter-code interference in OFDM. In the multi-cell scenario, 
the link capacity is compared. Due to the three cell frequency reuse in OFDM, MC-CDMA has 
a capacity 1.36 times higher than that of OFDM. This is because the effect of inter-cell inter -
ference is more significant as compared to inter-code interference in a multi cell environment, 
MC-CDMA allows universal frequency reuse, regardless of the number of cells. 
To summarise the comparison, MC-CDMA can exploit frequency diversity more effectively 
than OFDM unless multiple antennas are used. However, the capacity of multiple users OFDM 
and MC-CDMA systems is very similar. Also, in a large environment which consists of several 
cells, MC-CDMA is more efficient because of universal frequency reuse in every cell. 
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Appendix E 
Generation of Correlation Matrix For 
Space Time Block Code 
TX 	 ho Y.. 	Y Rxl   
<h2 
Tx 2 y h3 	Rx 2 
Figure El: (2,2) Alanwuti STBC 
Assume a (2,2) Alamouti STBC structure as in Figure E.1, the channel spanned by this config-
uration can be expressed as: 
h0 h1 1 
h —h 
HA= 	 (E. 1) 
h2 	h3 I 
h —h ] 
Given that the covariance matrix at the receiver can he expressed as 
	
= E(HA"HA 2 ) 	 (E.2) 
where E(L) denotes the expectation of the absolute values of every element in the matrix. 
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Generation of Correlation Matrix For Space Time Block Code 
Expanding equation (E.2) 
where 
A = 	+ II'1 2 
B = h0 h; + h1h; 
C = hoh3 - h 1 h2 
D = 1h2 1 2 + 1h 3 1 2 
	
(E.4) 
From equation (E.4), it is obvious that both A and D are non-zero values, which is the autocor -
relation for both Rx I and Rx 2. Given the relationship between two correlated values a and b 
are as follows: 
	
E(ab*I) = C 	 (E.5) 
E(Iab!) = 0 	 (E.6) 
where c is a non-zero value. 
Therefore, B will result in a non-zero value which is the cross-correlation coefficient between 
two channels while C goes to zero. 
Hence, the equation in (E.3) can be further formulated to obtained the normalised covariance 
matrix at the reciever as: 
Generation of Correlation Matrix For 
	
Time Block Code 
KoO 0 Kol 0 
o KO,O 0 KO. I 
Kr = 
kol 0 0 




Improvement In Diversity Gain For 
Different Gains' Factors 
This appendix shows the decrease in performance for subsequent gain in diversity order. 
-a- Diversity gain 
Diversity gain = 2 
- 	Diversity gain = 4 
* 	Diversity gain = S 
-6- Diversity gwn 	16 
3\5 dB 
it N 
5 	 0 	 5 	 10 	 15 	 20 
SNR 
Figure F.1: Diversity gain for a QPSKsystein 
Figure El shows the theoretical performance of a I Tx QPSK system in a Rayleigh fading 
scenerio. At the receiver MRC is employed to achieved a 2" fold diversity gain. It can be seen 
that as the diversity order increases from I to 16 in steps of 2, the diversity order decreases 
gradually from 8.7 dB, 5.1 dB, 4.5 dB to 3.6 dB. Therefore it increasing diversity higher than 







Proof Of Orthogonality Structure in 
the MMSE POSTBC 
From equation (6.11), 
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- [h 1 Iio , 2 —h00h02 ] 
h'h4 
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I 	 I 	 (G.4) 
1iio 	h 1 , 1 1 [/l12 	o 1 
hI1 —h1,0 
j 
0 	h 	] 
F 
= 	I
h 0h2 	hi,i12 1 
(G.5) 
[
1) 11 1,2 —h0,0h 1 ,2 
h'h4 = I 	 I 	I 	 (G.6) 
[ h1,1 I F h 12 o 1 [ h —h1,0 	L 0 	hI2 
[ h 0 h 	hi,ih12 1 = 	 (G.7) 
[hIi/ii,2 —h1,0h1,2 ] 
[ h 0 	h2,1 I F 1122 	0 1 h'h6 = I 	I I 	(G.8) [ h 	—h20  L 0 h 2 
I 1i 0 h2 , 2 	h2 , 1 h 2 1 
= 	 (G.9) L h 1 h22 —h20h22 ] 
I an 
Proof Of Orthogonality Structure in the MMSE POSTBC 
Expanding equation (G.1), 
= 	hho, + h 0 h1,2 + h 0 h2, 2 h0,1h 2 + h11h 2 + h2,h2 	
(G. 10) 
h 1 h02 + h 1 h12 + h 1 h2 2 —h0,0h 2 - 	-2,2 
and that 




01 	 0 h - h 0 h1,2 - 1 h 	1 ,2 	 0 
Therefore 
ZZH = C312 
	 (G.12) 
where 
C3 = h 0 h0,2 + h 0 h1.2 + 	+ h 1 ho,2 ± h 1 h1,2 + h*,1 h2 , 2 I 2 	(G.13) 
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Simplified Joint Detection 
Applying the APP optimum detector directly to equation (6.7) would require jointly detecting 
bits to decode all transmitted bits per subcarrier. This exhaustive search increases expo-
nentially as the modulation order gets higher. Premultiplying a weighting matrix, that will be 
introduced in this section, allows this exhaustive search to be reduced significantly from 
to 2N 05 . This reduction is significant especially when a high order modulation is used. The 
weighting matrix is chosen such that the resultant channel from one of the Alamouti symbols is 
decoupled from both the other Alamouti symbol and one of the other non-Alamouti symbols. 
The two groups of decoupled symbols can then be decoded independently from each other. 
An example of the selected weighting matrix when multiplied by the received signal, decouples 
ro and 12 from x1 and 13 is: 
h 11 0 —ho, l 0 0 0 
h2 , 1 0 0 0 —h0, 1 0 
o o h2, 1 0 —h 1 , 1 0 
WAPP = 
o h ,1 0 —h 1 0 0 
o h 1 0 0 0 —h 1 
o 0 0 h 1 0 —h 1 
Multiplying WAPP by the received signal (6.7) yields 
C6 	0 	c7 	0 
C8 	0 	c9 	0 10 
Cl0 	0 	c11 	0 Ii 
W4ppr = + w4pp1 
0 	C12 	0 	C13 12 
0 	C14 	0 	C15 13 
0 	C16 	0 	C17 
(H. 1) 
(H.2) 
Referring to equation (H.2), it can be seen that ab and 12 can be jointly detected independently 
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from x1 and x3 (and vice versa). This weighting matrix when multiplied by the received signal 
adds an extra spatial freedom to the number available received streams relative to the transmit-
ted streams, as compared to the jointly detecting the symbols directly from (6.5), where three 
unknowns are jointly detected from three available signals. However, the trade off with this re-
duced APP detection results in the noise being coloured. The weighting matrix chosen merely 
shows one example of jointly detecting m and 12 and 11 and £3 concurrently. The weighting 
matrix can be modified such the a permutation of any two symbols, one from the Alamouti 
and the other from the non-Alamouti streams can be selected for joint detection. Increasing 
the number of receive antennas would create more spatial degrees of freedom at the receiver 
relative to the transmitter. 
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Appendix I 
Full Range MCS simulation 
MCS using 2 Pa in a 20 MHz tha,v,oI 
2 Ta V-BLAST 
2 Tx A1,oa5 STBC 
3 TaPGSTETC 
I 
Figure 1.1: MAC throughput vs SNR of the MCS using 2 Rx in FC(CD) channel 
MCS asng 3 Pa in a 20 MHz thara,el 
3 T. V-BLAST 
2 T. V-BLAST 
5° 
2 T. AInoatl STBC  
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Figure 1.2: MAC throughput vs SNR of the MCS using 3 Ri in FC(C,D) channel 
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Abstract—The demand for high data rates and low imple-
mentation complexity form two of the prerequisites for future 
wireless local area networks. The V-BLAST architecture and 
the Alamouti space time block code are two strong candidates 
for this particular implementation. The drawback of V-BLAST 
is its poor performance in correlated fading channels and for 
Alamouti STBC, the spectral efficiency is generally poorer than 
V-BLAST. Trying to overcome these problems leads to the hybrid 
V-BLAST/Aiamouti scheme. Instead of decoupling antennas for 
separate detection, each transmitted stream is treated as a layer 
and detected successively using the ordered successive interfer-
ence cancellation algorithm. In this paper, we investigate the 
frame error performance of this hybrid scheme with respect to 
three parameters, namely fading channel correlation, number of 
receive antennas used and spectral efficiency. The hybrid's error 
performance is compared to the V-BLAST and the Alamouti 
STBC schemes. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Support for high data rates and low implementation 
complexity form two of the prerequisites for future wireless 
local area networks (WLAN), and in particular for candidate 
architectures for the IEEE 802.11 In working group. Spatial 
multiplexing and space time block code (STBC) techniques 
by virtue of their multiple input and multiple output 
(MIMO) structure are attractive schemes to fulfil the two 
requirements. Specifically. Alamouti STBC [1]. V-BLAST [6] 
and Darnen STBC [2] are three MIMO candidates that can 
achieve favourable link layer performance. Despite its high 
performance and data rate, Damen codes are not considered 
further here due to the use of a non linear lattice decoding 
receiver. 
It is known that V-BLAST is potentially vulnerable 
to correlated fading channels, while Alamouti STBC is 
incapable of achieving high spectral efficiency as compared 
to V-BLAST. This leads to the hybrid of these two MIMO 
schemes which has been proposed in [4] to exploit the 
diversity gain and high spectral efficiency of both schemes. 
By doing so, the number of receive antennas to successfully 
separate the transmitted streams using the zero forcing (ZF) 
or minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimate is halved  
compared to V-BLAST for the same number of transmitters. 
In this paper, we study the performance of this hybrid 
V-BLAST/Alamouti scheme implemented in a wireless LAN 
environment. Instead of decoupling the Alamouti pair for 
individual decoding, we suggest as in [5] that each transmit 
antenna(Tx) can be treated as a layer and successively 
decoded by means of the ordered successive interference 
cancellation (OSIC) algorithm. We call this technique layered 
Alamouti STBC (LASTBC). The frame error ratio (FER) 
performance of LASTBC will be compared with V-BLAST 
and Alamouti STBC with respect to three parameters, namely. 
spectral efficiency, number of receive antennas employed 
and the channel correlation, which will be significant when 
considering future MIMO wireless LAN implementation. 
Section II describes the channel and system model used 
in this study. The MIMO schemes are also introduced in 
here while their simulation performance based on the above 
criteria are illustrated in Section Ill. Lastly, the conclusions 
are presented in Section IV. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL 
Consider a MIMO OFDM system with Al and N transmit-
ting and receiving antennas respectively, - the (Al, N) system. 
The received signal at each subcarrier can be expressed as: 
r=Hx+t 	 (I) 
where r and i are the received signal and noise vector of 
size NxI respectively. The vector x is the PJxl transmitted 
signal vector and H the size NxM channel matrix. 
Prior to the space-time encoding, blocks of randomly 
generated binary data are encoded using a rate R = 1/2, 
octal polynomials 133 171 convolutional code with a ran-
dom interleaver. These coded bits are QAM mapped, OFDM 
modulated and encoded with its respective MIMO technique. 
A 20 MHz bandwidth quasi-static WLAN non line of sight 
(NLOS) channel with 10 ns sub-symbol spaced taps are used 
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in the simulator. At the receiver, the transmitted streams 
are spatially and temporally processed and decoded for a-
posleriori information input to the Viterhi decoder. 
A. Alamouti STBC 
The Alamouti STBC two transmitter scheme encodes every 
two symbols spatially and temporally such that the resultant 
transmission matrix posses an orthogonal structure. The re-
ceived signal in equation (1) can be mathematically formulated 
as: 
r0 , 0 	h0,0 	h0,1 	 110,0 
h;, I -h;.,  
[ xO]+ 	: 
X I 
rv_j,o 	hN_1.o 	hN_1,1 	 'lN-1,0 
rN_1,1 j h_ 11 	-h_1,1 11N—I,1 
(2) 
where hn . m is the channel response due to transmit antenna 
in at receiver n, 5m is the transmitted symbol from antenna 
in while rn,t and 71, j are the received signal and noise at 
receive antenna it during time t respectively. 
The received signal in equation (2) can be combined to 
obtain an estimate for the transmitted symbols as:  
where h,,, is the channel response due to transmit antenna 
in at receiver it, 5m is the transmitted symbol from antenna 
m while r,, and un  are the received signal and noise at 
receive antenna it respectively. 
The received signal can be successively detected by em-
ploying the MMSE-OSIC [31  detector provided N > M. The 
OSIC algorithm is described as follows: 
Determine the MMSE estimate of the channel matrix, 
H in equation (6). This is given by: 
G = (H 11 H + aI) H 	 (7) 
where (7 is the noise variance. 
Calculate the SNR of the in streams (m = 0 to Al-I). 
Select the stream with the highest SNR 
k = argmax(SNR) 	 (8) 
In 
Determine the weighting matrix of the highest SNR 
stream 
w = G,, 	 (9) 
where G,,, denotes the 111th  row vector 
Detect the inth  symbol. 
(3) 
- 1 	 12=0 	1 	2 
SO I - 	N-1 ,n=0 h12,1211 	 0 
[o I XI 
These estimated symbols can then be detected using the 
maximum likelihood (ML) detector given by: 
	
/n=0 1 	 2 
d = argmin Im - I 	h 12 ,,12 d 	(5) 
\N-1m=0 	I 
where C is the total number of constellation points and 
d = [d1 d2  ..... dc'] is the vector of all possible points in the 
constellation. 
B. V-BLAST 
The V-BLAST scheme consists of Al spatially multiplexed 
QAM modulators each attached to a transmit antenna. The 
received signal in equation (I) can be expressed as: 
Yrn =wr 	 (10) 
This decision statistic is quantised to its respective 
constellation point. 
2 	= Q(y-) 	 (II) 
The effect of this estimated symbol is then subtracted 
(4) 	from the received signal 
r = r - H,,,.i',,, 	 (12) 
where H,,, is the in'  column vector of H 
Null the 10th  column of the channel matrix. H 
H - =H[00 ... Hm ...00I 	(13) 
Calculate the MMSE estimate of the nulled channel 
Repeat the process from step (ii) until all the streams 
are detected. 
C. L4S1'BC 
The LASTBC scheme exploits the advantages of both the 
Alamouti STBC and V-BLAST schemes by concatenating 
blocks of Alamouti STBC. The received signal by concate-
nating two blocks of Alamouti STBC can be expressed as: 
, 	 F 	 / r0 0.0 / 0.1 	 770 
r'1 	 h 1 , 0 	h'1,1 x'0 
= 	 X' + 
r'p'_ 	h',_ 1 , 0  h'N_l,I 	 11v-1 
(14) 
ho,51_1 	 X O 
hN1,0 .. . hN_1.M_i 
110 
+ 	 (6) where 
'IN - 1 
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/ - 	 , - { 11n.r, r— • 	lnl 
 L Ifl,r1 
, 	[- 12m 	 i.,, 	- 	hn 2m 	h2, + 1 
Xm— r.m 1_. 
12m+1 n.2m+1 	'n,2ni 
where Tt is the time index. Similarly the received signal in 
equation (14) can be detected using the OSIC algorithm as 
described in the previous subsection lI.B. In this case, the 
ordering of streams for detection is based on a per Alamouti 
STBC block. 
Assuming the minimum number of two antennas are used, 
the MMSE solution can he represented as [7]: 
G 	[ 	
a13* 	—3h'0 , 1 h' 	1 
= 




13 = h' 0 ,0 - h'o , 1 h'jh' 1 ,o . 	0 = h', 1 - h 1 , 0 h' 1 h' 0 . 1 
Cie = (13*/3 + 0' I) 1 . 	-y = (00 -f- 
Ill. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The results comparing Alamouti STBC, V-BLAST and 
LASTBC attaining spectral efficiencies of 2. 4 and 6 bits/s/Hz 
employing both two and four receive antennas are shown in 
Figure 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
Irrespective of the spectral efficiency attained by any of 
the three MIMO schemes, the 2 receive antennas V-BLAST 
scheme performs significantly worse than the other two 
schemes. The is due to the absence of transmit diversity in 
the V-BLAST scheme. Comparing the 4 receive antennas 
case for both the V-BLAST and LASTBC achieving 2, 4 
and 6 bits/s/Hz. the SNR difference between both schemes 
at 1% or 10 % FER is approximately similar to each 
other with the performance favouring the LASTBC scheme. 
However, this difference becomes more apparent when 2 
receive antennas are used at the receiving terminals. The 
difference in values at 10% FER are 4.7 dB. 6.2 dB and 
7.3 dB for spectral efficiency 2, 4 and 6 bits/s/Hz respectively. 
Eventhough the 4 receive antennas case of LASTBC 
scheme achieves a diversity double that of V-BLAST, the 
performance gain is not as significant as the 2 antennas case 
due to V-BLAST achieving an approximate diversity order of 
four fold. Further increase in diversity order higher than four 
would only achieve a slight enhancement in performance. 
Due to the lack of diversity being exploited in the V-BLAST 
2 receive antenna case, its relative performance to LASTBC 
scheme is seen to be more sensitive to spectral efficiency. 
This is because the higher spectrally efficient system requires 
a larger constellation that results in more interference between  
the transmitted streams. In this case, the transmit diversity 
inherent in the LASTBC scheme is fully utilised to minimise 
the error probability. 
The Alamouti STBC scheme performs better than both 
the V-BLAST and LASTBC schemes when two antennas 
are used at the receiver. The achievable diversity gain 
from the LASTBC scheme is minimum when two receive 
antennas are used, in addition to interference between the 
two Alamouti concatenated pairs. As the number of receive 
antennas increases, the LASTBC and V-BLAST schemes 
become more robust than Alamouti STBC because the latter 
scheme requires a larger constellation size to achieve the 
same spectral efficiency as compared to the other two MIMO 
techniques. 
The results for comparing the 16 QAM (2,4) Alamouti 
STBC. QPSK (2.4) V-BLAST. BPSK (4,4) V-BLAST and 
QPSK (4,4) LASTBC schemes in a correlated fading channel 
are illustrated in Figure 4. In this simulation, the angular 
spread (AS) at the receiver is varied while the transmitter 
is fixed at an AS of 90 1. Note that there is an inverse 
relationship between correlation and AS so that low angular 
spread implies high correlation and vice versa. As expected, 
V-BLAST performance is significantly affected by low 
AS while Alamouti STBC is fairly robust to variations in 
correlation. The plots show that at low correlation (AS > 
100°), the FER performance for LASTBC is approximately 
2.0 dB better than the other techniques. However, at very 
low angular spread the LASTBC scheme suffers some 
degradation compared to Alamouti STBC. Comparing V-
BLAST and LASTBC. LASTBC attains similar performance 
to Alamouti STBC at an AS of 50° while V-BLAST requires 
a much higher AS of 115 1 at the receiver to achieve similar 
performance. The robustness to correlation is due to the 
orthogonal nature of Alamouti STBC which makes each 
stream from the same Alamouti pair non-interfering unlike 
V-BLAST where every stream interferes with one another. 
Similar simulations to the previous correlation study is 
shown in Figure 5, but this time the receiver correlation is fixed 
at an AS of 90 1 while the transmit correlations are varied. The 
relative performance of each scheme is ordered similar to the 
previous case. Unlike the previous case, the (2,4) V-BLAST 
required SNR is observed to be less than the LASTBC for 
very low AS, approximately 30° and less. This is because 
the number of transmit elements is doubled in the latter 
scheme, hence increasing its effective correlation as compared 
to two antenna transmit V-BLAST. Also, the LASTBC scheme 
requires an AS of 60° to equal and outperform the performance 
of Alamouti STBC. which is 10 1 more than the previous 
case. This can be explained by the MMSE beamformer being 
less able to spatially separate the more correlated transmitted 
streams. 
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IV. Cor'ici.usior' 
This paper compares the performance of three well known 
MIMO schemes, namely V-BLAST. Alamouti STBC and 
LASTBC which are potential candidates for future wireless 
LANs. The three parameters used for comparison are spectral 
efficiency, number of receive antennas and correlation. At 
low spectral efficiency. Alamouti STBC is preferred over the 
other two when two antennas are implemented at the receiver. 
Consequently. LASTBC becomes the best scheme when four 
antennas are available due to more diversity exploited and 
the setback suffered by Alamouti STBC when using a larger 
constellation size to attain the same spectral efficiency. The V-
BLAST technique is significantly poorer than LASTBC and 
STBC when two receive antennas are used. Additionally. its 
relative performance gap to LASTBC widen as the spectral 
efficiency increases. Under the influence of correlation. V-
BLAST requires a much lower channel correlation factor 
before it can achieve similar performance to or outperform the 
Alamouti STBC as compared to LASTBC. Also. LASTBC is 
more susceptible and less robust to variations in the AS at the 
transmitter than receiver. 
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Abstract-Space-time and space-frequency diversity techniques 
become attractive for broadband orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing i0F1)M systems due to their efficient implementa-
tion and high diversity gain. Two techniques that have been 
recently proposed for OFDNI systems are cyclic delayed diver-
sity (CDD) and space-frequency block coding (SFBC). This pa-
per analyses these two different diversity concepts and their 
practical application. Also, a simplified algorithm for SFBC 
decoding is presented to push the frequency diversity gain even 
higher but with less complexity. 
Keywords-SFBC, (L)l), STBC, space-frequency diversity, 
STBC, space-time diversity, diversity, diversity gain 
INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental difficulty of a reliable wireless transmis-
sion is time-varying multipath fading. OFDM is a suitable 
technique for broadband transmission in multipath fading en-
vironments [I I and is being implemented in wireless local area 
network (WLAN) standards such as IEEE802.l La and 
IEEE802. II n. For many scattering environments, spatial di-
versity is an effective way 10 improve the system perform-
ance. Space-time block coding (STBC) was firstly proposed 
by Alamouti [21 in order to get the benefits of channel coding 
in combination with spatial diversity. Also, space-time coded 
OFDM (ST-OFDM) [3] and STBC-OFDM [4] were proposed 
for wideband transmissions. 
Theoretically the STBC-OFDM can achieve optimal diver-
sity gain. However, in spite of its high performance gain, 
STBC-OFDM has two major weaknesses for realistic applica-
tions. The first is the need to allocate two OFDM symbols for 
spatial-temporal encoding, which can be a waste of resources 
for the transmission of small packets. Secondly, the detection 
could only take place after one delayed OFDM symbol period, 
which results in a latency problem. 
To overcome the necessity to use two successive symbols 
for coding. SFBC-OFDM was proposed [5] to send combined 
symbols sent on different subcarriers in OFDM systems. For 
the SFBC-OFDM, the feature of OFDM is exploited that two 
adjacent narrowband subcarriers can be assumed to be af-
fected by the same channel coefficients and thus it requires 
only one OFDM symbol for detection and avoids coherence 
time restrictions and reduces the system delay [6]. 
However, the STBC designed to achieve full spatial diver-
sity in the narrowband case will in general not achieve full 
space-frequency diversity [5], especially employing the 
Alamouti scheme [2] across OFDM multicarriers. Even 
though the Alamouti scheme continues to achieve second-
order diversity in the broadband OFDM cases, it fails to ex-
ploit the additionally available frequency diversity, due to the 
unequal channels [7] 
Alternatively, in order to exploit the frequency diversity 
gain, another ST diversity scheme for OFDM, cyclic delay 
diversity (CDD). has been proposed [8] and the scheme can be 
shown to he equal to phase diversity (PD) and conditionally 
equal to delay diversity (DD) as described in [9]. However, 
our recent study shows that the capability of CDD to exploit 
the frequency diversity gain is limited to certain channel con-
ditions, which will he described in this paper. 
In contrast, the frequency diversity gain can be further ex-
ploited for SFBC-OFD?V1. In this paper, the performance in 
terms of signal noise ratio (SNR) gain will be analyzed for 
different values of subcarrier correlation. It is shown that the 
gain loss is due to the variability in channel conditions. There-
fore, we are presenting our study of algorithms to combat the 
variability and a simplified algorithm is proposed to obtain 
higher frequency diversity gain with lower complexity. 
This paper will also discuss the tradeoff between these dif-
ferent techniques and the paper is organized as follows: the 
next section describes the SFBC-OFDM. Investigation of al-
gorithms to exploit further frequency diversity gain for SFBC-
OFDM and the simplified method is described in section Ill. 
Section IV presents the SNR analysis of under differently cor-
related suhcarriers. Section V discusses the capability of CDD 
to exploit frequency diversity gain and backward compatibil-
ity issues. Numerical studies and conclusions that follow wrap 
up this paper. 
II. SPACE FREQUENCY BLOCK CODE OFDM 
The SFBC-OFDM technique employing the Alamouti 
scheme is encoded over two transmit antennas such that the 
k2 subcarriers consist of the original transmitted symbols. 
while the conjugated symbols are allocated to the k 21 subcar-
riers. Fig. I depicts a block diagram of the transmit structure 
of the SFBC-OFDM and the mapping scheme for SFBC with 













Fig. 1. 	Transmit structure of SFBC-OFDM 
TABLE I 
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antenna I antenna 2 
subcarrier k2,, x,, x. 
subcarrier k2, - 
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At each of the N receiver antennas, the signals are OFDM 
demodulated and the (2, N) MIMO received signal at each 
subcarrier can be represented as 
r = Hx + q. (I) 
The received signal in (I) can be expressed for this case as 
r 	li 	TI1 
r 2 = 	
= HF*+i).(2) 
rN 	h,1 	Iri 
where 
[ r, (k, 
) 1 	[17,, (k,) 1 	[x,,, (2k, 
[r,(k,,, 1 ) j [17,(k..,,) ] [x, 	(2k 
I  
and 	
h ,(k,) h  =LL k.) _(k)]'3 h; h  
where r, (k-, ) and i, (k, ) are the received signal and noise 
of subcarrier k at receive antenna ,z. xjk ) is the transmit-
ted symbol at transmit antenna in mapped onto subcarrier k 
and h, , (k ) is the channel response from subcarrier k, at 
receive antenna n due to transmit antenna m. 
Conventionally, it was assumed that the channels between 
adjacent subcarriers are highly correlated. Hence, the symbols 
can be detected using the MRC technique as 
x= Hr = HH 1 x+H'q.(4) 
where x is the estimated symbol vector expressed as 
[;,(2k )1 x=i 	i.and 	 (5) 
(2k, )] 
However, this method of detection, assuming that adjacent 
subcarriers' channels are highly correlated, is only applicable 
for channels characterised by low frequency selectivity. This 
algorithm is referred as the conventional Alamouti detection 
algorithm (CADA) in this paper. 
Ill. EXPLOITING FREQUENCY DIVERSITY GAIN 
FOR SFBC-OFDM 
For the conventional SFBC detection as described in previ-
ous section (referred to CADA) the performance will degrade 
in heavily frequency-selective channels where the assumption 
of constant channel coefficients over a space-frequency block 
code matrix is not justified. Therefore, the SFBC-OFDM case 
calls for improved detection algorithms. 
In the case where channels are highly frequency selective, it 
no longer fulfils the equalities in (5) and the full rank of chan-
nels as in (3) has to be used. It is well known that the zero-
forcing (ZF) algorithm is a straightforward equaliser method 
to cope with this requirement, which can be applied to solve 
(2) with knowledge of the channel matrices in (3). With this, 
the detected symbols can be expressed as  
x=G .,H,x+GTl (6) 
and G. =(HH, )H .(7) 
Although the method in (7) allows for four different chan-
nels coefficients. h,,, (kJ . h,,,, (k,.) , h,,,, (k,_, ) and 
h'. (k,) for the two subcarriers per decoding process, the 
zero-forcing (ZF) beamformer consists of several multiplica-
tions to form a 2x2N size channel matrix. The solution in (9) 
can be further developed by concatenating the adjoint channel 
matrix of the response at each receiver as 
G = [adj(h),adj(h,)... adj(hNI )], (8) 
where adj(A) is the adjoint matrix of A. which can be ex-
pressed as 
[a 	a,l 	[a,, 	—a 1 , 
	
A=I 
LI , adj(A)=I 
[a, 1 	U 11 ] 	 — a. a 
Multiplying G, in (8) by the received signal in (2) yields 
the equivalent ZF solution as 
X = GJH x + i1) 
h 	TI1 
=[adj(ljadj(l,j  .... adj(NI)1 
I:IN.I 	tiN 
[-a 	011 x(2k)1 
=1 	' II 	"' 	I+Gii,(9) 
[ 0 	—a,.][x(2k. +1)] 
a 
where 
a 2 =±th,.2 ,,(k 2,,)h2,(k2+1). 
Hence, as illustrated in (9), the equivalent ZF solution can 
be obtained without performing the full pseudo inverse as 
shown in (7). In this case the complexity can be reduced by 
the number of multiplications required to generate the ZF so-
lution in (7). 
The ZF is a common algorithm 1101 in modern communica-
tions theory and its obvious disadvantage is its noise en-
hancement. However, we will prove in next section that the 
simplified algorithm is exploiting the frequency diversity gain 
for the SFBC-OFDM and has superior performance compared 
to the CADA. 
IV. SNR ANALYSIS UNDER DIFFERENTLY CORRELATED 
SUBCARRIERS 
In order to verify the system performance for different cor-
relation coefficients between subcarriers. the SNR parameter. 
which has direct impact on the performance, will be analyzed. 
Consider a (2,1) STBC-OFDM system: the SNR for each of 
the two transmitted orthogonal symbols can be expressed as 
follows, 
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Ih 
SNR= 	' .(lO) 
0• 
Given the same system, but for the frequency encoded ver-
sion, there are two detection algorithms. CADA and simpli-
fied ZF, as described in previous sections. 
IV,
v1 v,] [ h1(2k) 	h1,(2k)Assuming 	 - I = I 	 I , for the 
v4 ] [h!  (2k + I) h11 (2k +1)] 
CADA, the combined received signal can expressed as 
[;(2kfl [V 	V 1"([v 	][x , (2k)] + [ ,(2k) 
j Lv; - vi] Lv: - t';x2(2k):2k + I) 
_1vI +v2 v;)x(2k)+(vv 2 —v 2 v)x,(2k) 
- L(tv; - v , v; )x (2k) + V, 1 2 + v 11 v;  
[vq(2k)+v,,7(2k +1) 
(11) 
Lv,i (2k) - v 1 J7,  
It is shown clearly in (11) that interference is introduced due 
to the unequal channels between adjacent subcarriers. 
To analyse the SNR performance. the adjacent subcarrier 
coefficients from both transmit antennas are varied simultane-
ously to produce different correlation factors. K. We assume 
EvI )= Ev,I )= Er )= Ev  )= I, 
and 
Evv , 1 2 )= Ev4v  )= . 
where 	and ic, are the correlation coefficients between 
the adjacent subcarriers at transmit antenna rn = I and rn = 2 
respectively. 
If we treat the interference as white noise, the SNR of 
_i , (2k) in (11) can be derived as 
SNR, 	
= (1+K)P ,(l2) 
where P, and P2 represent the signal power at antennas I 
and 2 respectively. 





In contrast, for the proposed simplified ZF (SZF) algorithm, 
the combined received signal can expressed as 
[;(2k)][_v; 	'I2([l Tx(2k)1 
L2 (2k)j - L- ; v fly; - v;]Lx2( 2k)] L(2k + I) 
=1; — 2 ; 	0 	
11x,
xi(2k)
0 	—vv, —v':(2k) 
+ 	(2k)— v , 17J2k + 1)
,(14) 
L —  ';'7 (2k)+ v17 1 (2k + i)  







The normalised achievable SNR with respect to its correla-
tion factor K =K,, power I =P, =1 and a =1 is shown 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. 	Achievable relative SNR for different correlated adjacent 
subcarriers 
From the above figure it can be seen that the SNR increases 
as the adjacent subcarriers become more correlated with each 
other. When = = I. i.e., adjacent subcarners are fully 
correlated, the performance of both SFBC detection algo-
rithms equals that of STBC. On the other hand, if 
= = 0, i.e., adjacent subcarriers are uncorrelated, SFBC-
SZF is 3dB worse than STBC, however, it is 3dB better than 
SFBC-CADA. For later comparison between the proposed 
SZF and CDD, we introduce CDD in next section before the 
numerical study. 
V. CYCLIC DELAY DIVERSITY AND ITS BACKWARD 
COMPATIBILITY 
As discussed previously, CDD is another scheme to exploit 
frequency diversity gain. Fig. 3 shows a two transmit CDD 







Fig. 3. 	Transmit Structure of CDD 
Transmit antenna I consists of a conventional OFDM sys-
tem while transmit antenna 2 is a cyclically delay shifted ver - 
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sion of transmit antenna I by a factor of 5 >., where S is 
defined as the cyclic delay shift. The cyclically delayed ver-
sion of antenna 2 is obtained by replicating the last 5., sam-
ples of the OFDM symbol and prefixing them at the beginning 
of the OFDM symbol. Hence, the frequency domain symbol at 
each subcarrier. k 
I 
. is phase shifted by a factor of 0, , where 
2,d S 
9 = 	(17) 
K 
where k is the subcarrier index and K is the FFT size. 
The phase shifted signal induces an artificial channel with 
higher frequency selectivity so that more frequency diversity 
can be exploited from the OFDM system coupled with its 
outer channel code. 
Assuming that two antennas are used, the received signal 
can be expressed as 
[h, 	hj 	1
h, 	h,, ][xexp(_ Jar, )j ['1: 
[h + h, exp(— 	)i  
=1 	 . 
[h + h,, exp(— i)j 	L'7: 
=Hx+i, (18) 
where r and i/, are the received signal and noise at the nth 
antenna, x is the transmitted signal and h,, is the channel 
response at nth received antenna from mth transmit antenna. 
The received signal at the two antennas can be further en-
hanced by maximum ratio combining (MRC) to obtain the 
estimated symbol as 
E=H"H x+H"17 
=(e +c,)x+ J 17 , +,.JT11 ,, (l 9) 
C 1 =Ih +h,exp(—j9J where 
c, =Ih, +h,, exp(—j9,. 
In addition to the advantages of good resource management 
and latency reduction as compared to Alamouti STBC. CDD 
supports backward compatibility with the current WLAN sin-
gle input single output (SESO) system. i.e.. IEEE 802.11 a. 
Consider a 2-Tx CDD source received by an IEEE 802.l la 
single antenna, the received signal as seen by the receiver can 
be expressed as 
[r] = [h + h exp(—j9 )I[x]+ [17]. (20) 
Although, the transmitted signals come from two different 
antennas, the receiver adds the two channel responses as 
shown in (20), viewing it as a signal from a single source. 
Hence, the transmitted CDD signal can be detected by a leg-
acy terminal. 
VI. NUMERICAL STUDY 
Here, we present two-case studies for comparison. In these 
studies, we use a (2, 2) MIMO system with QPSK modulation  
and half-rate convolutional coding. The MIMO channel has a 
uniform, Rayleigh fading multipath power delay profile (p-1 
represents 1-path, p-16 represents 16-paths, etc). Each multi-
path is spaced at the sampling period (Tv ) of OFDM symbol. 
Also, the acronym SFBC-OFDM specifies the use of the 
SFBC-SZF algorithm. For the (2, 2) CDD system, the impact 
of delay, 5, on system performance is also studied, which is 
depicted in Fig. 4. It shows that the significant gain can be 
achieved in a small multipath environment, e.g. 2-path. For 
fair comparison. 5 is set to 8T, in the system simulation. 




0.5 1 	 _ 
IMy (Tx) 
Fig. 4. 	(2,2) CDD receive gain vs delay 
CASE-I: C'OMPAPJSON BETWEEN STBC AND SFBC: 
The results for comparing STBC and SFBC is shown in Fig. 
5 for p-I, p-2 and p.4 while p-8 and p-I6 results are in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5. 	Comparison of STBC and SFBC for p-I to p-4 
When the channel is flat fading, the performance of the 
temporal and frequency coded system is similar to each other. 
This is because the adjacent channel subcarriers are fully cor-
related with one another. However, the performance advan-
tage of STBC over SFBC increases for subsequent increments 
in the number of channel taps. Even though the SFBC 16 taps 
system can exploit more frequency diversity inherent in the 
OFDM transmission, coupled with the channel decoder, the 
performance for this scenario is worse than the 8 taps STBC 
system. This is due to the uncorrelated adjacent subcarriers, 
which destroy the orthogonality of the Alamouti code. 
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CASE-2: COMPARISON BL7WEEN SFBC AND CDD: 
The next set of results comparing SFBC and CDD is shown 
Fig. 7 for p-I. p-2 and p4 while p-8 and p-I6 results are 
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Fig. 8. 	Comparison ofCDD and SFBC for p-8 and p- 16 
Despite the adjacent subcarriers in the SFBC scheme being 
less correlated for the increase from p-I to p-4 multipath taps,  
the relative performance with respect to CDD improves with 
this increment. This is mainly due to the CDD scheme being 
less able to exploit frequency diversity gain as the number of 
channel taps increases. On the other hand, when increasing to 
p-8 taps we see that the performance difference between these 
two schemes starts to reduce. In the case of 16 taps scenario. 
the CDD method actually outperforms the SFBC scheme. For 
higher number of multipath taps. the SFBC starts to degrade in 
performance while CDD reaches its peak performance. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper investigates the SFBC-OFDM and CDD trans-
mit schemes as means to reduce the two symbol overhead and 
latency in the STBC-OFDM scheme. A simplified ZF solution 
for the SFBC-OFDM has been proposed. The SNR analysis 
shows that the correlation between the channels has impacts 
on this scheme, however, it outperforms conventional SFBC 
detection (by 3dB with fully uncorrelated adjacent sub-
carriers). The simulation results also show that for a low fre-
quency selective channel the error performance is comparable 
to its temporal encoded scheme. However, the SFBC scheme 
degrades as the number of multipath increases. Despite the 
partially correlated adjacent subcarriers, this scheme is still 
able to outperform CDD unless the channel is extremely fre-
quency selective. Despite the better performance of SFBC 
over CDD. CDD has a significant advantage over SFBC in 
terms of backward compatibility with the legacy terminals, 
such as IEEE 802.11 a. 
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Abstract—Multi user interference (MUI) is a major problem in 
an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) multiple 
access system due the the absence of unique spreading codes 
being assigned to different users for separation at the receiver. 
In our paper, we propose the use of spatial separation techniques 
to separate users at the receiver. The two proposed interference 
mitigation techniques, defined as interference cancellation(IC) 
and interference suppression(IS), can be employed to mitigate 
interference. However, depending on the scenario and restrictions 
imposed on either of these two techniques, this requires careful 
consideration especially in a multiple input multiple output 
(MEMO) system. Two particular MIMO schemes, V.BLAST and 
Dual Alamouti space time block code (STBC), which are strong 
candidates for future wireless systems, will be introduced. Their 
robustness in the presence of interference will be compared and 
the selection of appropriate interference mitigation techniques 
will be suggested. Results obtained from our simulator will be 
shown to support this study. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
MUI 141, [8] in a multiple access system acts as a 
limiting factor for achieving maximum capacity in a wireless 
system. In the event that this interference is not properly 
mitigated, it appears as coloured noise and can cause severe 
degradation to the overall system performance. A code 
division multiple access (CDMA) system supporting multiple 
users transmission can mitigate MUI efficiently because the 
receiver is able to identify each user's unique code and 
decorrelates the desired user from others. However, this is 
not as straightforward in an OFDM multiple access scheme 
employed in a wireless system where no spreading codes 
are assigned to each individual user. Furthermore, systems 
supporting high data rate implementing MIMO techniques 
cause more problems in mitigating interference because more 
spatial degrees of freedom are required at the receiver. 
The robustness of two MIMO schemes namely, V-
BLAST [7] and Dual Alamouti STBC [3], in the presence 
of interference will he studied. V-BLAST is a spatial 
multiplexing scheme where each transmit antenna consists 
of a conventional QAM modulator. The receiver can 
employ minimum mean square error (MMSE) ordered 
successive interference cancellation (OSIC) algorithm to  
spatially separate and detect the transmitted streams. This 
detector delivers good performance at linear complexity 
while achieving high data rates. The drawback of this 
transmit scheme is the absence of diversity exploitable at 
the transmitter. This leads to the Dual Alamouti STBC 
scheme where two Alamouti STBC [I] transmitters are 
concatenated to exploit both high data rate transmission 
and transmit diversity gain. The OSIC algorithm can also 
be applied to this case where the Alamouti pair with the 
highest signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is detected first. Not 
only does this provide additional transmit diversity gain, 
the minimum number of receive antennas required to 
successfully detect both pairs of Alamouti encoded streams 
is halved as compared to the V-BLAST scheme employing 
the same number of transmitters. The performance in [6] is 
shown to favour the latter scheme in a single user environment. 
In a multiuser environment, the two interference mitigation 
techniques suggested are extensions to that of [2]. [4]. 
[7] where multiple users are considered. In order to 
mitigate interference efficiently, two types of interference 
mitigation techniques will be defined and considered, namely 
interference cancellation (IC) and interference suppression 
(IS). [C processing is similar to that of OSIC algorithm where 
transmitted signals from each antenna of all users are ordered 
according to the highest SNR, detected and removed from 
the received signal. On the other hand, IS processing only 
detects the desired user signals while nulling its interferers. 
In this paper, these two interference mitigation techniques 
applied to V-BLAST and Alamouti STBC multiuser environ-
ment will be studied. The channel and MIMO system model 
used in this study will be described in Section II. The MUI 
mitigation techniques are suggested in Section III. Simulation 
results showing the robustness of these MIMO schemes are 
illustrated in Section IV. Lastly, the conclusions are presented 
in Section V. 
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II. SYSTEM MODEL 
Consider a MIMO OFDM system with Al and N transmit-
ting and receiving antennas respectively - the (M,N) system. 
The received signal at each subcarrier can be expressed as: 
r=Hx± 71 	 (I) 
where r and i is the received signal and noise vector of size 
Nxl respectively, x is the ?tIxl transmitted signal vector and 
H the size NxAI channel matrix. 
The channel is assumed to be static over one transmission 
packet. Each wireless channel between the n th  and  ,1th  anten-
nas is assumed to be Rayleigh flat faded [5].  The probability 
density function of the received signal envelope, is given 
by: 
= 	exp[] for ~ 0 	(2) 
1 0 	otherwise 
where 2ci 2 is the predetection mean power of the signal path. 
A. V-BLAST 
The V-BLAST scheme consists of Al spatially multiplexed 
QAM modulators each attached to a transmit antenna. The 
received signal in equation (I) can he expressed as: 
where hn . m is the channel response due to transmit antenna 
m at receiver n. .r rn is the transmitted symbol from antenna 
rn while re-, and ij,, are the received signal and noise at 
receive antenna n respectively. 
The received signal can be successively detected by em-
ploying the MMSE-OSIC [2] detector provided N > Al. The 
OSIC algorithm is described as follows: 
Determine the MMSE estimate of the channel matrix. 
H in equation (3). This is given by: 
G = (H"H +0,2  1) -' H H 	 (4) 
where cr 2  is the noise variance. it 
Calculate the SNR of the m streams (m = 0 to Al-I). 
Select the stream with the highest SNR 
k = argmax(SNR) 	 (5) 
'H 
Determine the weighting matrix of the highest SNR 
stream 
wGm 	 (6)  
where G, denotes the 7n1h  row vector 
Detect the Jflth  symbol. 
ym=wr 	 (7) 
This decision statistic is quantised to its respective 
constellation point. 
= Q(Yrn) 	 (8) 
The effect of this estimated symbol is then subtracted 
from the received signal 
r = r - H,,,.i,,, 	 (9) 
where H,,, is the m 1 h column vector of H 
Null the mth  column of the channel matrix, H 
H = H -[00 ... H,,,.. .00] 	(10) 
Calculate the MMSE estimate of the nulled channel 
Repeat the process from step (ii) until all the streams 
are detected. 
B. Dual Alarnouti STBC 
The Dual Alamouti STBC scheme exploits the advantages 
of both the Alamouti STBC and V-BLAST schemes by con-
catenating two blocks of Alamouti STBC. The received signal 
can he expressed as: 
r 	 0.0 	 o,i 	 770 
r' 1 h' 1 , 0 h'1,1 
10 




/ 	 / 	 / r N-i 	 N-1,0 	N-1,1 
(11 
r' ,, = I n.ro 1 	= J 11n.r 1 
[ r,,,-,  j I Tln,ri  ] 
I1 	
h' 	
= I hn , m 	hn2m+i 
L 	j 	 L h2m+i h2m ] 
where Tj is the time index. Similarly the received signal in 
equation (II) can he detected using the OSIC algorithm as 
described in the previous section. 
Ill. INTERFERENCE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES 
In the presence of multiuser synchronous interference, the 
received signal can be mathematically modelled as: 
r=HDXD +Hj0x10 + j7 	(12) 
where HD and H1 is the channel response of the desired 
user and interferer respectively, XD and x10 the data vector 
of the desired user and interferer respectively and 0 is the 
total number of multiuser interferers in the system. 
ro 	 110,0 	. . 	 ho,A1_i £0 
TN_i 	 hN_i,o .. hN_1,f_1 	XM_1 
)0 
+ 	 (3) where 
11N-1 
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The signal model in equation (12) can be translated to its 
matrix form as: 
XD 
XI, 









where [ HD H1 1 H1 3 ... H10 ] is the column con-
catenation of the desired user's channel with the interferers' 
channels and [ XD X11 x 2 ... x0 
1T 
is the row con-




H01 = [ H1, H13 	H10 }, 	xoI= 
X 0 
Under the iniluence of MUI, the system performance can 
severely degrade when no interference mitigation is applied 
to the system. Two of the well known techniques suggested 
for mitigating this interference are IC and IS. 
IC is defined such that both the desired user's and the 
interferers' data are being detected and cancelled from the 
received signal. The MMSE beamformer or weighting matrix 
can be mathematically expressed as: 
G = [HDHOII" 
((H D )HH D + 	 + 
PD 	 PD ) 
where PD and P10 is the power transmitted by the desired 
user and o interferer respectively. 
IS is defined in such a way that the interference is only 
suppressed from the desired user's data and left undetected. 
The beamformer for this technique is expressed as: 
G = (HD )H((H D )HHi) 
 +
-- 
0=1 PD 	 PD 
(15) 
With these two suggested interference mitigation 
techniques, the interference can be removed by means 
of the OSIC algorithm. 
The advantage of IS over IC is the ability to perform its 
operation without the need to estimate the interferers' channel 
irrespective of them being synchronous or asynchronous. Syn-
chronous interference is defined such that the start and end of  
one transmission burst coincides with that of the desired user 
while asynchronous interference can start and finish at any 
time. The interferers' channel information using the MMSE 
detector can be estimated from the covariance matrix of the 
received signal assuming that the channels among the desired 
user and interferers are independent of one another. 
E(rr) = E((HDXD + H01x01 ± r) 





H.i H 	2 H01x01x01 "Ol + a 
= HDHD hi±HOI HOI ! + ciI (16) 
IV. SIMULATION 
The scenario where one V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti 
STBC user is being interfered by one synchronous interferer 
using the same transmission scheme with uncoded BPSK 
OFDM modulated data has been simulated. The 2 transmit 
and 4 receive antennas MMSE V-BLAST system and 4 
transmit and 4 receive antennas MMSE Dual Alamouti STBC 
scheme using IC technique are shown in Figure 1 and 2 
respectively. The results displayed in all the figures show 
the bit error ratio (BER) vs SNR performance for various 
interference-to-noise ratio (INR). The INR is defined as the 
INR at each receive antenna due to one interfering transmit 
antenna. 
It is observed from the figures that employing the IC 
scheme gives better BER performance for higher INR values. 
This is because at high INR values, the interference is easily 
detected and cancelled from the received signal with a high 
degree of accuracy. Hence, this provides a more accurate 
received signal model when the desired user's signals are 
to be detected. The overlapping of BER curves for very 
high ENR values is due to the saturation effect where the 
interferer's signal is completely cancelled. 
In Figure 2, the crossover between the INR -10 dB and 
0 dB curves is observed. This is because at lower SNR. the 
higher INR interferer can be detected and subtracted more 
successfully from the received signal, hence improving the 
BER performance slightly. As the SNR increases the optimal 
ordering priority switches from the interferer to the desired 
user's data. This time, the higher SNR desired user's data will 
be detected first while spatially suppressing the interferer. 
The optimal ordering around the crossover region would be a 
mixture between these two extreme cases. 
The simulated results for the same set up as before using 
the IS technique for (2,4) V-BLAST. (4.4) Dual Alamouti 
STBC are shown in Figure 3 and 5 respectively. Contrary 
to IC technique, the mitigation performance degrades as 
INR values increase. This is because the interference is not 
cancelled and its presence is only treated as coloured noise by 
List of Publications 
the user. The results shown in Figure 4 is for a (4,4) system 
so that the total number of transmitters is greater than the 
number of receivers. The results illustrate that for low INR 
values, the BER performance is still tolerable while the IC 
technique will completely malfunction in this case. However. 
the BER performance degrades significantly at high INRs. 
Table I and II shows the results of both V-BLAST and 
Dual Alamouti STBC employing the IC and IS algorithm to 
mitigate interference respectively. Provided that the number of 
receive antennas is sufficient, the IC mitigation technique is 
the preferred choice for a more robust system. Despite the 
total number of interfering elements being greater in Dual 
Alamouti STBC than V-BLAST, the Dual Alamouti STBC is 
more robust to interference given the same number of receive 
antennas employed in both schemes. 
Interferer's 	BPSK Dual Alamouti 	BPSK BLAST 
INRJdR (4.4)/dR 	 (2.4)/dR 
0 	 0.3 2.3 
10 	30 	 -0.45 	 0.8 
TABLE I 
l.r'"Rl 	i\ 	IL 	It) RIO 
I 	Interferer's 
INRJdB 




-10 0.75 1.30 
0 2.78 3.30 
10 4.20 5.50 
20 4.50 6.50 
30 4.50 7.10 
TABI.F, II 
( 'o 	 \k  
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Iwo interference mitigation techniques are investigated in 
this paper which can be used to mitigate interference at low 
complexity. IC is preferred over IS because the interference 
signals can be cancelled from the received signal. However, 
this technique will not operate properly when the number of 
spatial degrees of freedom at the receiver is insufficient or 
the interferers' signal is not synchronous with the user's one. 
In this case, the IS technique is a much simpler approach, 
at the cost of some degradation in performance. Comparing 
V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti STBC, the latter scheme is 
more robust to interference irrespective of the interference 
mitigation technique used. 
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Abstract— Opportunistic beamforming(OR) which ex-
ploits the advantages of both multiuser diversity and 
proportional fairness(PF) scheduling is shown to in-
crease the downlink throughput of a system. In this 
paper, simulation results of delay and throughput per-
formance with respect to the rate of antenna pattern 
updates are described. A channel model is used which 
includes shadowing effects, path loss and Rayleigh fad-
ing. The results indicate a favourable throughput per-
formance with increasing antenna update rates while 
the delay performance shows a trade off between aver-
age delay and 90 percentile values in which the latter 
favour the use of OR. Base Station 
Fig. 1. Layout of the cell scenario 
I. INTRODUCTION 
PF scheduling can be used in the downlink of a code di-
vision multiple access(CDMA) system, such as IxEV-
DO [I], to increase the data throughput. The scheduler 
works in such a way that it transmits data to the user 
with the highest priority. This priority is calculated 
and updated for every time slot based on the signal-
to-noise ratio(SNR) of each individual user in the sys-
tem. Thus, this scheduler tends to favour users with 
higher SNR. However, users with low SNR who are 
constantly waiting would have their priority increased 
for every update until they are scheduled. The mul-
tiuser diversity gain, which provided by PF, can be 
defined as the increase in system throughput as the 
number of users increase. The diversity gain can be 
increased by adding more users to the system because 
the scheduler would have a higher probability of pick-
ing a user whose channel SNR is significantly higher 
than the average. On the other hand, as PF is de-
pendent on the channel dynamics, this scheduler may 
not work well in a slow fading channel as deep channel 
fades may last for a significant period of time. Rician 
fading statistics may also reduce the dynamic range of 
the fading, reducing multiuser diversity gain [2]. 
Recently, [2] has proposed a new technique to mitig-
ate problems of slow fading and Rician fading chan-
nels. This technique, called opportunistic beamform-
ing(OB), employs multiple antennas at the base sta-
tion transmitter to improve performance. The power 
and phase of each element is varied randomly at a rate 
higher than the channel changes to induce a fast fad-
ing channel characteristic. By doing so, the scheduler 
would see a larger range of SNR values which change 
more quickly over time. 
So far the work done on this area is mainly focused 
on the throughput performance with different chan-
nel characteristics and the use of OR to improve the 
throughput. The paper extends the discussion of 013 
with respect to the rate of antenna pattern update. In 
this paper, the throughput performance with respect 
to the antenna pattern update rate will be analysed. 
Another parameter that has not been covered in [2] 
is the delay characteristics associated with each data 
packet which will he investigated in this paper. Section 
2 describes the simulation scenario. The following two 
sections introduce the concept. of PF scheduling, mul-
tiuser diversity and OR. Simulations on the antenna 
pattern update rate are studied and analysed in sec-
tion 5. Lastly, conclusions to sum up the performance 
of 013 are presented. 
II. SIMULATION SCENARIO 
The simulation scenario involves a cell surrounded by 
1 tier of neighbouring cells. The centre cell serves as 
the focus for simulation results as shown in Figure 1. 
The simulated transmission scheme is based on the 
IxEV-DO [1] wireless system, in which packets of data 
transmitted are classified into 9 different data rates de-
pending on the measured signal-to-interference-noise 
ratio(SINR) at the mobile terminal. Each time slot is 
1.67 ms. The tabular form of this transmission scheme 
is summarised in Table 1 in [1]. The SINR of the re-
ceived signal at mobile station(MS) n from base sta-




where Pmn  is the received signal power by MS n from 
135 m and or 2  is the variance of the complex addit-
ive white Gaussian noise(AGWN). The scalar P, in-
cludes the effect of path loss, lognormal shadowing and 
Rayleigh fading. The attenuation of the received signal 
from MS which includes the effect of Rayleigh fading 
is assumed to be(with slight modification of equation 
(1) in [3]) is: 
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L 
0 
4exp(j 4) nUmber or users 
Fig. 2. Opportunistic Beamforming 
	 Fig. 3. Throughput vs number of users 
where 3 is the Rayleigh fading coefficient, d 	is the 
distance from BS in to MS n and ( is the shadowing 
coefficients. The coefficients (mu  are modified to in-
troduce correlation as described in [3]. Note that this 
model assumes flat fading conditions. 
III. PF AND MULTIUSER DIVERSITY 
PF [1,4] tracks the data request rate of every user in 
the system. The user I with the highest priority c(t) 
would be scheduled for transmission. The priority for 
the jib user is calculated as follows: 
DRC1 (t) 
c(i) = 	 (3) 
R. (t) 
where DRC1 is the data request rate of of user i and 
R(i) the throughput rate is expressed as follows [2] 
Rt+1)—{ 	
i=! 
- (1 —)R(t)  
(4) 
where t is the past window length of the filter and I 
is the number of the user selected by the scheduler for 
transmission to at time L The DRC is dependent on 
the received SINR. In general, a stronger SINR leads to 
a higher DRC. This scheduling algorithm also intro-
duces fairness in such a way that users with low SINR 
will have their throughput rates, R1 (t) decrease each 
time slot whenever they are not transmitted to, hence 
increasing their priority c1(t). In this way, the PF al-
gorithm is dependent on two parameters, the DRC 
which favours high SINR and R to introduce fairness 
to users with low SINR. Eventually, those users with 
weak SINR, e.g., at the edge of the cell, will obtain the 
highest priority and have their chance for transmission. 
Thus, the average latency of the system is reduced. 
The algorithm is summarised in the following steps: 
Determine the DRC of each user. 
Calculate the priority of each user. 	 184 
Transmit to the user with the highest priority. 
Update the throughput rate, R.  
Repeat for the next time slot. 
As already shown in [2], multiuser diversity gain is ob-
tained through the use of PF techniques. This is be-
cause the throughput of the system increases as the 
number of users increase. The amount of multiuser 
diversity gain is dependent on the channel dynamics. 
In a fast fading environment, PF can achieve signi-
ficant gains due to a large range of possible channel 
amplitudes. On the other hand, where the channel 
fluctuation is small due to very slow fading or Rician 
channel conditions, this diversity gain cannot be fully 
achieved [2]. 
IV. OPPORTUNISTIC BEAMFORMING 
As mentioned in the previous section, multiuser di-
versity is not fully exploited when the channel vari-
ations are small. A newly proposed technique [2] called 
opportunistic beamforming, aims to mitigate the prob-
lem of slow fading and Rician fading channel charac-
teristics. OB exploits the advantages of both PF and 
multiuser diversity by employing multiple antennas at 
the base station transmitter. Each antenna's power 
and phase is varied randomly(as shown in Figure 2) 
at a rate higher than the channel rate to induce more 
channel fluctuation. By doing so, the channel char-
acteristic is transformed from a slow to a fast fading 
type. The sum of all the antennas output power is kept 
constant such that 
S=>IAjexpI2 	 (5) 
j= 1 
where N is the number of antennas at the transmitter, 
S is the total transmit power, Aj and Oj is the amp-
litude and Phase for the jth antenna respectively. Both 
1k 12 and 6j are uniformly distributed, with ranges 0 
to I and 0 to 2r respectively. 1'he amplitude coeffi-
cients are subsequently normalised to ensure that S in 
equation (5) is constant. 
The main advantage of OH is to increase the system 
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Fig. 4. Throughput vs antenna updates rate 
would be less advantageous to apply OH to a fast fad-
ing channel as the difference in throughput perform-
ance would be negligible. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In order to understand the throughput performance 
gain through the use of OB, simulation results com-
paring the performance of OH and PF techniques is 
illustrated in Figure 3. The antennas' power/phase 
are updated at a rate of 100 Hz, 10 times the chan-
nel fading rate, 10 Hz, for the OR 2 and 4 antennas 
cases. The simulation is performed for 20 users over 
l0000 time slots. The value of1 in (4) is set to be 1000. 
The throughput is defined as the average rate of data 
size transmitted which can be expressed as: 
Throughput = - 	 DRC(t) 	(6) 
11 at t=1 
where t t ,,t is the total time slots used by the RS for 
transmitting data. 
The use of extra antennas in the OH technique sees an 
improvement in the system throughput performance 
for more than 3 users. The cell throughput improves 
as the number of users increases. This highlights the 
multiuser diversity gain which is obtained from the PF 
scheduling. 
A. Antenna Update Rate And Delay 
As illustrated in Figure 3, the use of OR can provide a 
significant increase in throughput gain. In this section, 
the impact on the system performance is studied with 
respect to the antenna update rate, i.e., how frequently 
the power/phase at each antenna changes. The simu-
lation parameters are identical to Figure 3 except that 
the channel Doppler is set to be 6 Hz. 
Apart from the throughput performance, the delay 
performance in terms of the average and 90 percentile 
delay will be investigated. For each packet transmit-
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Fig. 5. Delay scenario for 2 users 
of idle packet slots that have occurred since the last 
packet was sent to the same user. Figure 5 illustrates 
the delay scenario for 2 users. It can be seen that the 
delay is measured in packet slots as the time between 
two packet transmissions to the same user. 
A.l Throughput Performance 
The throughput performance for 2 and 4 antennas is 
shown in Figure 4. This throughput performance can 
be categorised into 3 regions: initial(antenna update 
rate < channel Doppler rate), intermcdiate(antenna 
update rate > channel Doppler rate) and saturation 
region(antenna update rate >> channel Doppler rate) 
as shown in the figure. 
When the antenna update rate is less than the channel 
Doppler rate, a moderate increase in throughput with 
respect to the antenna rate is observed. Further in-
creases in antenna update rate above the channel Dop-
pler rate, defined as the intermediate region, results in 
a greater increase in the throughput which signifies the 
value of the OR technique. Subsequent increases in the 
antenna update rate cause the throughput to reach its 
maximum limit. 
From this simulation result, a 100 Hz antenna update 
rate would be sufficient, to achieve a good throughput 
performance. In this particular scenario, to achieve the 
saturation throughput performance, the required ratio 
of antenna update rate to slot rate is 0.167. 
A.2 Delay Performance 
Two different statistical parameters for the delay per-
formance through the use of OH techniques with re-
spect to antenna update rate are studied. 4 antennas 
are implemented at the transmitter. The average delay 
is a measure of the average waiting time for every user 
between each transmission. The 90 percentile value 
gives a more accurate measure of the worst case delay 
performance. Comparing the average and 90 percentile 
delay values gives an impression of the range of delay 
values that can occur. This provides some indication 
of the quality of service that each user in the system 
can expect. The average delay and 90 percentile delay 
values are illustrated in Figure 6 and 7 respectively. 
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Simulation results given in Figure 6 have shown that 
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Fig. 6. Average delay performance of OB 
gets higher. In the region where OR plays a significant 
role in the system throughput(antenna update rate > 
channel floppier rate), a slight increase in the average 
delay is observed. This increase in average delay co-
incides with the increase in throughput performance. 
Also shown in this graph is the average delay value 
with just 1 transmitter antenna, where a lower aver-
age delay value than that of the 4 antennas case is seen. 
The average delay increases because switching between 
users takes place more quickly with higher antenna up-
date rates. 
The 90 percentile delay performance shows the oppos-
ite behaviour to the average delay where OR is seen to 
reduce the delay, rather than increase it. Simulation 
results given in Figure 7 indicate that the 90 percent-
ile performance for high antenna pattern update rate 
values(where OR plays an important role to increase 
the systern throughput) looks to be fairly constant and 
is much lower than the corresponding value for small 
antenna update rates. In conclusion, a good 90 per-
centile performance can be achieved by just adjusting 
the antenna rate slightly above the channel rate. 
A trade off in the delay performance between the aver-
age delay and 90 percentile is seen. The increase in OR 
average delay is about 259(, compared to the 1 antenna 
PF case. On the other hand, an order of magnitude 
improvement in the 90 percentile delay performance 
clearly will reduce delay jitter significantly. Thus OR 
can provide a more uniform quality of service than the 
case when it is not used. Clearly, the worst case delay 
performance is much better with the use of OR. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The simulations in this paper show that the OR 
throughput performance becomes better for antenna 
pattern update rates above the channel Doppler rate. 
On the other hand a mixed system delay perform-
ance is observed through the use of OR. Despite the 
slightly poorer average delay values, the enormous gain 
in the 90 percentile values shows that OR signific-
antly reduces delay jitter. In general, both the systq 
throughput and delay performance favour the use of 
OB. OR would be preferred for non real time trans- 
Fig. 7. 90 percentile performance of OH 
mission,(e.g. indoor office scenario) to realise the high 
throughput achieved for fast data download. In addi-
tion to this, data packets are transmitted in a more 
uniform fashion due to faster switching between users 
in PF scheduling. 
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Abstract 
Smart antenna technologies are potential candidates in future wireless communications for 
capacity increase and interference cancellation. Diversity is one of the techniques which 
can he exploited in smart antenna technology. The correlation of signals arriving at the 
antenna.-, plays an important role in Bit Error Ratio(BER) performance. We will investigate 
two scenarios, one where signals at the antennas are assumed to he completely correlated 
whilst the other ijncorrelated. Mathematical equations supported by software simulations 
based on four modulation techniques, namely, BPSK, Q1SK, I6QAM and 64QAM, are 
presented. 
1 Introduction 
Smart antennas [1-7] are one of the leading technologies in future wireless systems. A smart an-
tenna system combines multiple antenna elements with a signal-processing capability to optimize 
its radiation and/or reception pattern automatically in response to signal environment [8]. When 
implemented at the transmitter, the signals at each antenna are multiplied with a coefficient to 
form beams directing the transmission towards the desired location. Similarly, at the receiver, 
the signals that arrive at each antenna are multiplied with an assigned weight, then summed for 
an optimal output. 
Smart antennas steer higher power beams toward the location of the users and null their interfer-
ers with low power beams. This property increases Signal-to-lnterference-Noise.-Ratio(SINR) by 
its virtue of noise and interference reduction. The effect of multipath propagation is minimised 
by forming narrow beams to reduce delay spread. Another fundamental advantage of employing 
smart antennas is to increase diversity gain, which will be discussed in detail in the later section. 
The above mentioned advantages lead to an increase in system capacity, improvement in error 
rate performance, enhanced date rate and spectral efficiency and increased coverage. However, 
the implementation of smart antennas increases both hardware and software complexities. 
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In this paper, we will investigate the difference in diversity gain that can be achieved in two 
different scenarios, i.e., correlated and uncorrelated fading signals arriving at the antennas. Two 
common types of smart antennas will be discussed in section 2. Section 3 discusses the different 
diversity techniques that can be achieved in smart antennas while the following section shows the 
mathematical equations of HER probability. Section 5 comments on the simulation results while 
section 6 concludes the paper. 
2 Smart Antennas- Multibeam and Adaptive Array Com-
bining 
A multibeam configuration as shown in Figure la is a fixed' antenna system where M beam 
patterns are formed by an array of antennas. A multibeam system has the ability to increase 














(b) Amplitude of Rayleigh vari-
able 
Figure 1: Smart antennas 
Locking onto the wrong beam due to multipath and interference from other users is one of the 
disadvantages. Also, scalloping (signals arriving between beams) might decrease the antenna gain 
by approximately 3-4 dB [5]. 
Multiheam systems perform poorly in a large angular spread environment, e.g., indoor, due to 
the need of several beams to be utilised to capture all the signal energy. Therefore, the concept 
of adaptive array combining may be preferable for such environments. A picture of an adaptive 
antenna receiver is shown Figure lb. 
The receiver antennas detect all signals that arrive, and then multiply, and combine them to 
maximise the SINR. Hence, multipath propagation is exploited to improve performance. With 
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M antennas, the array can cancel interference from up to MI users, though this causes noise 
enhancement. In a large angular spread environment, irrespective of the location of the user and 
interferer, this technique is still able to cancel interference due to multipath scattering of signals. 
The equivalent cancellation operation could be much more difficult if multibeam were deployed. 
In a line-of-sight(LOS) environment, adaptive antennas can again form M-1 nulls for M-1 inter-
ferers. However, in this particular environment, a multibeam system would he preferred due to 
its reduced complexity. 
3 Diversity 
Diversity [5], [7] is a technique to exploit low signal correlation at different antennas. Signals 
propagating in a radio environment are preferred to be uncorrelated with one another when they 
arrive at the receiver. This is because the probability that all signals will simultaneously fall into 
a deep fade is smaller for uncorrelated signals. Three of the diversity techniques that can be 
achieved are angle, polarisation and space diversity. 
Angle diversity is achieved by forming adjacent narrow beams, in which arriving signals at the 
different beams have low fading correlation. This technique works best in an environment with 
large angle spread. Polarisation diversity uses two orthogonal polarised antennas, e.g., vertical 
and horizontal polarisation which have low correlation between them. Spatial diversity is gained 
by spacing antenna elements far apart for low fading correlation. 
Several combining methods [7] can be performed at the receiver to achieve diversity gain. Selection 
diversity selects the antenna with highest signal-to-noise ratio(SNR.) to minimise BER perform-
ance. Equal-gain coin binirig(ECC) adds up all the antennas' signals at the receiver. FCC weighs 
all branches equally irrespective of the channel condition, which might reduce the combined output 
SNR.. Hence, the preferred method would be maximal ratio comhining(MRC) where all branches 
are weighted according to their channel amplitude and phase. The simulations performed in the 
following section will be based on the MRC technique. 
4 Theoretical Analysis of MRC 
The mathematical expression of hit error prohability(BEP) supported by simulation results will be 
shown in this section. The REP equation of four modulation schemes, BPSK. QPSK, 16QAM 
and 64QAM will be evaluated to achieve the desired equation for employing multiple antennas at 
receiver in a Rayleigh flat fading channel. In this study, average received power in each antenna 
branch is assumed to be equal. With Rayleigh fading, the probability density function(pdf) of 
the received signal envelope(r) is [9]: 
p(r) - { 
	exp[fr] for r 0 
- 0 otherwise 
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where 22  is the predetection mean power of the multipath signal. 
The average REP for m-ary QAM is expressed [10] as 
= j>2AiQ(vfd-v 	 (1) 
= >AjP(;ai) 	 (2) 
where is the SNR per symbol and the parameters (A, a) are tabulated as in [10]. 
m modulation coefficients 
2 BPSI< {(1.2)} 
QPSI<  
16 16QAM ('3 	1 2 	
32 
(-), ( — i , 	a )} 
64 64QAM 
	
-1 	32 ' i 	7 	
-), 	 . 	), 	( -), 	 i) 	(- 	 • 	1 - )i' 
Table 1: Coefficients of (Ai, a)for equation (2) 
while the Pe(; a 2 ) can be expressed as 
P,, (7; a j ) 	1 —Vi+____ 
	 (3) 
Consider now a Single Input Multiple Output(SIMO) system, where signals arrive at a set of iV 
antennas. If the IV antennas' signals at the receiver are assumed to be completely correlated, the 
expression in (3) can be expanded to obtain the REP as: 
=
(1 — 2 
:t:) 	 (4) 





where ji = /i/( 1 -+--0 
Iv1,IJ 





lu 	 1. 
Figure 2: Performance of different modulation schemes in Rayleigh flat fading channel 
5 Results 
Figure 2, 3a and 3b show the results for m-QAM Single Input Single Output(SISO), RPSK 
SIMO correlated signals and HPSK SIMO uncorrelated signals respectively. Simulation results 
are shown as markers, while theoretical results are shown as solid lines. All figures show a good 
match between theory and simulation. 
In Figure 2, for a HER of 10_2,  BPSK requires 3 dB, 9.1 dB and 14.3 dB less SNR than QPSI<, 
16QAM and 64QAM respectively. It is clear from these results that there exists a trade off 
between HER performance and data rate. Figure 3a for BPSK correlated signals, shows that 
for every increase in the number of antennas by a factor of 2, there is only a 3dB increase in 
SNR. for a particular BER. value. Figure 3b for uncorrelated signals, for a HER value of 10 2 dB, 
there is a diversity gain of 8.3 dB, 5.3 dB, 4.0 dB and 3.5 dB between iV=1 and N=2, N=2 and 
N=4, N=4 and N=8 and Pv'=8 and !V=16 respectively. These diversity gains for uncorrelated 
signals do not appear in correlated ones because uncorrelated signals are less likely to stiffer deep 
fades at the same time in a radio channel. It is apparent that the subsequent gain becomes less 
as N increases. A comparison between Figure 3a and 3b shows that for a HER value of 10 2 , 
uncorrelated signals outperformed correlated ones by 2.3 dB, 4.5 dB, 5.5 dB and 6.2 dB for N = 
2, 4, 8 and 16 antennas respectively. These results instigate the fact that increasing the number 
of antenna elements improve the HER performance. 
6 Conclusion 
This paper shows that antenna diversity can significantly improve HER performance provided 
received signals between diversity branches are uncorrelated. In fact, [12] has mentioned that 
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Figure 3: Performance of signals in a Rayleigh flat fading channel employing N antennas for (a) 
HER vs SNR for correlated BPSK signals, (b) HER vs SNR for uricorrelated BPSK signals. 
of diversity techniques such as those mentioned in section 3, this technique can be fully exploited 
for minimum HER. However, the number of elements are restricted to the available space in a 
mobile handset. While HER performance can he improved by increasing diversity, the next issue 
is to increase capacity in a wireless local area networks(WLAN) [13], [14]. One of the ways is 
to implement an orthogonal multicarrier based Multiple Input Multiple Output(MIMO) system. 
Techniques such as BLAST [15] and heamforming will be studied and investigated in depth to see 
how space time processing can be used to improve system performance. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper compares and investigates the performance of 
wireless local area network systems using multiple input—
multiple output (MIMO) techniques. In particular, two dif-
ferent algorithms, V-BLAST and space—time block coding 
(STBC), are described. A third hybrid approach, which 
incorporates elements of both V-BLAST and STBC is also 
introduced. All three techniques are compared using both 
theoretical Shannon capacity analysis and by simulation 
results for the bit error ratio performance of the three 
methods. It is shown that the hybrid method attains super-
ior diversity gain performance to V-BLAST and can out-
perform V-BLAST at spectral efficiencies of practical in-
terest. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Multiple antennas are a new solution for high data rate wire-
less local area networks (WLANs) [II. They are preferable 
to increasing the sensitivity of the receiver or increasing the 
power of the transmitted signal. The latter technique is not ef -
fective because the increase in attainable channel capacity is 
only a logarithmic function of the increase in signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) for the received signal. Moreover, this technique 
is limited by thermal noise and maximum limits on radiating 
power in the WLAN frequency bands. This leads to alternat-
ive solutions where multiple antennas are deployed at both the 
transmitter and receiver. The implementation of multiple trans-
mit (Tx) antennas increases the data rate, while the multiple re-
ceive (Rx) antennas support the signal processing required to 
separate the transmitter antennas. 
Multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) systems are an ef-
fective way to achieve high data rate and spectrally efficient 
WLANs, as their capacity increase is linearly proportional to 
the number of antennas employed at the transmitter and re-
ceiver. Three different MIMO signal processing techniques 
will be studied in this paper. These include spatial multiplex-
ing, i.e. an implementation of the vertical Bell Labs layered 
space-time (V-BLAST) algorithm [I], space-time block cod-
ing (STBC) [21 and a hybrid of the BLAST and STBC schemes 
[3]. The V-BLAST algorithm aims to maximise the capacity by 
using a combination of spatial processing and subtractive 
RR 
cellation to remove co-channel interference, provided that the 
number of antennas at the receiver is greater or equal to that of 
the transmitter. Conversely, the STBC or Alamouti scheme ex-
ploits the diversity against fading that is available from employ-
ing multiple antennas at the transmitter and possibly at the re-
ceiver. We also consider in this paper a third technique, which 
is called the Dual Alamouti technique. This method combines 
elements of both spatial multiplexing (V-BLAST) and STBC 
to try to exploit the advantages of both higher data rates and 
increased diversity gain. 
In this paper, the Shannon capacity of the three techniques 
will be investigated theoretically. This analysis will also be 
complemented by detailed simulation studies of the algorithms, 
investigating the hit error ratio performance of the three receiv -
ers. The results will show that in some cases the Dual Alam-
outi algorithm can significantly outperform the V-BLAST and 
STBC techniques. The remainder of this paper is structured as 
follows. Section II of the paper will describe the system model 
that is used in the paper. Section III will describe the algorithms 
to be compared. Section IV will investigate Shannon capacity 
results for the three techniques. Section V will present simu-
lation results and finally section VI will present conclusions to 
the paper. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL 
In this paper, we consider a single user wireless channel, 
where the transmitter employs M separate Tx antennas and the 
receiver uses N Rx antennas. This configuration is denoted as 
the (M, N) MIMO system. The A'! Tx antennas transmit M 
synchronous data streams at the same radio carrier frequency. 
The channel is assumed to be frequency-flat Rayleigh fading. 
Assuming ideal demodulation to baseband, the receiver signal 
can be expressed as: 
r(k) = s/Pr/MHa(k) +i(k), 	(I) 
where PT is the power at the transmitter and k denotes 
the time index. The vector r(k) is the size N received 
signal vector {r i (k), r2 (k)...r1y(k)}T where r,(k) denotes 
the received signal at Rx antenna n. Further, a(k) is the 
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) transmission vector 
{ai (k) a9(k) .. aif }T  of size M, where Urn (k) denotes the 
transmitted QAM symbol at antenna in. The matrix H is the 
N x Al channel matrix where the element at row n and column 
in, h, rn denotes the channel response at receiver n due to 
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transmitter in. The X.1 channels 	are statistically inde- 
pendent, identically distributed random variables. The vector 
i1(k), which equals {i7l(k),ij2(k) ... i1(k)} T . represents ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise at the receiver with zero mean and 
variance o.2  where ii,, is the noise received at the n-th antenna. 
A block diagram of the system under consideration can be seen 
in Fig I. 
Data 
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Fig. 1. A diagram of a single user multiple input—multiple output wireless 
system using M transmit and N receive antennas. 
III. MIMO ALGORITHMS UNDER 
CONSIDERATION 
In this section, the three main algorithms will be introduced 
and explained in turn. These are the V-BLAST algorithm, the 
Alarnouti scheme and the Dual Alamouti MIMO scheme. 
A. V-BLAST 
V-BLAST[ I  is a spatial multiplexing transmission scheme 
that has the capability to support high data rates which are lin-
early proportional to the number of Tx and Rx antennas. The 
architecture of V-BLAST consists of A! spatially multiplexed 
data streams at the transmitter, which are measured at N Rx an-
tennas. For successful operation of the algorithm, it is usually 
required that V > Al. 
The V-BLAST signal processor operates using Al detection 
cycles, one for each Tx antenna. The ordering algorithm se-
lects the antenna with the strongest SNR, followed by the next 
strongest, until every antenna signal has been detected. Recon-
structed signals for the detected antennas are then subtracted 
from the received signal to remove interference to the remain-
ing undetected antennas. During the detection process, except 
for the antenna signal to be detected, the interference from an-
tennas yet to be detected must be suppressed. This operation is 
performed by linearly weighting the received signals to satisfy 
the minimum mean squared error(MMSE) criterion[4]. The 
MMSE detector is defined as: 
2 
G 1 =H"(HH"+ PT /.JIM)'. 	(2) 
where I,ç is the ,11 x M identity matrix. The subscript notation 
G 1 indicates that this matrix is used in the first detection cycle. 
This M x N matrix G 1 pre-multiplies the received signal to 
separate spatially each antenna's signal from all others. This 
means that data detection can be performed independently on 
each of the A! outputs from the multiplication. In order to 
determine which transmit antenna has the best SNR at the ith 
iteration, the following formula for the inth antenna is used: 
kI 2 E( lam 2 ) SNR(rn) = 	 (3) 
where ts and 3 are defined as: 
= G(in)1I(rn) 
13i = IG1 (in)l 22  + 	lG1(in)H(p)1 2 E(lapl 2 ).( 4 ) 
The vector G 1 (m) is them-throw of G i calculated after (i—i) 
detection cycles. Similarly, the vector H(m) is the inth column 
of H. 
The optimal ordering for detection and symbol cancellation 
makes V-BLAST different from the conventional linear com-
binatorial nulling. Let S = {k 2 , k 2 , .... kM} be a permutation 
of integers from I to Al specifying the order of detecting the 
symbol vector a. The soft decision statistic for the inth antenna 
at iteration i can be formed by multiplying the nulling vector 
and received signal: 
y(k) = G(k) x r, 	 (5) 
where ri denotes the received signal after subtracting (i - 1) 
previously detected signals . The decision statistic is then 
quantised in accordance to the constellation in use: 
(1(k) = Q[y(k)], 	 (6) 
where Q[ ] is the slicer to its respective constellation in use. 
The detected data are subtracted from the received signal while 
the column vectors of H due to the detected symbols are nulled. 
Finally, the received signal is updated for the next iteration as 
follows: 
	
r 1 = r1 - (1(k 2 ) x H(k 1 ), 	 (7) 
where H(k 2 ) denotes the k i th column of H i after zeroing 
(i - 1) columns matching the (i - 1) previously detected sig-
nals. The subtraction of the detected data from the received 
signal aims to minimise errors in the subsequent detection pro-
cess, provided the detected data possesses a certain degree of 
accuracy. At the end of the ith detection cycle, the matrix H2+1 
is formed by setting column k2 of the matrix H i to zero. The 
MMSE matrix G1+1 must then be re-calculated using equation 
(2) with (H 21 ) used in place of H. 
B. Alaniouti Scheme 
This particular scheme is restricted to using M = 2 antennas 
at the transmitter but can use any number of Rx antennas N. 
Two QAM symbols a 1 and a2 for transmission by the Alam-
outi scheme are encoded in both the space and time domain at 
the two Tx antennas over two consecutive symbol periods as 
shown in (8). 
A = [á(l)á(2)] = 
[at —a; 1 	(8) 
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In order to decode the signal, the received signal can be ex-
pressed as: 
= 
I1 	 HA,1  
HA,2 
=PT 	
(l)+ 	, (9) 
IN j 	 H4v 
where i,, = [r,(0), r rz (1)h]T is the received signal vector 
at receiver n during symbol periods k = 0 and 1. Similarly, 
= [in (0), ijn (1 
)*]T  denotes the noise samples at antenna n 
for the two symbol periods.. The matrix HA,11 is defined as: 
Unlike equation (11), the two symbol pairs (a i , a 2 ) and 
(a 3 , a 4 ) interfere with one another, so simple linear decoding is 
no longer optimal. However, the form of equation (12) means 
that the V-BLAST algorithm can be applied directly to detect 
the data symbols aT - a 4 . As with the Alamouti scheme, the 
structure of the Dual Alamouti scheme means that a 1 and a2 do 
not interfere with one another, which is also the case for a3 and 
a 4 . The dimension of r' in equation (12) is 2iV, which means 
that the transmissions of 4 Tx antennas can be successfully de-
coded with only 2 Rx antennas. 
IV. SHANNON CAPACITY COMPARISONS 
In this section. Shannon capacity results for the three al-
gorithms under consideration will be revised. Under the as-
sumption of unit bandwidth, the Shannon capacity of the 
MIMO system shown in equation (1) is given by the formula 
[5]: 
I h 	h 2 1 
H4,1 = I —he h* I 	 (10) 	C1 = log2 det (i + 
PT—H"H 	(bits/sec/Hz). (14) 
)L 	n,2 	n,1 Mi2  J 
Decoding the data is achieved be done by multiplying the re-
ceived signal with the Hermitian transpose of the channel mat-
rix H 4 as: 
â(I) = H'r= A A 	 A?l 
= 	[1y OlIail 
V 2 Lo 	j[a2j ' 	(II) 
In this equation = E.= I E. = , I!2(n ,m I 2 
C. Dual Alanwuti Scheme 
In the previous section on the Alamouti scheme, it is seen 
that for 2 Tx antennas to achieve full diversity, the spectral ef-
ficiency of the system is the same as that of a single transmitter 
antenna. In order to improve on the spectral efficiency of the 
system, a 4 Tx structure is now considered, where the Alam-
outi scheme is applied separately to two pairs of antennas. This 
means that two data streams are spatially multiplexed on two 
different pairs of antennas. The received signal for this trans-
mitter configuration may be written in a similar manner to (9): 
r' =V_Hna(l)+7l 
H 4 1 H, 1  
12 	 PT 	H,4 , 7 	H ,2 	 12 
=VL4 : : a(1)+ 	(12) 
r',.j 	 H 4 
In this equation.the vector a( 1) = [at, a, a, a 4]T, where the 
quantities a3 and (14  represent the QAM symbols for the second 
Alamouti-encoded data stream which are transmitted simultan-
eously with a and a 2 . The matrix Hum  is defined as: 
I h
—h
,3 	h,4 J = 	 h 	' 	 (13) n3 	 196  
In this formula, det( ) denotes the matrix determinant opera-
tion. This formula assumes that the transmitter possesses no 
knowledge of the channel matrix H. It has been shown, in for 
example [6], that the MMSE V-BLAST detector can achieve 
the full Shannon capacity Cj. This holds under the constraint 
that at capacity, decoding of each transmitter's signal can be 
performed error-free, so that the subtractive cancellation pro-
cess in equation (7) is performed perfectly. 
In order to calculate the capacity of the Alamouti scheme, we 
can notice that equation (9) has the same general form as (1). 
So, equation (14) can also be applied to this system. However. 
the vector r' is measured over two consecutive symbol periods. 
For consistent results, the effective bandwidth of the system 
must be divided by two in compensation. So, the following 
result is obtained [7]: 
/ 	PT / 	Pr' 
=log.,1+--- 
(15) 
The RHS of this equation may be obtained from the LHS by 
noticing the orthogonal structure of the matrix product H 14 HA  
in equation (1 I). 
Again, the capacity of the Dual Alamouti scheme may be ob-
tained by noticing that equation (12) has the same general form 
as (I). As with the Alamouti scheme, the bandwidth must be 
scaled by a factor of two to compensate for r' being measured 
over two consecutive symbol periods. This time, the resulting 
capacity equation is: 
C3 = log2 det (1 4 + 
PIT 
HHD) . 	(16) 
The matrix H;) is defined in equation (12). The equations for 
C1 - C3 may be evaluated to compare the achievable Shannon 
capacities of the three systems. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section results are initially presented for the Shannon 
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for the bit error ratio (BER) vs SNR performance of the differ-
ent schemes, to compare with the capacity results. 
Capacity Results 
In this section, the results obtained from evaluating the for-
mulas for C - C'3 in section IV are compared. This is done by 
generating 10.000 sample H matrices and using these to eval-
uate the channel capacity at different SNRs. The results are 
presented as 1% outage capacities - that is, the capacity that 
is exceeded for 99% of all channel realisations. 
The results for two Rx antennas are presented in Fig 2 (a). 
In this case, it can be seen that the (4,2) Dual Alamouti scheme 
provides a distinct performance advantage over the (2.2) V-
BLAST or Alamouti schemes at high SNRs. In part (b) of the 
figure, results for four Rx antennas are presented. It can be seen 
that at lower SNRs, the (4,4) V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti 
schemes achieve similar capacity results. However, at higher 
SNRs, (4,4) V-BLAST begins to out-perform the Dual Alam-
outi scheme. Both of these techniques perform better than (2,4) 
Alamouti or V-BLAST. 
Franze Error Ratio Results 
Results for the BER vs SNR performance of the different 
schemes will now be considered. In all of these simulations, 
a rate 1/2, constraint length 7 code was employed, using soft 
decision Viterbi decoding. A frame length of 3066 data bits 
was used at the transmitter for encoding and transmission. 
The first results presented in Fig 3 compare the performance 
of the three schemes for a spectral efficiency of 2 hits/s/Hz. 
Looking first to the schemes with 2 Rx antennas, it can be 
seen that the (2,2) V-BLAST method provides the poorest per -
formance. The (2,2) Alamouti scheme performs slightly bet-
ter, while the (4.2) Dual Alamouti scheme provides the best 
performance. Moving on to 4 Rx antennas, it can be seen 
that (2,4) Alamouti provides the poorest perfonnance. while 
(2,4) V-BLAST slightly outperforms (4,4) V-BLAST. Again 
the (4,4) Dual Alamouti scheme provides the best performance 
of all techniques considered. 
The spectral efficiency of the MIMO system was increased 
to 4 bits/s/Hz for the second set of simulations, the results of 
which are shown in Fig 4. In this case, results are only shown 
for V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti, as the Alamouti scheme 
would require to use at least 256 QAM to achieve the desired 
spectral efficiency. Again, it can be seen that for 2 Rx antennas, 
the Dual Alamouti scheme performs significantly better than V -
BLAST. For 4 Rx antennas, the Dual Alamouti and V-BLAST 
schemes achieve similar performances for 4 transmit antennas. 
Finally, the simulations were updated to consider a some-
what higher spectral efficiency of 6 bits/s/Hz. The simulation 
results for this case are shown in Fig 5. Again, results are 
only shown for V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti, as the Alam-
outi scheme would require to use at least 4096 QAM. For two 
Rx antennas, it can again be seen that the (4,2) Dual Alamouti 
scheme achieves a significant performance advantage over the 
(2,2) V-BLAST configuration. For four Rx antennas, the (4,4) 
Dual Alamouti scheme performs better than either (2,4) or (4,4) 
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Fig. 2. Shannon capacity vs SNR performance of the three schemes under 
consideration for (a) 2 Rx and (b) 4 Rx antennas. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has compared the performance of V-BLAST, the 
Alamouti STBC and the hybrid Dual Alamouti scheme. Res-
ults for the Shannon capacity of the three systems shows that 
for 2 receive antennas, the Dual Alamouti scheme provides the 
best performance. In the case of 4 receive antennas, the V-
BLAST algorithm attains the best spectral efficiency at high 
SNRs. Simulation results for the bit error ratio performance of 
the algorithms using convolutionally coded modulation have 
also been presented for spectral efficiencies of 2. 4 and 6 
bits/s/Hz. These confirm the superiority of the Dual Alamouti 
scheme for 2 receive antennas. They also show that for 4 re-
ceive antennas, the Dual Alamouti scheme attains similar bit 
error ratio performance to V-BLAST. 
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Fig. 3. BER vs SNR performance of the three schemes under consideration 	for a spectral efficiency of 6 bit/s/Hz, with 2 or 4 Rx antennas. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper compares and investigates the performance of 
wireless local area network systems using multiple input—
multiple output (MIMO) techniques. In particular, two dif-
ferent algorithms, V-BLAST and space—time block coding 
(STBC), are described. A third hybrid approach, which 
incorporates elements of both V-BLAST and STBC is also 
introduced. All three techniques are compared using both 
theoretical Shannon capacity analysis and by simulation 
results for the bit error ratio performance of the three 
methods. It is shown that the hybrid method attains super-
ior diversity gain performance to V-BLAST and can out-
perform V-BLAST at spectral efficiencies of practical in-
terest. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Multiple antennas are a new solution for high data rate wire-
less local area networks (WLANs) [I]. They are preferable 
to increasing the sensitivity of the receiver or increasing the 
power of the transmitted signal. The latter technique is not ef -
fective because the increase in attainable channel capacity is 
only a logarithmic function of the increase in signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) for the received signal. Moreover, this technique 
is limited by thermal noise and maximum limits on radiating 
power in the WLAN frequency bands. This leads to alternat-
ive solutions where multiple antennas are deployed at both the 
transmitter and receiver. The implementation of multiple trans-
mit (Tx) antennas increases the data rate, while the multiple re-
ceive (Rx) antennas support the signal processing required to 
separate the transmitter antennas. 
Multiple input-multiple output (MIMO) systems are an ef-
fective way to achieve high data rate and spectrally efficient 
WLANs, as their capacity increase is linearly proportional to 
the number of antennas employed at the transmitter and re-
ceiver. Three different MIMO signal processing techniques 
will be studied in this paper. These include spatial multiplex-
ing, i.e. an implementation of the vertical Bell Labs layered 
space-time (V-BLAST) algorithm [I],  space-time block cod-
ing (STBC) [21 and a hybrid of the BLAST and STBC schemes 
[3]. The V-BLAST algorithm aims to maximise the capacity by 
using a combination of spatial processing and subtractive can- 
cellation to remove co-channel interference, provided that the 
number of antennas at the receiver is greater or equal to that of 
the transmitter. Conversely, the STBC or Alamouti scheme ex-
ploits the diversity against fading that is available from employ-
ing multiple antennas at the transmitter and possibly at the re-
ceiver. We also consider in this paper a third technique, which 
is called the Dual Alamouti technique. This method combines 
elements of both spatial multiplexing (V-BLAST) and STBC 
to try to exploit the advantages of both higher data rates and 
increased diversity gain. 
In this paper, the Shannon capacity of the three techniques 
will be investigated theoretically. This analysis will also be 
complemented by detailed simulation studies of the algorithms, 
investigating the bit error ratio performance of the three receiv-
ers. The results will show that in some cases the Dual Alam-
outi algorithm can significantly outperform the V-BLAST and 
STBC techniques. The remainder of this paper is structured as 
follows. Section II of the paper will describe the system model 
that is used in the paper. Section III will describe the algorithms 
to be compared Section IV will investigate Shannon capacity 
results for the three techniques. Section V will present simu-
lation results and finally section VI will present conclusions to 
the paper. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL 
In this paper, we consider a single user wireless channel, 
where the transmitter employs M separate Tx antennas and the 
receiver uses V Rx antennas. This configuration is denoted as 
the (M, N) MIMO system. The M Tx antennas transmit M 
synchronous data streams at the same radio carrier frequency. 
The channel is assumed to be frequency-flat Rayleigh fading. 
Assuming ideal demodulation to baseband, the receiver signal 
can be expressed as: 
r(k) = s./Pr/MHa(k) +i1(k), 	(I) 
where PT is the power at the transmitter and k denotes 
the time index. The vector r(k) is the size N received 
signal vector {r j (k),r 2 (k) ... ...v(k)} T  where r(k) denotes 
the received signal at Rx antenna n. Further, a(k) is the 
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) transmission vector 
Jai (k),a2(k)...u.. f (k)}Tof size Al, where a,(k) denotes the 
transmitted QAM symbol at antenna in. The matrix H is the 
N x M channel matrix where the element at row n and column 
in, 1 denotes the channel response at receiver n due to 
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transmitter in. The NM channels h, ,,,, are statistically inde-
pendent, identically distributed random variables. The vector 
71(k), which equals {i,(k),ri2(k) ... ri(k)} T , represents ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise at the receiver with zero mean and 
variance 2  where rj,, is the noise received at the n-th antenna. 
A block diagram of the system under consideration can be seen 








Fig. I 	A diagram of a single user multiple input—multiple output wireless 
system using Al transmit and N receive antennas. 
III. MIMO ALGORITHMS UNDER 
CONSIDERATION 
In this section, the three main algorithms will be introduced 
and explained in turn. These are the V-BLAST algorithm, the 
Alamouti scheme and the Dual Alamouti MIMO scheme. 
A. V-BLAST 
V-BLAST[1] is a spatial multiplexing transmission scheme 
that has the capability to support high data rates which are lin-
early proportional to the number of Tx and Rx antennas. The 
architecture of V-BLAST consists of M spatially multiplexed 
data streams at the transmitter, which are measured at N Rx an-
tennas. For successful operation of the algorithm, it is usually 
required that N > M. 
The V-BLAST signal processor operates using M detection 
cycles, one for each Tx antenna. The ordering algorithm se-
lects the antenna with the strongest SNR, followed by the next 
strongest, until every antenna signal has been detected. Recon-
structed signals for the detected antennas are then subtracted 
from the received signal to remove interference to the remain-
ing undetected antennas. During the detection process, except 
for the antenna signal to be detected, the interference from an-
tennas yet to be detected must be suppressed. This operation is 
performed by linearly weighting the received signals to satisfy 
the minimum mean squared error(MMSE) criterion[4]. The 
MMSE detector is defined as: 
o.2 I
m G1 = H"(HH" + 
PT /M 	
(2) 
where I .vf is the M x M identity matrix. The subscript notation 
G 1 indicates that this matrix is used in the first detection cycle. 
This M x  matrix G 1 pre-multiplies the received signal to 
separate spatially each antenna's signal from all others. This 
means that data detection can be performed independent  
each of the M outputs from the multiplication. In order to 
determine which transmit antenna has the best SNR at the ith 
iteration, the following formula for the inth antenna is used: 
SNR(in) - 1aI2E(IamI2) 
where ra and 0 are defined as: 
= G(in)H(in) 
= IGi ( m)I 22 + 
p1ki 	k,._ 
The vector G (m) is the in-th row of G, calculated alter (?—• I 
detection cycles. Similarly, the vector H(rn) is the inth column 
of H. 
The optimal ordering for detection and symbol cancellation 
makes V-BLAST different from the conventional linear coot - 
hinatorial nulling. Let S = { k 1 , k2,  ....km) be a permutation 
of integers from I to M specifying the order of detecting thn 
symbol vector a. The soft decision statistic for the inth antenna 
at iteration i can be formed by multipI\II1 the rut! liti vector 
and received signal: 
where r i denotes the received signal after subtracting (i - 1) 
previously detected signals . The decision statistic is then 
quantised in accordance to the constellation in use: 
à(lç) = Q[y(k)], 	 (6) 
where Q[ ] is the slicer to its respective constellation in use. 
The detected data are subtracted from the received signal while 
the column vectors of H due to the detected symbols are nulled. 
Finally, the received signal is updated for the next iteration as 
follows: 
r1 = r — à(kj x H 2 (k), 	 (7) 
where H 2 (k) denotes the k i th column of H j after zeroing 
(i - 1) columns matching the (i - 1) previously detected sig-
nals. The subtraction of the detected data from the received 
signal aims to minimise errors in the subsequent detection pro-
cess, provided the detected data possesses a certain degree of 
accuracy. At the end of the ith detection cycle, the matrix H+ i 
is formed by setting column k, of the matrix H 4 to zero. The 
MMSE matrix G+t  must then he re-calculated using equation 
(2) with (H1 1 ) used in place of H. 
B. Alarnouti Scheme 
This particular scheme is restricted to using A! = 2 antennas 
at the transmitter but can use any number of Rx antennas N. 
Two QAM symbols a 1 and (12 for transmission by the Alam-
outi scheme are encoded in both the space and time domain at 
the two Tx antennas over two consecutive symbol periods as 
shown in (8). 
A=[á(l)á(2)]= [01 
—a 1 	(8) 
122 a 
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In i.ki 	J ~ .odc the signal, the received signal can be cx- 
; 
=  K T H 4i(l) +  
H,.11 
	
1' 	 H,42 	
á(I)+ 	
12 	
, (9) FL2 
N 	 HAy 
' here t 	= [rH (0), r( 1 ] 1 is the received signal vector 
ieiver it during symbol periods k = 0 and 1. Similarly. 
(1)1. ;i,(1 
)*]T denotes the noise samples at antenna n 
\mho1 periods.. The matrix HA is defined as: 
Unlike equation (11). the two symbol pairs (01,02) and 
(a3 , a4 ) interfere with one another, so simple linear decoding is 
no longer optimal. However, the form of equation (12) means 
that the V-BLAST algorithm can be applied directly to detect 
the data symbols 0 I - 04. As with the Alamouti scheme, the 
structure of the Dual Alamouti scheme means that at and 02 do 
not interfere with one another, which is also the case for 03 and 
04. The dimension of r' in equation (12) is 2N, which means 
that the transmissions of 4 Tx antennas can be successfully de-
coded with only 2 Rx antennas. 
IV. SHANNON CAPACITY COMPARISONS 
In this section, Shannon capacity results for the three al-
gorithms under consideration will be revised. Under the as-
sumption of unit bandwidth, the Shannon capacity of the 





(10) 	C' 1 = log2 det (IM + 	 (bits/sec/Hz). (14) 
I )cnodiiin the data i ,  achieved be done by multiplying the re- 
ceied .ieiii] ' ith the I leriiiitian transpose of the channel mat- 
ri\ 11 1 	[Ili 
Ii 	Ui 	VHHAa(1) + H 
V''J ]{}+H'. 	(11) 
In this equation = 
C. Dual Alamouti Scheme 
In the previous section on the Alamouti scheme, it is seen 
that for 2 Tx antennas to achieve full diversity, the spectral ef-
ficiency of the system is the same as that of a single transmitter 
antenna. In order to improve on the spectral efficiency of the 
system. a 4 Tx structure is now considered, where the Alam-
outi scheme is applied separately to two pairs of antennas. This 
nieans that two data streams are spatially multiplexed on two 
different pairs of antennas. The received signal for this trans-
mitter configuration may be written in a similar manner to (9): 
1" = F 7 
1i 	 H.41 	HH1 
F2 
 
F H 42 H1 2 = 	a(1)+ 	: 	(12) 
H,1 
In this equation.the vector a( I) = [at, a ,,, a3, 04]T  where the 
quantities 03 and 04 represent the QAM symbols for the second 
Alamouti -encoded data stream which are transmitted simultan-
eously with a 1 and a. The matrix H11 71 is defined as: 
H  — 1 11 . 4 	n.3 
In this formula, det( ) denotes the matrix determinant opera-
tion. This formula assumes that the transmitter possesses no 
knowledge of the channel matrix H. It has been shown, in for 
example [6], that the MMSE V-BLAST detector can achieve 
the full Shannon capacity C1 . This holds under the constraint 
that at capacity, decoding of each transmitter's signal can be 
performed error-free, so that the subtractive cancellation pro-
cess in equation (7) is performed perfectly. 
In order to calculate the capacity of the Alamouti scheme, we 
can notice that equation (9) has the same general form as (I). 
So, equation (14) can also be applied to this system. However, 
the vector r' is measured over two consecutive symbol periods. 
For consistent results, the effective bandwidth of the system 
must be divided by two in compensation. So, the following 
result is obtained [7]: 
(2 = log.,det (12 + 	HH A ) = log2 (i +2a2 A 
(15) 
The RHS of this equation may be obtained from the LHS by 
noticing the orthogonal structureof the matrix product HHA 
in equation (1 I). 
Again, the capacity of the Dual Alamouti scheme maybe ob-
tained by noticing that equation (12) has the same general form 
as (I). As with the Alamouti scheme, the bandwidth must be 
scaled by a factor of two to compensate for r' being measured 
over two consecutive symbol periods. This time, the resulting 
capacity equation is: 
( '3 = I 	 PT log2 det (1 4 + 	HHfl) . 	 (16) 
The matrix H0 is defined in equation (12). The equations for 
C1 - (", may be evaluated to compare the achievable Shannon 
capacities of the three systems. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section results are initially presented for the Shannon 
cap ty of the different schemes. Then, results are presented 
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Fig. 2. Shannon capacity vs SNR performance of the three schemes under 
consideration for (a) 2 Rx and (b) 4 Rs antennas. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has compared the performance of V-B LAST, the 
Alamouu STBC and the hybrid Dual Alamouti scheme. Res-
ults for the Shannon capacity of the three systems shows that 
for 2 receive antennas, the Dual Alamouti scheme provides the 
best performance. In the case of 4 receive antennas, the V-
BLAST algorithm attains the best spectral efficiency at high 
SNRs. Simulation results for the bit error ratio performance of 
the algorithms using convolutionally coded modulation have 
also been presented for spectral efficiencies of 2. 4 and 6 
bits/s/Hz. These confirm the superiority of the Dual Alamouti 
scheme for 2 receive antennas. They also show that for 4 re-
ceive antennas, the Dual Alamouti scheme attains similar bit 
error ratio performance to V-BLAST. 
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for the bit error ratio (BER) vs SNR performance of the differ- (a) 
ent schemes, to compare with the capacity results. 
Capacity Results 
In this section, the results obtained from evaluating the for-
mulas for Ci - C3 in section IV are compared. This is done by 
generating 10,000 sample H matrices and using these to eval-
uate the channel capacity at different SNRs. The results are 
presented as 1% outage capacities - that is, the capacity that 
is exceeded for 99% of all channel realisations. 
The results for two Rx antennas are presented in Fig 2 (a). 
In this case, it can be seen that the (4,2) Dual Alamouti scheme 
provides a distinct performance advantage over the (2,2) V-
BLAST or Alarnouti schemes at high SNRs. In part (b) of the 
figure, results for four Rx antennas are presented. It can be seen 
that at lower SNRs, the (4,4) V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti 
schemes achieve similar capacity results. However, at higher 
SNRs, (4,4) v-BLAST begins to out-perform the Dual Alam-
outi scheme. Both of these techniques perform better than (2.4) 
Alamouti or V-BLAST. 
Frame Error Ratio Results 
Results for the BER vs SNR performance of the different 
schemes will now he considered. In all of these simulations, 
a rate 1/2, constraint length 7 code was employed, using soft 
decision Viterbi decoding. A frame length of 3066 data bits 
was used at the transmitter for encoding and transmission. 
The first results presented in Fig 3 compare the performance 
of the three schemes for a spectral efficiency of 2 bits/s/Hz. 
Looking first to the schemes with 2 Rx antennas. it can he 
seen that the (2,2) V-BLAST method provides the poorest per -
formance. The (2,2) Alamouti scheme performs slightly , bet-
ter, while the (4.2) Dual Alamouti scheme provides the best 
performance. Moving on to 4 Rx antennas, it can be seen 
that (2,4) Alamouti provides the poorest performance, while 
(2,4) V-BLAST slightly outperforms (4,4) V-BLAST. Again 
the (4.4) Dual Alamouti scheme provides the best performance 
of all techniques considered. 
The spectral efficiency of the MIMO system was increased 
to 4 bits/s/Hz for the second set of simulations, the results of 
which are shown in Fig 4. In this case, results are only shown 
for V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti, as the Alamouti scheme 
would require to use at least 256 QAM to achieve the desired 
spectral efficiency. Again, it can be seen that for 2 Rx antennas, 
the Dual Alamouti scheme performs significantly hetterthan V -
BLAST. For 4 Rx antennas, the Dual Alamouti and V-BLAST 
schemes achieve similar performances for 4 transmit antennas. 
Finally, the simulations were updated to consider a some-
what higher spectral efficiency of 6 hits/s/Hz.. The simulation 
results for this case are shown in Fig 5. Again, results are 
only shown for V-BLAST and Dual Alamouti, as the Alam-
outi scheme would require to use at least 4096 QAM. For two 
Rx antennas, it can again be seen that the (4.2) Dual Alamouti 
scheme achieves a significant performance advantage over the 
(2,2) V-BLAST configuration. For four Rx antennas, the (4,4) 
Dual Alamouti scheme performs better than either (2,4) or (4,4) 
V-BLAST at low SNRs. 202 
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Fig. 3. BER vs SNR performance of the three schemes under consideration 	for a spectral efficiency of 6 bit/s/Hz. with 2 or 4 Rx antennas. 
for a spectral efficiency of 2 bit/s/Hz, with 2 or 4 Rx antennas. 
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Fig. 4. BER vs SNR performance of the three schemes under consideration 
for a spectral efficiency of 4 bills/Hz. with 2 or 4 Rx antennas. 
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